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These Alaolca Wildlife ~/anaaer:cnt i>Za•m are firat and f <J z•er.oat proposals 

for l.lildlifa n>ana(lement dev~ lopcd /;y the Diviaion of Game f or conaidamtio•i 

by tho pi.btio. The many id1w.o .:ontai>:ed in the plans arc only a bcgi>ining -

thoy fom a basis upon 1.1hich th<! public cmi coirrncnt end rcconrncnd. The 

plans <ZN not in[lerible, and even after they attain a 1'1Crc fin<1l f orm 

~ aN implcmcntad, they 1.1ill be sub,icct to chan9c an ui ldli j'.! populationa 

~public naedll demand ouch chan;ca. 

In addition to pl'Opooin!T management dircctiona, the pZano contain a 

~al th of info1'111ltion "" the atatua and uac of A laolca 'n 1.1ildZifc F" pulatumn. 

Thia valuabla information t.le:a compiled from a numb~r of 1.1idely acatt<'red 

acurcea and rrruch of it wa not previously available in 1.1rittcn fom. 

'1'1tsae plans reprsaent tho lllOOt accurate assassmcnt of i.>ildlifc atatua 

and uss available to the Gtr.ic I>ivision at the tillll! of writing in 1976. 

H01J<11"1r, tJildtifa populations arc dynamic, and muah of th~ infi;1"""1t ion 

en population atatua !.>ill require reevaluation i.>ith time. 

Virtually tho entire Gallle I>iviaion ataff participated in the 1 rr1 araticn 

of thsaa propoaals. Coming as it did amidst niariy other important tasiw 

of the Division, this planning effort 1.178 most der.iandinv. I ar.r gratified 

by my staff'o cooperation and support in thio endeavor; their ac=mplinhr.lent 

re[Zaote thair pl'Ofessionaliam and dedication. 

il(ibe~A. Rausch, Director 
Division of Gaaae 
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PART I: 
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT IN ALASKA 





WILDLIFE l!Ar~AGEMENT IN ALASKA 

THE PLANS, THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH ANO GAME AND THE PU8LIC 

Alaska's Wildlife Management Plans are the result of a long-tenn planning 
effort which first resulted In the development of the Alaska Game Management 
~In 1973. These plans are another step toward developing a 
prograta for wise husbandry of Alaska's wildlife resources and, basically, 
are recDllTIM!ndatfons to the public by the Department of Fish and Game for 
the management of all wildlife In the state. 

The lnfonnatlon and recOl!lllendatlons contained In these plans represent a 
concerted effort by Department staff to compile and review existing 
Information on the status, distribution, and uses of Alaskan wildlife 
populations. Current and projected land use patterns and natural resource 
potentials and developments are also considered. Synthesis of these 
plans began at the field level where local needs and conditions were 
best understood. 

The need for planning In the management of wildlife, and particularly in 
the allocation of use of wildlife, has become pressing In recent years. 
Alaska ts experiencing unprecedented growth In human population at the 
same ti111e that llllN!nse land areas, conveyed to private ownership or 
federal single-purpose classification, may be lost to multipurpose 
public use. Development and mobilization of resources are lq>actlng 
wildlife and its habitat and are bringing more people into contact with 
once-remote wildlife populations. "In simplest terms, Alaska faces a 
rapidly growing de111and for wildl ife use which Is In sharp contrast to 
the shrinking resource area available to support such use. Moreover, 
as pressures on wildlife populations Increase, there are Increasing 
pcsslbfllttes that any given use will have detrimental effects. There 
ts, therefore, need for greater precision fn management. 

The complexity of resource allocations requires the systematic approach 
provided by planning. In keeping with mandates of Alaska's constitution, 
the Departlllent's planning efforts are Intended to eventually achieve 
optimum, diversified use of Alaska's wildlife throughout the forseeable 
future. 

Publication and distribution of these recoa11endatlons mark the beginning 
of the second phase fn this planning process: the public's review of 
the staff's recommendations and Its fnvolve111ent and participation In 
shaping the Initial proposal Into a statenient of direction for wildlife 
management In Alaska. 

The responsibility of the Department Is to manage Alaska's wildlife 
resources for the benefit of the people. Therefore, ft Is Incumbent on 
the Department to detenDlne what the public wants from Its wildlife 
resources. It Is clear also that the Department will not be able to 
maintain the continuity of long-term managl!llM!nt programs without the 
support of Alaska's people. 

Development and Implementation of the wildlife plans will affect Alaskans 
In several ways. First, the public will partfc.lpate In the Initial 
fonnulatlon of the basic long-term iianagement direction. Second, the 
plans as presented for review will Inform the public about Alaska's 
wildlife populations and their current and potential uses. They will also 
give the public a clearer understanding of the role and responsibilities 
of the Department of Ff sh and Game. Third, If Implemented, the plans 
will provide Alaskans and other Interested persons with an array of 
alternative uses of wildlife which can be maintained through purposeful 
management. 



All Interested people are invited to contribute to the wildlife 111anagement 
planning effort. The Division of Game recomnendations contained In this 
and other booklets and maps are being distributed to the public throughout 
the state. Included is a questionnaire soliciting opinions about the 
iaanage1Dent the Division Is propasing. In addition to printed circulation 
of the proposed plans, the Division wil 1 hold public llll!etings in inany 
Alaskan COCl'Alnlties to obtain comnent and discussion. 

All public response will be considered In evaluating and modifying the 
proposed plans. Allocation of wildlife values a1110n9 competing users and 
between conflicting uses is a complex problem which will have to be 
resolved through careful consideration of expressed public desires and 
the biological capabilities of the wildlife populations In question. 
Minority as well as majority demands should be accomodated if we are to 
retain the values afforded by a spectrum of wildlife-oriented experiences. 

The Division will work closely with the Alaska Board of Game and with 
the Board's local advisory COl!llittees during the entire public review 
process. As the principal forum for the public's voice in Alaska's 
wildlife manageiaent, the Alaska Board of Game will iaodlfy and make the 
final determination on proposed wlldl1fe plans. The Division of Game 
will assist the Board by providing a full repcrt of the public review 
process and the response It engenders. 

After the public review process, and revision and adoption by the Board 
of Game, the plans will be published and distributed to the public. 
Needless to say, the plans are not intended to be inflexible. Conditions 
change with time, and the plans will need to be adaptable. Revision of 
plans may occur as the result of periodic reviews or when Individual 
situations require modff1cat1on. Revision of plans will be made with 
participation by the public. 

Implementation of the plans will begin as soon as practical after final 
acceptance by the Board of Game. Those areas or species now receiving 
the greatest use or in danger of losing those attributes called for by 
the plans should receive the earliest attention. Implementation will 
involve development of operational plans, fo"1111latlon of regulations, 
internal Department actions such as research and manage111ent activities, 
and interagency cooperative actions as required. 

Development and Implementation of these management plans will be strongly 
affected by conveyance of 40 •illion acres of land into private ownership 
and by Inclusion of up to 80 million acres of classified federal withdrawals 
into "Four SystelllS" federal management under terms of the Alaska Native 
Claims Settlement Act. Development of staff recOll'llll!ndations has proceeded 
with the knowledge that many changes in the contents of the final plans 
are inevitable. Managenent of wildlife on lands under federal Jurisdiction 
or under private ownership will necessarily be c011111ensurate with the 
land-use policies of the respective landowners. Important land-use 
decisions are being made now and In the next few years that will affect 
wildlife and its future use in the state. By developing wildlife plans 
now, we can iaiprove the rationale by which land-use policies will be 
formu 1 a ted. 

WHAT THE PLAHS CONTAIN 

This regional booklet is only one portion of a comprehensive public 
proposal by the Division of Game, Departlllent of Fish and Game, for the 
planned 111anagement of Alaska's wildlife resources. The proposal consists 
of: 1) seven regional booklets (of which this is one) containing 
rec011111endatlons for management of each species of wildlife, and 2) a 
set of eleven statewide maps outlining boundaries of Individual species 
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management plan areas. The maps are Intended to complement the material 
presented in the regional booklets. for complete understanding of the 
plans, the maps and appropriate regional booklets should be used together . 
These plans are for your review. Questionnaires have been Included with 
the maps and booklets for your written coaments. In addition, public 
meetings will be held throughout the state to explain plans and receive 
coirment. You are invited to contact the Game Division staff to discuss 
these plans. 

REGIONAL BOOKLETS 

Each regional booklet Is arranged in two parts. Part I contains an 
explanation of the planning effort and how the public will participate 
In the development of the plans. Included ls an explanation of the 
management goals upon which the recamnendatlons are structured. In 
addition, Part I presents a brief discussion of wildlife management In 
Alaska, reviewing the fonnal structure of management, the biological 
bases for wildlife use, and the problems encountered in managing wildlife . 
Part II contains the Individual species/area management recommendations. 

Each of the regional booklets corresponds to one of seven geographic 
regions of the state, depicted in the figure below. 

~ .... 

J 



All proposed IOllnageAOent plans covering all or part of a reg ion are 
Included In the booklet for that region . The plans are arranged by 
species in Part II of each booklet, and each plan is titled and numbered 
to provide easy refer~nee to the corresponding species map . Each individual 
plan Includes: 

l) 

2) 

3) 

4 ) 

5) 

A geographical description of the location of the area covered by 
the plan. ---

Goal s - One primary~ and In some cases one or ~re secondary 
!IOtl 1 s . 

~of Management Guidelines - These are used to qualify or 
ifu-alitlfy Tri a more spedfk way the recOll'llll!nded management under a 
goal for any particular area. 

Management Guidelines are state.aents about : 

the wildlife population: Its size, sex and age structure and 
productivity. 

use: season lengths an<I t1~1ng, bag limits, number or distri bution 
of hunters or other users, access, transport, viewing, and 
aesthetic enjoyment. 

habi tat: alteration or protection. 

A short sunmary of available lnfonnatlon on the species and Its use 
In the area to provide perspective for evaluation of the proposed 
rn.nagement framework. 

Statements of pro~lenis that raay be encountered in managing for 
proposed goals. n general, problems deal with: 

maintaining wildlife population levels : loss of animals or 
I oss of habitat. 

use of wildlife: exclusion of hunting, excessive access, 
noncompliance with regulations , state and federal legislation, 
and limitations on Department authority. 

confl icts caused by wildlife : agricultural depredations , and 
safety of life and property. 

6) A sunmary of the imf!ctf of the proposed management in terms of its 
effects on the spec es n question, on characteristics of Its use 
by man, on other spec ies , and on other uses of tile area. 



HAllAGEMENT GOALS 

We have selected six 111anaciement goals for these wildlife plan proposals. 
The goals are categories of use Into which the various appropriate forms 
of human Interactions with wildlife can be grouped. The goals provide 
direction for 111.Jnagement with flexibility in mind. In 111Dst individual 
plans, multiple goals are assigned: a single primary goal and one or 
1111re secondary goals. Each goal emphasizes one general type of use 
opportunity. This does not necessarily inean that other uses will be 
excludej!. Rather, ft recognizes that if uses conflict, uses appropriate 
to the stated goals will receive preference. Furthermore, uses indicated 
by stated goals wfll be actively managed for. The overall content of 
each plan will further define goals for that specific area. 

All proposed management goals are based on Alaska's constitutional mandate 
tflat {ts wild 1l fe sha 11 be reserved to the peom for cocnnon use and 
shall be uttilzed arid 111alntained on the sustal lleld ~tnclple for 
the iaaxlmum benefit of the people. .Use on a susta ned yeld basis for 
the maximum benefit of the people will take on different dimensions 
depending on individual situations. As an exalllJlle, In rural Alaska the 
benefit of the people 111o1y, in large part, be concerned with the harvest 
of meat for domestic use, and yield would refer to pounds of meat or 
number of animals harvested. In another situation the greatest benefit 
to the people may accrue fr0111 only observing wildlife. Yield in this 
instance refers to the important but often fntangfble enjoyment derived 
from viewing or otherwise being aware of the presence of wildlife. 

The choice of goals and their various combinations are intended to 
accolll!10date the variety of situations which exist fn Alaska. The six 
wildlife management goals are: 

1. TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUHITY TO VIEW, PHOTOGRAPH AND ENJOY WILDLIFE. 

2. TO PROVIDE FOR AN OPTIHUH HARVEST. 

3. TO PROVIDE THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN HUNTING. 

4. TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO HUNT UNDER AESTHETICALLY PLEASING 
COllOITIONS. 

5, TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE LARGE ANIMALS. 

6. TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SCIENTIFIC ANO EDUCATIONAL STUDY. 

A tnorough understanding of the goals Is essential to understand and 
evaluate tile plans. lie urge you to study the following explanations of 
each goal. 

1. TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO VIEW, PHOTOGRAPH ANO ENJOY WILDLIFE. 

Thie goal recogniaee thll grnat values of b<Jing able to see I.Ii Zdlife in a 

contezt not nocsesaril!I ?'lll.tlted to acti.al taking, and emphaeiaos yield 

in tonr111 of aesthetic values. Thero are important areas i.Jhere the 

combination of 1Jil.dlife abwldanco, unique opportwtit!I and human access 

result in this ueo accruing tho roa.rinw. benefit to peopZo. Emphasis is 

on vi.el.ling and photographing and may czcZude all other uses. Hai.lever, 

other uses i'1Cluding hunting ""1!f be aZ/.crJed if C0"1pCltible. 

s 



So-called "nonconsumptlve• use of wlldl tfe is popular In the state 
today. Viewing and photographing occur most frequently along the state's 
road and trail systems, areas which often receive heavy hunting use and 
which are most susceptible to human development. In some areas where 
unusual abundance, visibility, or accessibility of wildlife enable ready 
observation by the public without detrimental effects to wildlife, 
management for these purposes should be provided. Prompt Identification, 
establishment and management of such areas is necessary to avoid losses 
to encroaching development and competing uses. Many of these areas have 
been previously identified. 

Management which provides an opportunity to view, photograph, and enjoy 
a species is concerned with tnaintaining a sustained, observable population 
of that species. Huinan uses of wildlife or of the area supporting 
wildlife which significantly detract from the opportunity to observe the 
primary species may be regulated or restricted. Hunting for the primary 
species is generally excluded during the period when most observation 
takes place. limitations on the number, distribution, or activities of 
viewers and photographers may be necessary where unlimited use would 
detract from the opportunity to observe wildlife or cause undue disturbance. 
Hunting may be allowed when year- round or area-wide observation does not 
occur. In soiae situations concurrent consumptive and "nonconsumptive" 
uses may be compatible. 

Viewing and photographing are often compatible with other uses; this is 
reflected In the nuonerous plans where viewing and photography occur In 
colllbinatlon with other~oals. When applied as a secondary goal the 
emphasis on viewing and photographing is subdued, and uses addressed by 
primary goals may at times limit opportunities for observation. In some 
cases, however, mana~ement for other primary goals mJy enhance opportunitlc~ 
for observation of wildlife. 

2. TO PROVIDE FOR AN OPTIMUM HARVEST. 

Thia rJoal mrrpr.o.ai::co yiold of cmimallr f or huM::>t uac. Within thin (Joal 

Cll'C acc.-or.r.rodatcd tl:c nccda for d C111Cotic util i :ation, ccpcc:iuLly l·y 1=ul 

1•cuidcnto, but aluo by rcc:1:cational huntc1•:r p1•ir.raJ·ily intcrcatcd in 

mea t ; c"""1c1•c:ial ha:rvcr.tu; and aituationu involving r.nintcr.o.ru:c: of 

uildtifc populationa at apcc ifio:d lc1>c lc. A<!at lw tic quality of cr;1'n•iar:cc 

and p1•odu<!t::On of t 1•0;;/1y anil'Ul:: ""'!I be c.-or.ipror.riacd . 

Direct domestic utilization of wildlife is important to many rural 
residents and Is a valuable supplement to the larders of urban citizens. 
Etnphasis of management will be to achieve an optlMUm harvest. This goal 
is also desirable in situations where excessive wildlife numbers develop 
and the welfare of wildlife populations or the safety of human life or 
property will require maintaining some lower optimum number of the 
species in question. Finally, management to provide for an optimum 
harvest Is used where direct commercial utilization is warranted. 

Optin-..m harvest can be defined as the amount or level of yield that Is 
most favorable to some specified end result, whether it ts productivity 
or density of a wildlife population, within the constraints of sustaining 
that population for future use. Such a harvest will differ from area to 
area, frocn species to species, and over time. 

Hanagecnent of populations under this goal will be Intensive, involving 
manipulation of the numbers and/or sex and age structure of the population. 
Controls on methods and means of taking game, adjustments to lengths of 
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hunting seasons and bag limits and restrictions on the number of hunters 
are ways by which use will be regulated. In cases where production of 
food is hnportant to local residents, the species may be managed to 
maximize sustained productivity, and use may be regulated to favor those 
people with the greatest dependency on the resource . 

Management under this goal has wide latitude depending on the conditions 
and requirements of any particular area where It is employed. The goal 
ts often cOCRpatible with the goal of providing the greatest opportunity 
to participate in hunting and with other goals by regulating the time 
and place of use. This goal may adversely affect aesthetic hunting 
considerations and the production of trophy class anilllills. "Honcons11111pt1ve" 
uses may be available on an opportunistic basis. 

This goal differs fr011 the other five goals because It does not directly 
consider optertunlty for use, but rather use itself. Perhaps the greatest 
similarity etween this goal and other goiiTS ts with that of providing 
the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting. Under both goals 
the upper li•lt to consumptive use ts the 1111xtmum harvest that a population 
can sustain. But whereas "greatest opportunt ty to participate in hunting" 
is dependent on the opti- harvest, attaining an "optlm11111 harvest" is 
not dependent on providing the greatest opportunity to participate in 
liiiiittng. Yield of the latter is partlclll:tton. In the former, yield ts 
In number of animals (bl01111ss) that can taken. 

3. TO PROVIDE THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN HUNTING. 

Thia goal recogniz.ea tho r~creatioiu;l va lue of hunting and cmphas~a~ a 

the freedcm of opportunity for all citi:icna to part icipate . In thia 

case, the opportunity to pal'ticipatc ia deemed more inrpo1•tant thlln 

success or atandarda of quality of ezpsriencc, 

As Alaska 1110ves away frOlll the open frontier lifestyle, recreational 
hunting is an Increasingly i111110rtant use of wildlife in the state. Yet 
even as the demand for recreational hunting is growing, the area available 
for such use is decreasing. Extensive private land ownership and 
additional extensive parks, refuges and other lands designated for 
limited use will strongly affect recreational hunting opportunities In 
the state. 

Providing the greatest opportunitf to participate In hunting will not 
mean maximizing hrportunity to kl 1. Hana!lflllent will consider ~artictpation 
1110re desirable t n success. Opportunity 111Ust SOll!etimes be llm ted to 
maintain harvests witlililtlle numbers that a wildlife population can 
sustain. Restricting harvest will usually Involve altering methods and 
ineans of taking 91me, bag limits, and lengths and tl•lng of seasons 
before limiting number of hunters. When participation must be limited, 
time allowed for a hunt will be limited before limiting number of hunters. 

Management to provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting 
often will be similar to providing for an optimum harvest, because where 
dellland to hunt ls sufficient, full beneficial use of the resource will 
be allowed. Consequently these two goals are recoll1fte~ded in combination 
in many areas. Used a~ the only goal In an area, greatest opportunity 
to participate in hunting may cOR1Proaiise aesthetic considerations or 
reduce opportunity to take large (trophy) animals; "nonconsumptlve" uses 
would be available on an opportunistic basis. 



4. TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO HUNT UNDER AESTHETICALLY PLEASING CONDITIONS. 

,hill aoal errrpliasi:ca quality of hunting e;;:pcrie11ce. To acliieve it uUl 

vften require lir.ti t iny the nur..ber of people ulio lllllY participate, cur ucll 

<ta th.i mcana used to take aame. Cri t eria f or such CD-ee111 iMlude natural 

·r uilderneos charactcz• of the lartd, la.J hunter dcnoities, and emplraoi s 

°" hunting uitl:ou t ths ai4 of meclrani~ed vehicles. 

Quality of experience is bec0111ing increasingly important to a greater 
number of hunters, espe~ially for those who value the aesthetics of the 
hunting experience as much or more than hunting success. For them the 
proliferation of off-road vehicles, riverboats, airplanes and the 
"hunter behind every bush" situation Is distasteful. Under this goal, 
aesthetically pleasing conditions refers to a hunting experience which 
usually includes low hunter densities, controlled methods of transport, 
undisturbed wilderness character, and regulation of other conflicting 
uses, separately or In combination. Hunian activities which adversely 
affect the aesthetic quality of the hunting experience will be discouraged, 
limited, or prohibited. Opportunity as used here does not guarantee 
unli111ted participation, and would nonaally imply TiiTtson participation. 
Controls on hunter transport may reduce hunting success . This goal will 
not usually require large or dense populations of wildlife, nor will 
animals necessarily be of large (trophy} size. Harvests need not attain 
the highest levels that can be supported by the population. 

The value of aesthetics is often considered when other go~ls ~re prl~~ry, 
and this goal Is often used in cOlablnatlon with other goals to reflect 
the considerations of quality not explicitly stated In other goals. To 
the extent that other uses conflict with aesthetic values, timing and 
zoning of the area of use can be employed to obtain greater utilization 
of a wildlife population. 

S. TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE LARGE ANIMALS. 

Thio goal cntphaui;;wa t he opportwtit!J fut' huntct'o to take large animals. 

ro acc:omplieh thi s goa l !Jill uau" ll!J m'1an tliat participa•i°" of huntero 

1JiH be l iMit11d and the apccica populati011 uithin t he area may be manipulated 

to produce the ma:imwrr numbcz• of l.arile animala. 

Many recreational hunters are especially Interested in taking a large 
animal. With development and Increasing h11111an pressures on wildlife 
resources, the opportunities for hunters to be selective for large 
animals are becoming fewer. Management under this goal may ensure that 
in some areas and for SOiie Species such oppartunity will be retained. 
Areas recomnended for rianagement under this goal 111Ust have a reasonable 
number of large, old or trophy animals available or the potential to 
produce such animals. Opportunity as used here would not guarantee 
unli111ited particl~tion, but would provide a reasonable-chance of 
success to thOse l<io do participate. Management will often be intensive, 
Involving manipulation of the sex and ~ge composition to produce large 
anill41s, and possible controls on number and distribution of hunters. 

This goal and that of hunting under aesthetically pleasing conditions 
will often be compatible, and hunting both for large animals and under 
aesthetic conditions will be enjoyed si.ultaneously. Management for 
other goals 1s possible when the production of large animals ts not 
affected. However, intensive management to produce large animals may 
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require taking other population segments by other users. For example, 
to produce large bull 1110ose it may be necessary to harvest substantial 
numbers of female 1110ose. This goal does not preclude ''nonconsumptive• 
uses, and In fact may enhance "nonconst.rnptive" use experiences by 
providing improved opportunities to view large anlnials . 

6. TO PROVI DE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SCIEMTIFIC .AND EDUtAT!ONAL STUDY . 

Thi~ yoal r"cO(]r.i~oa the dooi1>abilit y and need to provide for acientifi • 

and educational uao of "1ildlifc to achieve a ocicnt i f ic baoia for 

evaluating management optior.a. Such r.rar.a.3cmcnt may require ae t tiny 

aside areaa solely f or this purpose, but in moat caaca, thia uac ia 

compatible "1ith other typea of uue. 

The Alaskan wilderness, including its wildlife, Is a unique natural 
laboratory for the scientific study of ecosystems and wildlife biology, 
and for the educational enrichment of the people. Scientific study and 
education have continually taken place In many areas of Alaska, reflecting 
the wide compatibility of such use with other uses of wildlife . Occasionally 
however, undisturbed or closely controlled conditions are necessary for 
study requirements and Justify the designation of areas inanaged primarily 
for the scientific and educational study of wildlife . Study requirements 
would specify the extent to which other uses, both consumptive and 
nonconsuinpt1ve, would be allowed. In sane cases, intensive population 
or habitat inanlpulation could be necessary to achieve study objectives. 
Participation could be limited. 

This goal appears most often in combination with the goal of providing 
an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy wildlife because they often 
have much in cOl!lllOn. Educational studies are often enhanced by relatively 
undisturbed wildl ife populations in areas established for viewing and 
photography. Providing for scientific and educational study is proposed 
as a pri11111ry goal in very few areas. Such limited direct application of 
this goal emphasizes the fact that opportunities for scientific and 
educational study exist throughout the state and special designation Is 
unnecessary unless intensive population or environmental controls are 
required. 



HAHAGEHENT BACKGROUND 

To properly evaluate the 1ndlv1dual species plans presented 1n this 
volume, 1t ls necessary to have some appreciation for the Alaska setting 
in which these plans are developed. There are, of course, biological or 
ecological characteristics of wildlife which affect its J!lilnagement. 
There are also a nUlllber of hUaliln institutions that affect management: 
constitutional and statutory authority, requirements, and constraints; 
pol icy; user requirements; and the demands of the "new Alaska." It is 
hoped that the following discussion touching on these considerations 
helps to place the plans In a 110re relevant perspective for public 
understanding. 

THE LEGAL BASIS FOR WILOLIFE HANAGEHENT IN ALASKA 

Wildlife management In Alaska was formally established in 1925 when 
Congress created the Alaska Game Connlss1on "to protect game animals, 
land furbearlng ani1114ls, and birds In Alaska, and for other purposes.• 
Prior to 1925 protection of wildlife had been undertaken by the Departments 
of Treasury, Comnerce, and Agriculture, and by the territorial governor. 

The five-mel!Cer Alaska Ga111e CoMaission, appointed by the governor, 
represented each of four Judicial Divisions of the state and the U. S. 
Bureau of Biological Survey, later to become the U, S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. This commission set hunting seasons and bag limits subject to 
approval by the Secretary of Jnterior. Einphasls of inanagetn!nt was on 
establishment of wildlife refuges and on enforcement and predator contrnl 
activities until the 1950's when research of game populations was increased. 

With the attainment of statehood in 1959 a fonnal fr111ework for State 
management of Alaska's wildlife resources was established. In addressing 
natural resources, Article Viti of the Constitution of the State of 
Ahska states: 

Section 1. Statement of Pol lcy. It is the policy of the State to 
encourage the settlement of its land and the development of Its 
resources by making thl!nl available for maxl111.1m use consistent wH.h 
the public Interest. 

Section 2. General Authority. The legislature shall provide for 
the utilization, development, and conservation of all natural 
resources belonging to the State, Including land and waters, for 
the inaxil!'IUlll benefit of Its people. 

Section 3. Conrron Use. Wherever occurring in their natural 
state, fish, wildlife, and waters are reserved to the people for 
coanon use. 

Section 4. Sustained Yield. Fish, forests, wildlife, grasslands, 
and all other replenlshable resources belonging to the State shall 
be utilized, de~eloped, and inalntalned on the sustained yield 
principle, subject to preferences among beneficial uses. 

Jn accordance with these mandates, the Alaska legislature established by 
statute a Deparblent of Fish and Game, provided for a Conmlssioner as 
the principal executive officer of the Department, and created a Board 
of Fish and Game. The Division of Game was one of several divisions 
created to carry out the responsibilities of the Department. 

Since statehood the role of the legislature and the functions, structure, 
and Interrelationships of the Board of Fish and Game, Its advisory 
commlttees, and the Department have undergone changes in response to 
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public concerns over increased use of wildlife, increased conflicts 
between users, growing public involvement in government and increased 
public environmental concern. 

Legislature 

The Legislature, by virtue of Its broad constitutional authority, has 
been a do.lnant force in establlshin<] the character and direction of 
Alaska's ~anagement of wildlife. At statehood the legislature enacted 
the Fish and Game Code of Alaska (Title 16) which established the Conrnlssioner 
and Department of Fish and Game and a Board of Fish and Game, and defined 
the powers, duties and functions of each. In addition, this act, or 
amendments and additions to it, provided for: the authority to enforce 
laws and regulations1 licensing of hunting and trapping, including 
specification of licenses and tags required and their fees; protection 
of fish and gcuae from human activities; establishment of state game 
refuges and sanctuaries, and designation of critical habitat areas; 
suppression of and bounties for predatory animals; conrnercial use of 
fish and game; and the specification of unlawful acts, violations, and 
penalties therefor. Alllong the powers sped flea lly reserved to the 
legislature were those of regulatory and administrative legislative 
review, approval of areas set apart as fish and game reserves, refuges, 
and sanctuaries by the Board, the authority to change the amount of fees 
or licenses, and budgetary controls. This legislation, in essence, 
fonned the basic framework for the entire scope of activities carried on 
by the Department and the Board. 

Since statehood, the Legislature has variously added to, amended or 
re;>ealed portions of the original State fish and gar~ statutes, reflecting 
Increased complexities of resource management, and increased demands on 
the Legislature by the people. In general, revisions of the statutes 
have served to clarify or expand legislative intent and to increase 
~revisions for management, protection, regulation and use of wildlife. 
Although many of the revisions have affected the scope of activities of 
the Conmlssioner, the Department, and the Board, most have had little 
substantive effect on the interrelationships between these principals. 
Some recent state legislation however, has affected the traditional 
structure of Coaniss1oner and Board authorities. The 9er.eral effect of 
these recent legislative actions has been a diminution of Conrnissioner 
and Soard authorities in favor of increased parochial advisory cC11111lttee 
roles and increased public participation. Included in such acts are 
those relating to: 

Boards of Fisheries and Game. This 1975 act restructured the 
12 member Board of Fish and Game into two, 7-member boards, 
one for fisheries and one for gaee; repealed the status of the 
CDltlllissioner of Fish and Game as an ex-officio member of the 
Board; redefined the regulatory powers of the Boards; amended 
the provision establishing advisory committees to concurrently 
expand advisory coninlttee authority to close $easons and liMit 
the Connissioner's authority to overrule closures established 
by advisory consnlttees. 

Taking of antlerless lllOOSe. This 1975 act expanded the authority 
of advisory c011111lttees and the Department while limiting the 
regulatory authority of the Board of Game by prohibiting the 
taking of antlerless moose except under regulations adopted by 
the Board after requisite reconmendatlons for open seasons are 
made by thi"1!ePartllll!nt and by a majority of active local 
advisory conmittees for"1'ii"e game management unit or units 
affected. 

Although it is illlpOrtant to recognize that the Legislature has delegated 
broad regulatory authority to the Board of Game, it is also important to 



understand that the Legislature has the authority to affect that delegation 
dt any ti111e. For example, seasons and bag li~its, nonnally set by the 
Board, could legally be established by the legislature. However, the 
Legislature has generally restricted its activities to more general and 
enabling legislation. 

~ 

The Governor, as chief executive of the State, is responsible for the 
conduct of the Department of Fish and Game in serving the people of 
Alaska. All actions of the Department are subject to review and concurrence 
by the Governor. Jn addition, the Governor may Invoke independent 
executive actions. Under his strong constitutional authority, the 
Governor has brought about major reorganization of the Department In the 
past. In 1962 most of the functions and powers of the Department 
relative to the collection, accountability, and custody of fish and game 
revenues was transferred to the Department of Revenue by executive 
order. Similarly, the Division of Protection, with primary responsibility 
for enforcerDent of all fish and game laws and regulations for the Department, 
was transferred to the Department of Publ tc Safety in lg72 . 

C011111issloner of the Department of Fish and Game 

The Co11111issioner is the principal executive officer of the Department of 
Fish and Game. He Is appointed by the Governor for a tenn of 5 years, 
subject to confll'llliltion by the legislature, and serves at the pleasure 
of the Governor. The Co11111issloner functions to "manage, protect, maintain, 
Improve, and extend the fish, game and aquatic plant resources of the 
state in the interest of the economy and general well-being of the 
state" (AS 16 .05.020) . To that end, he SUPf!rvlses and controls the 
Department, Including appointments of personnel and assistants necessary 
for the general administration of the Department and he may delegate his 
authority to subordinate officers. 

Among the powers and duties of the Consnissioner are administrative, 
budgeting and fiscal powers; the collection, classification and dissemination 
of statistics, data and info1111ation; the emergency opening or closure of 
seasons or areas; and the capture, propagation, transport, purchase, 
sale, or exchange of fish or game or eggs for scientific or stocking 
purposes . 

Jn addition to that authority specifically provided to the Commissioner 
by statute, the Board may delegate to the Conmissioner authority to make 
regulations. However, such delegation fn the past has been limited and 
specific in nature. 

Division of Gallll! 

The Division of Game was established In 1959 under provisions of the act 
creating the Department of Fish and Game. As one of several divisions 
of the Department, the Division of Ga111e functions in meeting the legislative 
charge to the Co11111issioner to "manage, protect, maintain, improve and 
extend the •.. • • game ..... resources of the state ...... " as well as in 
providing such assistance to the Board of Ga111e as ft requires in the 
performance of Its functions, Jn each of these areas, the Division 
attempts to maintain a public posture by disseminating Information and 
encouraging public fnvolveiaent in the iaanagement of Alaska's wildlife. 

The Division of Game conducts many activities to meet its responsibilities 
Including: 

Assessment of game population status Involving biological 
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research, surveys and lnvenlllrles of ga111e populations, and 
CDllP11atfon and analysis of harvest statistics. 

identification and protection of Important wildlife habitats • 
The Division provides information and recomnendatlons to 
federal, state and lccal agencies which plan for, manage, 
regulate, or otherwise affect lands In Alaska or their use, to 
minimize detrimental impacts of land and water uses upon 
wildlife habitat In Alaska. 

Preparation of reports on the status, management and use of 
Alaska's wildlife resources, for public information, scientific 
publication and use. and to provide the Board of Game w1 th 
1nfonliltlon It requires to proaulgate regulations. 

Rec111111end1ng appropriate regulations for consideration by the 
Board of Game. 

Enforcement of re~ulatfons. Although primary responsfbflity 
for enforcement o fish and game regulations falls to the 
Division of Wildlife Protection in the Department of Public 
Safety, Game Biologists are authorized as enforcement officers 
and maintain an active profile in the enforce!Tlent of regulations. 

Providing the enblic with Information, assistance and other 
services. The !vision dlsseatinates reports of Division 
activities to the public, contributes to Departlllental lnfo!'llatlon 
and education activities Including television and radio prograAIS, 
a Fish and Game magazine and newspaper articles, distributes 
regulation pamphlets to the public, and provides personal 
assistance and explanation on an individual inquiry basis. 

At present, the Division of Game ts staffed with approximately 110 full
time positions. About 75 positions are filled by professional biologists, 
all of whom possess at least a Bachelor's degree in wildlife management 
or other biological sciences. Many possess Master's degrees or higher. 
The ret111nder c0111Prise the support staff of clerical, technical, and 
statistical positions. In addition to the Division headquarters in 
Juneau, regional offices are maintained in Fairbanks, Anchorage and 
Juneau. A total of 21 area field offices are lllilintained In major 
c011111Unltles throughout the state. 

Actfvftles of the Division of ~me are largely funded by a federal-state 
match1ng funds arrangement, made possible through a "Fish and Game Fund" 
and the Federal Aid In Wildlife Restoration Act of 1937. 

Under the Federal Aid In Wildlife Restoration Act and its amendments. 
funds from an excise tax on sporting anns and amnunitlon, Including 
pistols, revolvers, bows and arrows, and parts and accessories are made 
available to the various states on a 111atchlng basis for use In wildlife 
restoration work, Including land acquisition, research, development and 
inanage.ent projects, and for use In hunter safety prograr::s. Monies are 
111de available on a ..axl111U111 share basis of 3 federal to 1 state dOllar 
bisls. Provisions In the act require the various participating states 
t:oiiii'intain funds obligated to fish and wildlife restoration work as 
defined by the act. 

The Alaska Legislature established the fish and Game Fund at the same 
tfme the Department was established. Most of the money comprising the 
Fish and Game Fund derives from the sale of state sport fishing and 
hunting licenses Jnd special pen11its, although funds from other sources 
are possible. Funds gained from license sales or pennit fees cannot be 
used for other than the protection, propagation, Investigation and 
restoration of sport fish and gawie resources and the expenses of adinlnlsterlng 
the Sport F1sh and Glime Divisions of the Deparu.ent. 
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Board of Game 

The Board of Game, as presently constituted, was establ ished in 1975. 
Originally established In 1959 as an eight-member Board of fish and 
Game, the Board was subsequently enlarged by statute to lO and then 12 
members before being divided into two Boards, one for f i sherie~ ~nd one 
for game. The Board of Game now has seven members , appointed by the 
Governor and subject to confirmation by the Legislature. The i taggered 
term of office for members is four years. Members serve at the pleasure 
of the Governor. 

The primary functions of the Board of Gaine In conserving and developing 
the ga11e resources of the state are the promulgation of regulations 
~ffectlng use of wildlife and the establishlllent and conduct of advisory 
conmlttees. 

The Board of Game Is empowered to eake regulationt for: 

(1) setting apart game reserve areas , refuges and ~anctuaries In 
the waters or on the lands of the state over which it has 
jurisdiction, subject to the approval of the Legislature; 

(2) establishment of open and closed se•sons and area~ for the 
tak Ing of game; 

(3) establi st.ient of the P>eans and methods employed in the pursuit, 
capture and transport of game; 

(4) setting quotas and bag limits on the taking of game; 

(5) classifying game as game birds, song birds, big game animals, 
furbearing animals, predators or other categories; 

(6) investigating and detennining the extent and effect of predation 
and competition among gue in the state, exercis ing control 
111easures considered necessary to the resources of the state 
and designating game 111anage111eOt units or parts of game management 
units In which bounties for predatory animals shall be paid; 

(7) engaging in biological research, watershed and habitat improvement, 
and game managl!ment, protection, propagation and stocking; 

rs) entering into cooperative agreements with educational Institutions 
and state, federal, or other agencies to promote game research, 
management, education, and information and to train men for 
game management; 

{9) prohibiting the live capture, possession, transport, or release 
of native or exotic game or their eggs ; and 

(10) establ ishing the times and dates during which the issuance of 
game licenses, pennits and registrations and the transfer of 
per111its and registrations between registration areas and game 
management units or subunits is allowed. (AS 16.05.255) 

Jn addition, the Board of Game may adopt regulations upon the reconmendation 
of the Department, by the majority vote of affected local advisory 
corrmittees, or by written petition by interested residents of an area as 
regards the establishment of subsistence hunting areas, the control of 
transportation methods and means within subsistence hunting areas, and 
the establishment or open and closed seasons and areas to protect subsistence 
hunting. (AS 16.05.257) 

Promulgation of regulations by the Board n.ist be in accordance with 
Alaska's Administrative Procedure Act (AS 44.62) which requires among 
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other things that: 

1. Meetings of the Board be open to the public and that reasonable 
public notice be given for such meetings. 

2. A procedure be used for adopting regulations which includes : 

a. prior public notification of proposed actions, 

b. opportunity for any interested person to present stateiaents, 
argUMents, or contentions in reference to a proposed 
action, and, 

c. opportunity for an interested person to petition the 
Board for the adoption, amendment, or repeal of a regulation. 

3. Regulations be codified and published. 

The Boards of Fisheries and Game are empowered to establtsh advisory 
comntttees in various parts of the state for the purpose of providing 
the Boards with recOITllll!ndations on fish and game in their areas of 
jur1sd1ct1on. The Boards set the number and terms of the members of 
advtsory comntttees, delegate one member of each conmtttee as chairman 
and give him authority to hold public hearings on fish or game matters. 
Advisory cD11111tttees have the authority to declare emergency closures 
during established seasons under procedures established by the Board. 
Furthermore, advisory tOlllllittees must reconmend openings of antlerless 
l1DOSe seasons In their respective areas, in conjunction with Depart111ent 
recOCllnendattons for open seasons, before the Board of Ga111& may adopt 
regulations for the taking of antlerless 11100se. 

The Board of Game meets at least once each year, but uy lnfft 1110re often 
as it considers necessary. Special Board 111eettngs 111ay be called at any 
ti111e by the Coir.itsstoner or at the request of two Board -i>ers. 

Public 

Alaska's people are the ulti111c1te managers of their wildlife resources. 
Through the electoral process and other mechanisms of government responsiveness, 
the public can and does effect the management of wildlife In Alaska. 

Wildlife management in Alaska ts an exceptionally public process. Aside 
from the economic interest 1n resource utilization, few other resources 
elicit public attention to the extent that fish and wildlife do because 
an intimate association with wildlife has been an important part of the 
Alaskan lifestyle. There ts a traditional sense of personal ownership 
of wildlife that doesn't exist to the same degree with other natural 
resources. Other contributing factors are the Increasing importance of 
outdoor recreational activities and the widespread public association 
with "ecological awareness.• 

Alaska's constitution reserves the state's wildlife to the people for 
coamon use consistent with the public ;nterest. Jn order to ass11111e an 
active and productive role in the management and use of wildlife, the 
publtc inust be cognizant of the responsibilities dl!llilnded by such a 
role . The publfc has a responsibility to be infonAed about the status 
of wildlife resources and the options for their use . The public should 
also be infonned about the governnenta 1 111anagement frallleWOrk - which 
agencies are involved, what their responsibilities are, how their 
functions and authorfty are fnterrelated, and what legal, budgetary, and 
adminfstratlve constraints limit their actions. Citizens should be 
aware of the opportunities to express thefr concerns as provided by 
statute, directive and policy: the legislative stage, the publfc forum 
provided by the Board of Game, public hearings and meetings, petitions, 
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and personal contact. The public should participate in the regulatory 
process and should actively support current regulations . Finally, all 
wildlife users should bear their share of costs of conservation. Although 
many people who do not hunt or fish derive substantial benefits fro• 
fish and wildlife, in Alaska almost all costs of wildlife 111anage111ent by 
the Oepartlllent of Fish and Gallll! are borne not bf the general public, but 
by those Individuals who purchase hunting and f shlng licenses, guns and 
a~nltlon, and fishing tackle. 

BIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Wlldllf_e Habitat 

The dependencf of wildlife on its habitat is of fundamental Importance, 
yet many peop e are unaware of the relationships Involved. Habitat ts 
a combination of many Interrelated factors which provide living space 
for a species. Food and cover are general terms for basic necessities 
that are often complicated and variable according to season and circumstance. 
Suitable and often different areas are needed for breeding, nesting, 
rearing young, resting, escaping and feeding. Not only must all these 
essential components be present in a habitat to make it "habitable" for 
a species, but they must be accessible to the animals. Some migratory 
birds satisfy their habitat needs by depending on habitat components 
over the breadth of two continents while some small inanaals live their 
entire lives tn the space of a backyard. But the "backyard" 111USt have 
the necessary variety of areas to be good habitat . For many species, 
the more · ec1ge effect" created by interspersion of vegetative types, the 
better the habitat. The suitability of a habitat is the first concern 
In any effort to establish, maintain, or enhance populations of a species. 

There is a limit to the number of animals sup/iarted by a unit of habitat, 
and this limit varies frOlll season to season a from year to year as the 
adequacy of the essential habitat factors vary. When expressed as an 
average density of animals that can be supported this limit Is called 
the carrying capacity. When carrying capacity is exceeded by a population, 
habitat can be damaged, and the result is often a reduction In the 
carrying capacity followed by a decline in the wildlife population. 

A species usually relies on more than one specific habitat arRa or 
factor for the essentials of life. The area or factor In shortest 
supply determines the maximum number of animals that a habitat can 
support. This Is known as a limiting factor. If food Is the limiting 
factor, and the supply is increased, the carrying capacity for that 
species will increase until it becomes limited by the shortage of another 
factor, such as a place to escape from predators. Specific habitat 
areas of great importance to a wildlife population are called critical 
areas or critical habitat. Such areas are critical because they are 
llmttlng, and their loss or reduction would result ln elimination or 
reduction of the population. 

Habitat changes are continuously occurring naturally. Vegetation associations 
succeed one another as each successional stage, through Its occupancy, 
makes conditions 1110re favorable for its successor until a clliaax 
vegetation stage ls established. Climax coa111Unlties remali11ii"tenuous 
balance with the long-term forces of cllaiate and geological change. 
There are reversals In the process as well, and these normally are 
sudden and drastic in COlllparison to the subtle progress of succession. 
Fire is perhaps the most spectacular, but there are many others, such as 
deposition of material by rivers and glaciers, effects of windstorms, 
Insect infestations, and man-made clearings. Wildlife populations 
change in response to changes In habitat, as lt becomes more or less 
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favorable for the species. 

Mani ulation of habitat includin rotection when necessar is 
there ore a pr 11e too in iaanaq ng for desired popu at1ons of wildlife. 
With the proper techniques the successlonal stages rost favorable to a 
species can be 111aintained on a long-tenn basis, variety of desired 
vegetation can be iinproved beyond natural occurrence, and special habitat 
necessities can sometinies be artificially provided. Response of wildlife 
to habitat iaiprovements can be drainatic. 

S0111e qualifications on the benefits of habitat iinprovement should be 
noted. Habitat improvement programs are directed at increasing or 
maintaining numbers of desired wildlife populations. Since a habitat 
favorable for some species may be less favorable for others, manipulation 
of habitat will mean reductions of some species populations as well as 
gains to others. Also, manipulation of habitat does not always result 
in increases of wildlife because the effectiveness of habitat improvement~ 
may be limited by the Influence of uncontrolled factors such as climate 
and soil quality. There also are a number of species which are dependent 
upon climax vegetation associations. Because their populations cannot 
be benefitted through short-term vegetation changes management must be 
directed to other factors which are alterable. 

Population dynamics 

Maintenance of populations at carrying capacity, however useful as a 
manage.ent concept, is rarely achieved under natural, unmanaged conditions. 
Kow aiany Individuals of a species there actually are in an area at any 
ti111e Is a result of the interplay of the population with the allowance 
of its living area. Wildlife is often •out of phase• with Its habitat 
in a never-ending see-saw of adjustllents to the excesses and shortages 
of its environment. The processes of adjustment by which a population's 
size Is balanced with its habitat are tel"llll!d population dynaiic1cs . 
Essentially, these are the opposing forces of reprOduction a 1111rtality. 

Reproduction is the main way new Individuals are recruited into a population 
(migration may add animals, too). The Increase of a population, excluding 
the effects of movement or mortality, Is limited by the reproductive 
yotential of that species. The number of young each female can produce 
n a year, the minimum and maximum ages at which breeding may occur, the 

sex ratio of breeding adults, and longevity of individuals, all together 
determine the maximum rate of increase that a population may exhibit. 
Wildlife populations, however, rarely increase at their maxi111.1m rate. 
Mortality is the main reason, of course, but other factors may depress 
reproductive success. For example, not all females capable of breeding 
find males; or younger animals capable of breeding may be inhibited in 
attempting to breed because of dominance exerted by older individuals; 
and many species give birth to fewer young in times of adversity. Such 
de ressants on re roduction are coll'nlOnl self-re ulatin mechanisms, 
t roug w c an ma s respon to con tons o overcro ng, 
shortages, or poor nutrition. 

Mortality operates a94inst population growth by removing anhnals. 
Starvation, predation, hunting, incleaient weather, diseases and parasites, 
accidents, and strife between animals all contribute to losses of wildlife. 
The relative i111110rtance of any one factor is generally dependent on two 
things: the effects of other mortality factors, and the density of the 
population. Anilllills injured by accident or strife may have difficulty 
obtaining food and may starve. Others, weakened by starvation or debilitated 
by disease, may fall easy prey to predators. In the absence of predation 
and hunting, populations can outgrow their food supply and starvation 
will be the major cause of mortality. Some factors, such as predation, 
starvation, and disease, increase in their importance as the density of 
the population rises and these are known as density-dependent mortality 



factors. Success of predators increases as their prey becomes more 
abundant. Starvation is more co111110n as competition for food Increases. 
Transmission of disease Is facilitated by crowding of animals. The 
reverse situation is also true. As a population Is reduced, relatively 
fewer losses occur to these factors. Also, greater losses to one cause 
will result In reduced losses due to other factors. To some extent, 
change In one kind of loss Is compensated for by change in another kind 
of loss. 

These direct and Indirect compensatory relationships between reproductive 
performance, various mortality factors, and population density make It 
possible to some extent for human use of wildlife to replace other kinds 
of mortal 1ty. 

Losses to wildlife populations are replaced by reproduction . If everything 
is working right and habitat quality Is reasonably good, animals characteristically 
produce more young than are needed for replacement. This creates a 
"surplus" of individuals, both young and old, that Is trinmed off by the 
various mortality factors. The surplus~ be small If the new individuals 
are accomnodated by excellent habitat, or it~ be large as the population 
exceeds the capacity of the habitat. Wildlife manage11ent seeks to take 
advantage of compensatory relationships to .ake Slllll! of the surplus 
available for h..nan use. 

Removal of animals lowers population density. Fewer anl1111ls are then 
lost to density-dependent mortality factors. lowered density results in 
reduced competition for food, which in turn increases survival of 
young, for it is the young (and the very old) which suffer the greatest 
losses to starvation. Within limits, increasing the removal of adult 
animals continues to boost the survival of ynung. Furthen110re, lower 
population density 111akes 1110re food available, 1110re animals breed successfully 
as a result of being In good physical condition, and 1110re young are 
pniduced and raised by each female. 

The productivity of a species in terms of Its use by humans is called 
"yield." Normally, yteld applies to consumpttve use, but it can also 
Include so-called "nonconsumptlve" use as well . Management of wlldl lfe 
Is aimed at producing a sustained yield, that is, utilizing a wildlife 
population at such a level that the capability of the population to 
continue to provide such use is not tmpalred. Sustained yield Is 
the central concept In the manaQe!!ent of any renewable resource. 

There Is usually a range in intensity of use that wildlife populations 
will sustain, from no use to that whtch is the maximum allowable. Human 
use Is another force acting on a population, affecting, and In turn 
being affected by, the compensatory relationships of the various natural 
reproductive and 11111rtality factors. Consequently, a wildlife population 
wfll establish an equillbrhn with the forces acting upon it, as long 
as the ~inlmal species requirements are met . 

PROBLEMS OF HANAGEHEKT 

Management of wildlife has its share of problems. Although many problems 
can be foreseen and avoided by giving careful thought to the future, 
dealing with wildlife and with people ts full of surprises and the 
wildlife manager must be "ready for anything." 

The dtfficulties faced by wtld animals in their dally lives become part 
of the problems faced by wildltfe managers. Many of the crucial problems 
faced by wildlife in obtaining enough good food, having a chance to 
reproduce, and avoiding an untimely death are known. Many remain nature's 
secrets. A large part of the wildlife manager's job consists of learning 
to recognize these crucial problems, and trying to either •ini•tze or 
make allowance for thetll. 
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Perhaps a larger part of the 111anager's job involves regulating man ' s u~e 
of wildlife and its habitat. There are two broad proble~ areas involved. 
The most difficult is attempting to insure that use and development of 
resources other than wildlife cause the least difficulties for wildlife 
and its habitat. The second broad problem area involves developing a 
system of wildlife use that enriches the lives of the public in various 
ways without Impairing the welfare of wildlife species, their habitat, 
or their relations with other species. The latter problem is the 
w11d11fer's "first love," but more often than not he's "married" to the 
fol'IDl!r! 

Taken together, these two broad probl~ areas Include a whole spectr11111 
of potential difficulties for wildlife, wildlife managers, and the 
public who wishes to enjoy wildlife. ProblelllS range in importance from 
critical to inere nuisances, depending on their nature, location, duration, 
season and magnitude. The most important problem affecting the well
being of wildlife in Alaska and Indeed, in most parts of the world, Is 
loss of suitable living space, or habitat. Alaska Is fortunate In that 
the wildlife habitat that has been lost or significantly damaged is 
small at this time, but the trend toward increasing losses is clear. 

Many other problems exist , and the following review may give readers a 
feeling for the variety and importance of problems encountered in 
wl.ldlife 111anagement. for convenience, problems are grouped according to 
these circumstances : natural factors, land use, use of wildlife, and 
lllilnageinent ll•ltatlons. 

Natural factors 

Loss of habitat occurs through nature's processes, sometimes suddenly 
but more often slowly enough for animals to adjust . Given time, meadows 
may become brushlands, and brushlands become forests . for example, the 
great 1947 Kenai burn, a huge wildfire on the Kenai Peninsula, allowed 
thousands of acres of young willow, aspen and birch to replace mature 
forests with prhne food, and sti111Ulated a boOll In 111DOse numbers. But 
after JO years the prliae food plants have grown out of reach or have 
been eaten up; the prl111e lllOOSe habitat Is gradually being lost, and the 
nl.ll!'ber of llOOSe the area can support has declined. Similar situations 
have occurred throughout lllUCh of Southcentral and Interior Alaska, as 
modern, efficient fire suppression techniques have reduced the frequency 
and extent of burning. On the other hand, natural and man-caused fires 
have affected wildlife populations, such as caribou, red squirrels, and 
spruce grouse, that are dependent on long-established (climax) vegetation. 

There are other examples: ponds or sloughs used by beavers may gradually 
fill In with silt and dead plant remains , and either become too shallow 
or develop a wide "beach" of sedges and grasses that makes food gathering 
a dangerous proposition, and the beavers quit using the ponds. 

Solaetllll!S the animals cause their own problem. The Nelchlna caribou 
herd grew so large that It decreased Its own food supply by eating and 
trampling more than the plants could produce. An Important part of the 
caribou habitat was lost, and will not recover for many years. But, to 
repeat, these are all examples of relatively long-term changes, and 
while great changes may occur in numbers of the species affected, the 
change each year may be moderate. 

In a few cases, change may be rapid and catastrophic. A much earlier 
fire on the Kenai Peninsula apparently destroyed the caribou habitat 
then available. Caribou disappeared from the Kenai, and did not return 
until transplanted by 11an 60 to 70 years later. The lglz eruption of 
Katmai was a catastrophe that quickly eliminated 11\JCh wildlife habitat 
on the Alaska Peninsula, and the 1964 earthquake caused the ocean floor 
to rise several feet In some areas of southcentral Alaska, dramatically 



affecting all inarine life, including marine marrmals and waterfowl. 

Another major, natural limiting factor, or problem, for wildlife is 
weather. Alaska's climate is often harsh and there are numerous examples 
~limiting effects of weather on wildlife. In the winters of 1971, 
1972 and 1974 unusually cold weather caused sea lee in the Bering Sea to 
extend hundreds of miles south of Its usual limit; sea otters were 
trapped, unable to feed and float as they nonnally do, and many died. 
Winters of prolonged, unusually deep snow have caused major die-offs of 
moose at Yakutat, and in Southcentral and Interior Alaska. In some 
cases 50 percent or 11>re of the lll>OSe NY have died, mainly because It 
beca111e too difficult to get around in search of food. 

Hard snow crusts fonned by unusual winter rain have caused grouse to die 
from freezing, because the birds were unable to burrow in the snow at 
night to sleep. Similar crusts caused by the bright spring sun have at 
times aided wolves in pursuit of moose. In some years, frozen or wind
blown snow crusts may prevent caribou from feeding on parts of their 
winter range; crusts or deep snow may affect sheep similarly. 

Hid-winter flooding or unusually great dtpths of overflow ice have 
driven beavers from their houses, ITllCh to the benefit of passing wolves 
or wolverines which find beavers easy prey on land. Severe spring 
floods inay drown beaver kits, calf 11>0se, and other young-of-the-year. 
Of course, the effect of any of these events depends on their severity, 
how long they last, and whether or not they strike an especially vulnerable 
spot in the species' annual cycle of living. 

There may be times when weather Is so severe that animals (especially 
young ones) die outright from exposure, but usually, as in the examples 
above, bad weather makes it so hard for animals to use some critical 
part of their habitat that they die from starvation, with a little extra 
"push" fra111 a combination of various lesser factors such as disease or 
parasites, predators, and accidents. 

Food supply, or nutrition, is a crucial factor not only during hard 
winters, but at other tlaies as well. Ample food of good quality is 
especially iinportant to pregnant and nursing females, whose food needs 
are greatly increased. A lack of proper food inay result in weak offspring 
which may be susceptible to disease, or be caught by a predator. Some 
young may not even be born, or may be barn dead. In fact, if the 
female has been undernourished prior ta breeding season, she may not 
conceive when she mates, or perhaps she will have fewer offspring than 
normal. 

Hoose, deer, and caribou depend on "fattening-up" during the st11111er in 
preparation for a rugged rutting season and a long winter. Hales lose 
lllQSt of their fat during the rut, and are actually ln only fair condition 
when winter comes. If winter weather is particularly severe, or winter 
food is scarce, 111ales are n>re likely to die than females. Calves and 
very old animals are even n>re susceptible. 

As mare ls learned about wildlife nutrition, it becomes evident that 
food .!l!!!!.i!l'. is as i111portant as guantlty. Some species of food plants 
are mare nutritious than others, some parts of plants are more nutritious 
than other parts, and in general younger plants are more nutritious than 
older plants. A bunch of brush is not necessarily a bunch of good 
wildl He food: 

Predation. If the A1Dose, caribou, sheep, grouse or other species have 
lllilnaged to survive all the other natural hazards of life so far discussed, 
there is no t lme to be smug, because there •Y be a bear, wo 1f, wease 1 , 
hawk or some other predator looking far its next meal! When prey species 
( those normally eaten by another speciesT"'ire at law nucnbers, in poor 
condition, or have trouble escaping because of deep snow or lac~ of 
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suitable habitat, predators can eat enough prey to reduce or hold down 
nUlllbers of their prey. The effects lllily be short-teraa, or they 111ay 
extend over several decades, depending on the species involved and the 
circumstances. There usually is little doubt that prey numbers will 
eventually recover, but in the ineantiine few of the prey species may be 
available for the remaining predators, scavengers, or for various uses 
by people. For example, In recent years, severe winter weather has been 
an i11portant cause of declining 11111ose nuinbers In Interior Alaska. In 
the Tanana Flats, near Fairbanks, hunting and predation contributed to 
this decline. Hunting has been almost completely eliminated to encourage 
the recovery of the moose population, but so far no recovery Is In 
sight. Wolves have been one of the major factors preventing moose 
numbers from rapidly recovering, and in the Tanana Flats, their depredations 
may accelerate and deepen the moose decline to very low numbers . The 
situation proaipted wolf control programs in an effort to allow lllOOSe to 
recover more rapidly. Predators are rarely the sole reason for declines 
of wildlife populations, but under certain circumstances they can be a 
pri111ary cause for depression of prey nUlllbers . 

There are additional natural hazards for wildlife. Accidents and 
disease sometiiaes kill wildlife, but often these hazards are either 
caused or promoted by ether hazards. For example, a hard winter or late 
break-up may cause more accidents, because animals are in poor condition 
and 1110re accident-prone. 

In sunsnary, a variety of natural mortality factors affect wildlife 
populations; these factors usually are Interrelated, and their Impact 
varies fl'Olll negligible to considerable. Wildlife managers must know 
what these factors, or problems, are, and either devise ways of reducing 
them, or ta11or management to allow for effects of these hazards . 

Land Use 

Land ownershif was pretty simple before Alaska became a state. There 
were a few mi itary reservations, and a large petroleum reserve . A 
handful of large National Parks, Monuments and extensive Wildlife Refuges 
existed, plus large National Forest holdings In Southeastern Alaska and 
smaller ones In Southcentral Alaska. Host of Alaska , though, was public 
domain, uncomaitted to any special uses . 

Times changed, the State of Alaska was given the right to select 104 
million acres as part of its dowry fro111 the federal govern11ent, and 
before long the question of Alaska Native Land Claims arose. In 1971 
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act gave Alaskan Natives the right 
to select approximately 40 ~llllon acres of land In Alaska, and also 
provided for Inclusion of up to 80 million acres in National Parks, 
Refuges , Forests and Wild and Scenic Rivers. Native selections were 
recently completed and are awaiting certification. Various proposals 
have been made for how the 80 million acres, called "d2" lands, should 
be assigned to the government agencies involved, and Congress has to 
iaake the final decisions by December 1978. 

However those final decisions turn out, lands in Alaska will be in a 
crazy-quilt pattern of private, state, and (several) federal agency 
ownerships. The rights, regulations and rules of the various owners 
will make resource use of all kinds much more complex, and generally 
more restrictive than ever before. For wildlife management to contribute 
effectively to the well-being of wildlife species, and to provide for 
continued use of wildlife in various ways, some major problems must be 
addressed. 

Perhaps the most basic problem is that even as demands for use of wildlife 
Increase, the amount of land available for public use will decline, 
sl11ply because the a1110unt of land in private ownership will increase. 



land granted to native groups will be private land. Like any landowner, 
native groups will place their own Interests first, and the lands granted 
to them are their main resource In becoming economically self-sufficient. 
Self-sufficiency may be based on resource development, subsistence use, 
or both, but whatever combination develops, public access to wildlife on 
those lands will no longer be a right, and opportunities to use wildlife 
wil 1 decrease. 

Some state-owned lands may go into private control, too, through sale or 
lease. This would also decrease opportunity for public access to wildlife. 
By statute, one Alaskan has as 1111.1ch right to use wildlife as another , 
but, also by law, the landowner can regulate trespass on his own land as 
he sees fit. 

The dilemna of increasing demand for wildlife use Is only a little less 
complicated on public lands where constraints of private ownership are 
not in effect. In substantial portions of the 80 million acres of d2 
lands under consideration by Congress, wildlife uses such as hunting, 
trapping, observing, or otherwise enjoying wildlife may be severely 
restricted or prohibited. loss or severe restriction of these uses in 
large areas of federal domain is in itself a problem for those desiring 
to hunt and trap, or use wildlife In other ways , but the probleni is 
compounded because the demand for these uses Is not likely to go away. 
Rather, i t will shift to other areas still available for these uses. 
Wildlife managetnent programs then lllUSt cope with this concentrated 
demand and the stress it places on resources of a reduced land area. 

With the many future owners of Alaska's lands and their diverse Interests, 
a great challenge will be to achieve agreement on management that will 
benefit wildlife no matter whose land they're standing on. Many species 
will regularly cross property boundaries, and It will be very Important 
that habitat preservation or manipulation and other management measures 
undertaken for the benefit of wildlife are a truly cooperative venture 
among landowners. 

Oevelo~nt of Alaska's natural resources has spurred interest in Alaska 
ever s nee the first Russian ship groped its way through the stol'lllS and 
fog to finl1-and claim "The Great land. " The history of develofllllent In 
Alaska is really more a chronicle of exploitation, cra1T111ed with a thousand 
shaky schemes to make men rich and sprinkled with a few that succeeded. 
Alaska survived, more by its vastness, remoteness, and by chance than by , 
the enlightenment of men . Alaska is still vast but it is no longer 
remote, and its future condition as an unique environment for wildlife 
and for people depends upon the attitudes and actions of society much 
more than In the past. 

Resource development, such has logging, mining, oil extraction, dam 
construction, and other activities are often viewed as the beginning of 
tile end for wildlife. This is not always the case, but such resource 
uses do present potential problelllS to wildlife, wildlife habitat, and 
wildlife inanagenaent because they often involve rapid and substantial 
habitat changes that persist for long periods of time. To most people, 
the change most immediately obvious when development occurs is a loss in 
aesthetic quality. Development Involves change, and with few exceptions 
people view such change as an aesthetic loss. Although it is not mentioned 
in the following discussion, the degradation of aesthetic quality Is a 
problem colT'lllOn to all forms of development. 

Logging pract ices in Southeastern Alaska have been a source of concern 
to wildlife (and fisheries) biologists for years, and recently becalll! 
national news when a court decision banned clear-cutting. Modern logging 
in Southeastern Alaska usually Involves clear-cutting of mature forests 
because that is the most economical inethod In areas of even-aged trees 
where few or no roads exist, the country Is rugged, and forests are a 
kind of jungle. "Clear-cutting" means cutting all timber on a selected 
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piece of ground. The ground cover vegetation is pretty well cleared 
also, by heavy equipment used In logging. 

Although shrubs of various kinds grow up In clear-cuts, there Is some 
question of how beneficial they may be to deer, particularly In large 
clear-cuts, where deer 111ay be reluctant to go far frOll the edge of 
timber, or deep snow prevents thetn fro~ doing so. Clear-cuts provide 
new deer browse (primarily In snow-free periods) for 15 to 20 years, but 
after that little food Is available. Effects of clear-cuts on other 
species are even less well kllOl«l. Where logging occurs next to salmon 
streams, siltation, strea~ blockage, and higher water tl!llPl!ratures may 
reduce or eliminate the streillll'S suitability for spawning or for young 
salmon and for other aquatic life, and may Indirectly affect brown 
bears, black bears, and numerous furbearers that feed along these 
streaMS. Bald eagles nest In trees along the beaches, and they apparently 
require virgin timber for nesting. Even in very old clear-cuts that now 
have trees, eagles apparently do not nest. 

Logs are usually stored in floating rafts which are held in sheltered 
bays, or estuaries, where freshwater streams mingle with the ocean. 
Estuaries are prime "nurseries" for many marine invertebrates and 
fishes, and pollution from logs and bark that is soaked or worn off can 
seriously affect the marine life of estuaries. Log rafts often scrape 
around the shallow bottom in response to tide or wind, and this too 
damages the habitat so l11110rtant to young marine life. Thus, various 
birds and manru.ls that feed on the marine life of estuaries can be 
affected by what seem at first glance to be remote and unrelated events. 

Logging in other parts of Alaska has not been extensive since the gold· 
rush days, but It is increasing in response to both dQmestic and foreign 
demand. Hot much is known about effects of logging in these areas. 
Although logging was intensive in many places In the early days, no one 
paid much attention to its effects on wildlife. It may be that logging 
In Interior and SOuthcentral Alaska, can, with careful planning, benefit 
certain wildlife species without doing great hal'lll to others. 

Mining for .any years has been synonymous with habitat destruction in 
parts of the U.S. where open-pit mines were developed. Alaska has had 
little of such methods, although scores of creek bottoms have been 
turned upside down by placer mining and dredging for gold. Now, 10 to 
60 years after llDSt gold ~lning shut down, It's hard to say what the 
impact has been or what It will amount to when another 50 years have 
passed. Huch silt in numerous streams may have taken its toll on salmon 
and grayling, but impacts on wildlife are not well known. If extensive 
gold mining began once more, certainly habitat losses would result, but 
the importance of the losses is hard to predict, 

In some cases roads or trails opened to reach mineral claims or mines 
have created erosion, thawing of permafrost and slumping, or other 
damage to habitat. Although some individual cases lllily do minimal 
d111age, the acc1111Ulated damage 111ay beco.e significant, particularly if a 
great increase in mining should occur. 

In the past, roads and trails built by and for miners provided access 
for COllllll!rce of the day. Some of these routes became roads which today 
allow thousands of wildlife users to reach new or different areas. The 
results have been both good and bad. Wildlife users were able to 
disperse to enjoy different areas and perhaps less crowding, but In 
certain areas the added hunting pressure was undesirable and proved 
detrimental to SOlne big game species. Should new access be created by a 
future surge in mining, wildlife 111anagers will have to be prepared to 
cope with the possibility of too much access by highly mobile hunters 
and other recreatfonists. 

lmpoundllM!nts, or lakes created by llliln·1111de dams are another form of 
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development that creates wildlife management problems. In general, the 
greatest problem caused by dams and their lakes is simply loss of the 
wildlife habitat to flooding. few da11s have been built in Alaska thus 
far, and relatively little habitat damage has occurred. Two proposed 
dams, however, illustrate the potential. 

The Rampart Dam proposal WdS made In the early 1960's. With a da11 near 
Rampart, on the Yukon River, the Yukon flats would have been flooded, 
with the impoundment reaching nearly to the Canadian border. Ft. Yukon 
and several smaller villages would have been displaced along with 
several million acres of prime waterfowl, furbearer and bfg game habitat. 
Electric power was the purpose of the dam, and ft was finally decided 
that the dam was not a good Investment considering the returns it would 
bring. For wildlife resources of the state (and the nation), ft was a 
fortunate decision. There fs no way that production of wildlife In 
other areas could have been increased enough to make up for the losses 
that would have resulted from such a massive loss of prime habitat. 

The "Devil's Canyon", or Susftna Dacn, fs a project currently being 
seriously considered. Its purpose fs also the generation of electric 
power. A pair of dams would be built on the upper Susitna River where 
the river flows through a deep, relatively narrow valley. Habitat loss 
would be small cDlllpared to the Rampart Dam proposal, yet valuable wintering 
areas for moose and migration routes of caribou would be flooded, and 
Increased human access would probably result. The effects of flood 
control on wildlife habitat below the dam are poorly understood, but ft 
Is known that periodic flooding is one of the main events that keeps 
river bottoms fertile and productive. 

"Transportation corridor" is a currently-used phrase for a place to put 
roads, pipelines, electric lines or other systems for novlng people, 
material or energy. NU111erous transportation corridors for various 
anticipated uses have been proposed In Alaska. The best known such 
corridor In Alaska today ls the Trans-Alaska Pipeline corridor, with Its 
roads, camps, pipes and storage tanks. 

for wildlife management, the problems of transportation corridors 
include habitat loss and disturbance of wildlife at critical times, but 
probably of nore importance is how to regulate access and resource use 
next to the corridor, and how to insure that the pipeline, road or 
whatever may be built, Interferes as little as possible wi th normal 
animal movements and behavior. While a single corridor through an area 
may have limited impact on wildlife, multiple corridors would very 
likely create l!ljCh more serious problems by compounding the smaller 
influences of individual corridors. 

Urbanization and related effects of an increasing human population, such 
as sprawling suburbs, private recreation property, roads, and fences, 
probably create inore problems for wildlife and wildlife management than 
is conronly appreciated. loss of wildlife habitat to urban expansion Is 
often not very obvious, until comparisons are made with 5, 10 or 20 
years past. 

The amount of habitat lost in the Anchorage area over the last 10 years 
is startling, and can be appreciated only by comparing aerial photographs 
from 10 years ago and now. The same is true of the Fairbanks area, and 
to a lesser extent it is true of many smaller COCll!llnfties and roadside 
areas as well. In addition to habi tat loss, disturbance by increased 
vehicle traffic, additional people, and more dogs and cats, places 
greater difficulties before wildlife as they attempt to find and use 
habitat once available to them but now gone or surrounded by "barriers." 
Conflicts between wild anl11als and people In urban and suburban areas 
often result in the elimination of the animals. Under such circumstances, 
wildlife numbers cannot help but decline. 
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A second impact of urban growth is the effect upon adjacent recreation 
areas. Urban dwellers characteristically look longingly to the country, 
and if possible they will buy recreation property somewhere near their 
homes. Again, the Anchorage area is a good example; many privately 
owned recreation lots have sprung up in the Matanuska Valley. Where 
formerly old homesteads and random fires created clearings that produced 
abundant winter food for aioose, now private owners carefully guard their 
quota of maturing forest which they understandably treasure. The resulting 
reduction fn winter range may have strong and long-term negative impact 
on the number of moose in the Matanuska Valley. Although it is a wildlife 
management problem, there may be no solution, at least within the choices 
presently avaflable to the manager. 

Pollution has only recently beCOl!'e a household word, even though it has 
long been a COl!llOI\ problem. Alaskans are fortunate in having few serious 
pollution probletllS, but they do occur. Perhaps the 110st Important 
source of pollution with respect to wildlife is oil development and 
transporta t1on. 

The effects of oil (or its by-products) may be direct, as when oil 
products spilled on lakes, rivers or oceans illlllDblllze birds, ruin their 
waterproofing, or poison the•. Oil spills are now infamous for the 
probleais they have created for waterfowl and 111arlne birds. 

Indirect effects are K10re subtle, and In the long run they 111ay be llllre 
important. Oil products can upset natural systems by killing or crippling 
small organisms upon which larger forms feed, or by similarly affecting 
young stages of larger forms. Either way, there's potential for impacts 
on game or food fishes, shellfish, waterfowl, sea birds and marine 
lllillllllals. The Indirect impacts of just a single spill are poorly understood, 
yet the potential for rjpeated spills exists and is probably Increasing. 
Although more is being earned about the effects of oil spills, and 110re 
effort is now llli!de to clean then up, the chief problem seems to be how 
to avoid the~ in the first place. 

Use of Wildlife 

Of all the problems of wildlife inanageaent, none are more perplexing to 
the wildlife manager, nor stir the emtions of the public like wildlife 
uses. People who would not blink an eye if Hoover Dam were plunked in 
the middle of Alaska, reservoir and all, are ready to fight if cow moose 
hunting is suggested! And how many years has it been since the "wolf 
controversy" didn't warm up the Alaskan winter and save a thousand souls 
from cabin feverr--The list of wildlife issues that bring out the best, 
or the worst, in people seesns endless. Alaskans have a personal and 
proprietary interest in wildlife, and as many views on wildlife uses as 
there are feathers on a falcon. 

Is that a problem? No, and, yes. Ho • the public has the last word on 
how wildlife should be managed and their interest and Input Is essential 
if management is to turn out as they want it. But, yes - not everyone 
can be satisfied. Then, too, there are some people whose views are 
strictly self-serving, and who contribute more to the problems than to 
solutions. 

Before a manager can think about how wildlife will be used and who will 
use it, he has to consider whether use can occur in the first place. 
For use to occur, wildlife populations must be maintained at levels 
where they can provide use; losses to natural factors must be considered 
and habitat must be maintained (land use). 

To be used, wildlife must also be accessible. In many parts of Alaska 
little use occurs simply because people can't get to the animals. An 
Increase in private land ands~ federal lands, discussed earlier, will 
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make wildlife even less available to the public. Everyone will feel 
1110re restricted as the human population and-demands on wildlife grow, 
while wildlife populations and the lands where they can be used remain 
the same or shrink. What can be done? 

There are a number of alternatives being used by other states where 
these kinds of problems are 111.1ch more advanced than In Alaska: 1) 
increase access to remote areas; 2) make the public pay for access to 
private lands; J) increase the number of animals in high use areas by 
ineans of habitat manipulation techniques; 4) accept 1110re crowded conditions 
on public lands and at the same time reduce the success of the consumptive 
users; 5) limit the number of people who can use public lands to 
maintain satisfactory use experiences; and 6) rotate user groups on the 
saine area (called "time and area :onlng"). lbst likely all of these 
alternatives eventually will be used in various combinations in Alaska. 
Increased restrictions on use seem Inevitable. 

The biggest problem of use is that of allocation or "who gets what." 
The public is m4de up of many interest groups who wish to use and enjoy 
wildlife In their own way; all have pretty 111JCh the same rights to do 
so, but there isn't enough wildlife to g0 around. There are 1111ny 
examples of user groups: the "locals" and the "outsiders,• cons11111ptive 
users and nonconsumptive users, recreational, "subsistence• and conmerclal 
users, residents and nonresidents, hunters and anti-hunters, majorities 
and minorities, and let's not forget the "haves" and the "have-nots." 

One of the first questions to be settled is "who Is which?" Is the 1111n 
that kills a walrus and sells its Ivory a subsistence user or a comnercfal 
user? Is a city dweller who hunts moose for meat a recreational hunter 
or a subsistence user? Is a hunter who photographs wildlife more a 
consumptive or nonconsumptlve user? 

If and when YO\I can tell one user frocn another, the next point to 
consider Is what each user's level of need is and how 111.1ch use is 
adequate to satisfy it. Where should the priorities be? Physical need? 
Economic survival? Recreational enjoyment? There are few easy answers. 

Although there are iaany Instances of conflicting deatands, one major 
proble11 which has befuddled nearly everyone is how to Identify and 
fairly and adequately allocate resO\lrce uses between recreational and 
subsistence users. The State Constitution says that wildlife is "reserved 
to the people for corrmon use," which means all Alas~a residents have 
equal rights to use wildlife. However, many people living In the bush 
on low cash incomes depend more on wildlife (and other resources) for 
part of their livelihood than do urban-oriented people with regular 
jobs. The supply of wildlife is limited, so when the llUllber of hunters 
Increases, or when numbers of wildlife decline, so1111body is going to 
return from the hunt empty-handed. The subsistence users are most 
severely affected, so it seems reasonable to give them some preference 
In use of wildlife. This has been done to some extent by adjusting 
seasons and bag li•lts to favor residents of a particular area, by a 
reduced fee (25i) for hunting, fishing and trapping licenses for fa•flfes 
with an income of less than $3,600, by regulating use of airplanes or 
vehicles, and various other techniques. Recently the Board of Game was 
given the power to establish subsistence use areas ff 1t is shown that 
recreational hunting will prevent subsistence needs from being met. In 
such areas regulations specifically favoring subsistence users (but not 
legally barring others fro111 use) could be adopted. 

Economic conditions in the state are changing, and more rural residents 
are earning substantial incomes ldlich enable them to purchase more of 
their needs. The distinction between a subsistence user and a recreational 
user is often very fu:zy and Is becoming more so. There is actually a 
broad spectrum of what is called subsistence use, that ranges from 
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nearly total dependence on natural resources to very lfttle use. Just 
where to draw the line establfshfng what combination of resource use and 
wage earning qualffies as subsistence use and what does not Is difficult . 
Then, too, 111any Native groups as well as other Alaskan residents have 
expressed the view that subsistence Is not simply an economic matter, 
but a lifestyle and cultural necessity also, even though they have 
wflllngly abandoned inany traditional means (a cultural element) of 
obtaining such subsistence. 

This has complicated the problem further In that while the subsistence 
user's dependency on the resource is still very real, the f•pact of hfs 
use on wildlife has changed markedly from what it once was. Instead of 
spears and bone fishhooks, he now uses hfgh-powered rifles and gillnets, 
and he now travels by powerboat, snow machine and aircraft. In short, 
he now has lllUCh the same impact on wlldlffe populations that his "recreational 
counterpart does, and in some cases, a ~ch greater impact. The result 
has been harvests of some species in certain areas which have been in 
excess of people's needs, too large for the species to support on a 
continued basis, or both. 

Conflicts between other user groups at times assU11e major proportions . 
T;ake the wolf controversy ;as an· example. There are sonie who feel "the 
only good wolf is a dead wolf." Others hl indly extoll the virtues of 
wolves under any circumstance while ignoring their "faults." Surely 
there is a balanced approach possible, a •lddle ground, but sometimes it 
see111S it 1s a "no man's land" and the wildlife manager Is square In the 
middle! The result: costly, time-consuming court suits at the expense 
of the resources involved and the public. 

The general problem of hunters versus anti-hunters is not likely to be 
solved overnight. Because both groups share an enthusiasm for wildlife 
and a bas1c concern for its welfare, as well as similar rights to enjoy 
their preferred wildlife use, the wasted energies of unproductive 
confrontations could be far better used to benefit both Interest groups 
;and the wildlife resource. Certainly this is one rore area to pursue 
"'detente." 

What does the future hold? Increased demands and more conflicts, certainly. 
It will be a challenge to avoid the unfortunate polarization of Alaskans 
that Sl!ellS to acco111pany conflicting interests. As competition increases, 
parochialism will become even more obvious In the attempt to retain 
local jurisdiction. Overlaps In advisory c01m1lttee, borough, village 
council and state and federal agency jurisdictions iaay create chaos 
unless so.e Integrated workable system for allocation Is developed. 

From past experience, It Is clear that whatever uses or combinations of 
uses are provided for, actions are necessary to ensure that overuse is 
avoided. There are many technical considerations. Should hunting of 
females be allowed, and if so, under what circumstances? Should predator 
control be used, and under what circunstances? What measures nust be 
t;aken to avoid overhuntfng7 Should vehicles be restricted? Should 
hunter numbers be limited? Seasons closed? How can illegal hunting 
best be detected and controlled? 

Under some circumstances, illegal hunting or trapping can be an especially 
critical problem. In an area with intensive legal hunting, a large 
illegal kill can force curtailment of legal uses, and In situations 
where wildlife populations are at low levels, illegal kills can tip the 
balance and cause the populations to decline. 

Enforcement of hunting, trapping, and fishing regulations is primarily 
the responsibility of the Division of Fish and Wildlife Protection, in 
the Department of Public Safety. However, most Fish and Game biologists 
are also deputized. Even so, the total number of enforceaent officers 
is relatively small and consequently enforcement coverage of the state 
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Is thin because of the state's size and because of the seasonal need to 
concentrate enforcement efforts on crucial problem areas. 

Additional factors complicate the problem, Over such a large area it is 
extret1ely difficult to keep track of thinly scattered, highly 1110bile 
hunters. Al so, many hunters are fro. out of state and are able to avoid 
prosecution by leaving Alaska before the violation is discovered or 
before a "hard" case can be put together. Contributing Importantly to 
indifferent disregard for game regulations ls the lack of meaningful 
penalties for convicted violators. The Alaska court records show a long 
history of suspended sentences and "slap on the wrist" penalties that 
have had little effect, except perhaps to encourage continued violations. 
Recently there has been some improvement In sentencing of violators and 
a continuation of this trend Is ROst desirable. 

Management Limitations 

One final category of problems, here called management limitations, is 
perhaps the most important of all because it affects the capabilities of 
the Department uf Fish and Game in solving all those other problems 
heretofore discussed, and hence its ability to llll!l!l its responsibilities 
to the resource and to the Jlllb 1 ic, These limitations have to do with 
the Department's relationship to other agencies, the Legislature, and 
the public. 

Both the state and federal governments have wildlife resource management 
responsibilities. but the objectives of each are not always in concert. 
Federal agencies such as the National Park Service, the Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management have been 
around for a long tirae. Their actions are someti11es ponderous. slowed 
by 111assive bureacracies, governed by long-standing policies and inflexible 
guidelines, administered by officials far removed frOll Alaska, and 
influenced by a national public with concerns which sometimes differ 
markedly from those of Alaskans. 

To be sure, there are advantages to such a slow-but-steady system, the 
chief of which is perhaps that it is less subject to fickle or irresponsible 
managetnent actions or local political Influences. But there are as inany 
instances where inaction is as damaging as the wrong action, and in 
Alaska, where changes are occurring at breakneck speed and where unique 
situations demand special considerations, innovative approaches to 
resource management are needed. 

Alaska, as other states, has traditionally exercised jurisdiction over 
its resident wildlife species, including those on most federal lands 
within the state. Wildlife within national parks, however, is ..anaged 
by the federal government in that national parks are traditionally 
closed to hunting and trapping. Federal wildlife refuges are generally 
open to hunting, but various regulations control use of airplanes, all
terrain vehicles and snow machines, and otherwise Influence the distribution, 
numbers, and access of recreationists. Thus these regulations essentially 
become part of the State regulations affecting wildlife use. As more 
federal reserves are dedicated by Congress, additional rules and regulations 
will undoubtedly come into effect. 

In addition, State jurisdiction over most species of birds , marilH! 
inannals and endangered species has been superseded by federal regulations 
made pursuant to national legislation and international treaties. Use 
of any species so affected ls allowed only under the guidelines established 
by the federal government, Waterfowl hunting regulations must flt the 
general framework of federal regulations and be approved by the Secretary 
of the Interior. Manageaient of marine m&l!lllills was withdrawn from the 
State by the Marine MalllllClls Protection Act of lg72, but under provisions 
of that act walrus management (subject to federal approval) was returned 



to the State. Manage11411t of other 111rlne 111111m111s may follow the sa11e 
costly and circuitous route. Federal laws protecting endangered species 
ind some groups of birds also set some restrictions on State wildlife 
management. 

Lind use policies of federal and state agencies and of private landowners 
strongly affect 11111nagement of wildlife. The Deparmnt of Fish and Gaire 
owns very little land, As a result, ft Is mDst often only advisory to 
other agencies on matters such as land use planning, habitat protection 
or manipulation, land disposal, and access regulation. In some cases 
this arrange111ent has been a stUllbllng block to various .. nagement efforts. 

Funding largely determines what and how 1111ch the Division of Game can 
accO!llPllsh, not only by limiting the 1m1>unt of work that can be conducted, 
but also by limiting the n11nber of biologists on the staff (and therefore 
the time each Man can devote to different tasks). Everyone knows a 
dollar doesn't go far In Alaska, and for the Galle Division the mileage 
his been getting worse. Why? Because budgets have not kept pace with 
Inflation or need. Each year mDre and mDre money goes ·to pay for 
"fixed costs" (salaries, rents, and equipment) and less and less Is left 
for "operations• • (transportation, supplies, and contractual services) . 

One Important problem arfsfng frOlll the small staff available Is that 
not all parts of the state receive the attention they should. Although 
field offices are maintained In many of the state's larger communities, 
additional field staffing fs required in various areas where the mushn>Ollllng 
need for more and better quality lnformtion on wildlife has becOllle 
apparent. 

In addition, unprecedented demands on the staff have resulted from the 
interaction between State and federal agencies on such 1111tters as "d2" 
lands, marine N1l1Ml 1111nagenent, Outer Continental Shelf oil leasing, 
Coastal Zone Management, oil pipeline Impacts and various other matters, 
all of tremendous Importance to the future welfare of wildlife fn Alaska. 

Because there fs so lllU<:h to do, SD4111! thf ngs can be done we 11 and others 
don't get done at all . One of the casualties of the "crunch" has been 
actfvttfes directed at keeping the public fully lnfonned as to the 
status of wildlife, the reasons behfnd certain regulations, and, In 
general, what the Game Division is up to . The result? A serious 
credibility gap which has had far-reaching i11p1cts on .. ny Department 
programs. 

Information and education activities aren't the only ones to suffer. 
Research actfvftfes needed to acquire badly needed Information on wildlife 
have been cut back, and inany survey and Inventory program are reduced 
to the "bare bones." Inadequate lnfoT1111tlon 1s available about sot1e 
species such as furbearers and unclassified wildlife because all the 
attention Is focused on "problem" species such as caribou, moose, wolves 
and bears. 

The cry for 1111ney fs a chronic cocnplaint a1111ng govertlfllellt agencies and 
ft rarely catches a S)'lllpathetfc ear. Nevertheless, the problems of 
funding are acute for the Game Division and they Impose serious limitations 
on the Dfvfsfon's capability to meet Its responsibilities. 

Control of the DepartJnent's budget Is only one of several ways the 
Legislature affects wildlife programs. Each year, legislation is passed 
which affects wildlife and Its use either directly by governing use, or 
indirectly by influencing other land uses which in turn impact wildlife. 

Because legislation Is generally relatively Inflexible and permanent 
(unlike fish and game regulations which are annually reviewed and revised, 
or policies which can be changed on short notice), legislation directly 
affecting wildlife Is valuable and necessary to long-tenn direction and 
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continuity in wildlife pr09rams if it Is carefully considered, addresses 
11l4tters of broad scope and provides a fr11t11ework within which regulations 
may be promulgated and management can remain flexible. ·In contrast, 
detailed and specific legislation directed at regulation of individual 
prDgrams removes the "elbow room" needed by managers to cope with dynamic 
wildlife situations. Once enacted, laws are infrequently repealed and 
by thet r very ex 1 s tence become trad1t Iona 1. Such "ft xtures," if undes irab 1 e, 
reduce options and therefore the effectiveness of managers. 

Legislation not directed at wildlife also can have significant secondary 
impacts on wildlife. Legislation affecting classification of lands for 
agriculture, private ownership, or state parks can be a detrhnent or 
sOllletimes 111ay benefit wildlife through changes tn, or protection of, 
habitat. Also, such measures, and others which Influence settlement and 
transportation, affect utilization of wildlife by changing its accessibility. 

The Division of Game operates within the general set of administrative 
operating rules and regulations, and legislative and fiscal schedules 
COlllllOn to all State agencies. These assorted processes of State government 
all affect wildlife management programs to various degrees. 

Finally, the public affects the things wildlife managers do by influencing 
actions of elected and appointed government officials including legislators, 
gover!lilrs, c0n1nisstoners, and members of the Board of Game. It Is the 
actions of such officials which set the bounds on what professional 
1111nagers can do. 

Because wildlife mtnagers act In the public interest as custodians of 
the public's resource, they welcome and encourage public Interest and 
Involvement tn management decisions. There are times, however, when 
public stmlim~nl can Impede sound management, sometimes threatening the 
resource itself, but more often reducing or eliminating reasonable 
utilization. Popularity Is not always synonymous with public interest. 

We have already said s0111ething about the problem of Identifying the 
various "publ !cs." Everyone knows that with 1110st Issues there is a 
vocal minority and a silent majority, and the perceived public desire 
inay not necessarily be the real broad-based public opinion. Yet It Is 
ttle perceived public opinion that sways elected and appointed government 
officials, whose actions have the dual motivations of seeing to the 
public interest and of staying In office. Also, the public, or segments 
of it, are sometimes subject to emotionalism and rapid polarization over 
Issues, and government officials sometimes react with corresponding 
brevity. The result: actions of the moment, in response to limited, 
special, and/or short-lived interests, having long-term consequences on 
the entire public body. 

With wildlife management, as with politics, everyone seems to be an 
expert on the subject. However, while use and enjo}'lllent of wildlife are 
conmon to all, the expertise required to inanage wildlife Is not. The 
problem comes In balancing scientific professionalis~ with public 
Involvement. The public should understand that wildlife 111anagement must 
be based on biological and ecological principles and that it should be 
conducted with the highest standards of professional scientific expertise. 
Wildlife managers in turn should be responsive to changing public attitudes 
concerning wildlife and its use, and managers should be more cognizant 
of their custodial role. Essentially It Is a problem of conmunlcation, 
In both directions. It Is hoped that the Information and proposals 
contained in these Alaska Wildlife Management Plans will be the basis of 
an Improved mutual understanding and effective co11111Untcatlon. 
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PART II: 
INDIVIDUAL SPECIES MANAGEMENT PLANS 

This section contains every individual species management plan located 

in the Arctic Alaska Region. The plans are arranged by species 

alphabetically, and each species is Introduced by a general description 

of that species in the region. 

All Individual plans are titled and numbered for easy reference to the 

maps provided with this booklet . Use of the maps will help In locating 

the areas described unaer "Location" In each Individual plan. 

Because wildlife In Alaska has long been managed according to administrative 

regulatory units called "Game Management Units", faml I tar to many 

Alaskans, most location descriptions Indicate which Game Management Unit 

or Units the plans are located In or use some Game Hanagement Unit 

boundaries es Individual plan area boundaries. A Game Management Unit 

map has been Included with the color-coded wildlife plans maps to help 

In understanding the precise location of proposed areas. 





9RO\'ll/ BEAP.S Ill '\RCT IC ALASKA 

Brown bears (Ursua arc toc) were once classified tnto a large number of species and 
subspecies, but the brown bears of Horth America and Europe are now 
considered members of one species by ll10St taxonomists. Bears over the 
greater part of North America fall under one subspecies, U. a. horribilia . 
No reproductively Isolated populations are known to exist tn Arctic 
Alaska. Host laymen and scientists designate bears found near coastal 
areas as brown bears, especially In the southern half of Alaska, while 
those found Inland and in the northern half of Alaska and the remainder 
of North America are called grizzly bears. 

Grizzly bears can be found throughout the Arctic Region froia the crest 
of the Brooks Range north to the Arctic Ocean, although higher densities 
occur In the mountains, foothills and valley bottoms than on the flat 
coastal plain. The density of bears ts low, varying frOlll 1 bear per 50 
square •ties In localities of preferred habitat to 1 bear per 100 
square miles when the entire habitat utilized Is considered. Local 
abundance of bears may vary seasonally depending on available food 
sources. There ts some evidence that grizzlies In thts area are not as 
abundant now as they were In the early lg60's, based on population data 
fr0111 bears in a 5,000 square mile area In the eastern Brooks Range . 

All habitat types on the north slope are used by grizzly bears but the 
most finportant are the alluvial valley bottoms near river courses. 
During the spring these areas are used as travel routes after the bears 
leave winter dens, especially by males In search of moose or caribou 
carrion. The soil thaws earl fest in the mountains and foothills and 
bears forage &long the valley bott0111s for roots of Eskimo potato (Hcdysal'W'I) 
or other vegetation. Berries which remained Intact through the winter 
are another spring food source In valley bottoms and slopes. From early 
sU11111er until late August grizzlies tend to disperse frOlll river valleys 
to the alpine, foothill and coastal plain areas where they feed on 
vegetation, primarily Equiaetwn, grasses and sedges. During late August 
to mid-September, the grizzlies return to the river valleys to search 
out berries and dig for roots. Although denning fs not restricted to 
one particular habitat type fn this area, most winter dens are found on 
south-facing slopes which are vegetated, well-drained and where permafrost 
is deep enough to allow den construction. Host den sites are dug tn 
steep slopes although some can be found along river bottoms at higher 
elevations and on the coastal plain. Historical records Indicate that 
the habitat fn Arctic Alaska has changed little until recent tf1111s. 
However, there is a great potential for reduction of available habitat 
by oil and gas exploration and development, and resultant transportation 
corridors and construction activities. 

Little lnfonnatlon Is available regarding natural controls on brown bear 
populations or the degree of population fluctuations. Except for dental 
and skeletal disorders, the diseases reported for brown bears are remarkably 
few. Brown bears apparently possess an unusual ability to withstand 
infections and to recover from fractures, many of which are caused by 
fighting. Cannibalism and other introspecific strife may cause significant 
mortality. Trichin~Zla spirallie Is the parasite Infecting bears, and 
fs transmissible to 111n fn raw or partially cooked bear ineat; however, 
ft is of minor significance to infected bears. 

In Arctic Alaska, the grizzly bear is at the northern limit of Its 
range; the period of food availability during the sumner fs short, and 
reproductive potential ts low. This low production by the population 
coupled with the lack of escape cover In tundra habitat makes these 
grizzlies more susceptible to the pressures of human development and 
sport hunting than they are In SOllll other regions. 
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In accessible, inhabited areas, human activities are the most significant 
source of mortality. Sport hunting ls presently the most Important 
mortality factor, but there Is also a high mortality of nuisance bears 
near hum.n htbltations. Bears are killed In defense of life and property 
when they are attracted to ea~ps or garbage dUll'JPS, eventually endangering 
human safety. 

Recreational uses of brown bears predominate In Arctic Alaska although 
domestic utilization continues to sOlll! extent. Sport hunting Is the 
primary use with the Brooks Range being the most Important hunting area. 
Hunting In the Brooks Range was quite limited until the early 1960' s. 
As hunting pressure Increased, regulations affecting season lengths 
beca.ie more restrictive to avoid excessive harvests. Guided hunters 
have shown the highest success rates due to the efficiency In hunting 
llll!thods developed by guides. It is expected that the trend of Increased 
hunting pressure will continue. NonconsU111Ptlve use will also Increase 
if the proposed Gates of the Arctic National Park is established. 

* Well- Intentioned concern by a national public h&lllP!rs effective 
ma114gement of the species and threatens future use by recreational 
hunters . One misconception Is that because grizzly bears are 
threatened In one portion of their range, they are threatened In 
all areas. Also, some people believe that dist inct, and therefore 
unique, subpopulations of brown bears exist which need absolute 
protection. Management of bear populations and use of bears must 
continue to be based on scientific evidence. True taxonomic relationships 
and the fact that brown bear In most parts of Alaska are still 
relit1vely abundant provide sound support for continued beneficial 
uses, both consu.pttve and nonconsumptlve. 

The eventual ~urvlval of the brown bear does not depend on the 
designation of vast tracts of •unspoiled wilderness." Con fl lets 
with bears In large national parks Indicates that beyond merely 
providing space for bears, man must come to understand bears -
their requ1rements, behavior and their place in ecosystems, and 
then apply this knowledge in land use decisions. The value of 
brown be1rs as a r1111ewable resource should be acknowledged and 
considered In land use classification. l11pOrtant brown bear habitats 
must be preserved by exclusion of Incompatible development, and In 
areas where humans and bears co-exist, proper precautions should be 
observed to avoid confrontations. Proper disposal of garbage is of 
singular importance In this regard. 
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1. BROOKS RANGE BROWll BEAR MAHAGEMEIH PLAN 

LOCATION 

Gaiae Management Unit 26; that portion of Gaiae Management Unit ZJ draining 
into the Noatak River above Maiyumerak Creek; and those portions of Game 
Manageinent Units 24 and 25 lying north of a lfne frOll Norutak lake due 
east to the Alatna River, down the Alatna Rfver to f ts confluence with 
the Koyukuk River, up the Koyukuk and South Fork of the Koyukuk River to 
Fish Creek, up Fish Creek to the Game Managl!tlll!nt Unit 25 boundary to the 
headwaters of the West Fork of the Chandalar River, then down the West 
Fork of the Chandalar River to the confluence with the East Fork of the 
Chandalar River, then up the East Fork of the Chandalar River to its 
confluence with Lush Creek, then a direct line eastward to Bob lake and 
the Christian River, down the Christian River to Its confluence with 
Otter Creek, up Otter Creek to its headwaters, then south to the headwaters 
of Thluichohnjlk Creek and down Thlulchohnjik Creek to Its confluence 
with the Sheenjek River, then up the Sheenjek River to the southern 
boundary of the Arctic Wildlife Range, then eastward along the Arctic 
Wildlife Range boundary to the Alaska·Canada border. 

MANAGEMENT §QA!:. 

To provide an opportunity to hunt brown bears under aesthetically pleasing 
colldltlons. 

~Of IWIAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Maintain brown bear hunting seasons. 

2. Limit the harvest to less than the annual incretnent until the 
population can support a larger harvest. 

3. Control access, number and distribution of hunters and iaethods of 
hunter transport, if necessary, to maintain aesthetic hunting 
conditions. 

4. Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character 
of the area. 

THE SPECIES 

The Brooks Range area supports fewer bears per unf t of area than more 
favorable range situated to the south. The long winters and short, cool 
sunners which occur in the region llMit plant growth on which the bears 
depend. Growth rates of individual bears are slow and population production 
Is relatively low. Rates of natural mortality in this region also 
appear to be low. Deaths fn winter dens have been recorded as have 
deaths caused by other grizzlies, usually young animals or females which 
were attacked by adult males. 

Brooks Range grizzly bears are relatively small and there are few "record 
class" bears 1n the population. However, the rl!lllOte character of the 
region and the possibility of hunting In an area where few other persons 
are encountered definitely Increase the appeal of the area to hunters. 

Host bears reported kilted by hunters In Game Management Units 23-26 are 
taken In the area Included In this management plan. A possible e~ceptlon 
may occur in Unit 23, where much of the harvest occurs along the Kobuk 
and lower Noatak River drainages. During lg75, sport hunters reported a 
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total kill of 69 grizzlies in Units 23-26. This figure has only been 
exceeded twice since 1961 when 74 were killed in 1970 and 89 were killed 
in 1973. Hunting pressure has steadily increased in the area since 
1961. Season length has been shortened considerably, but the number of 
bears killed has remained static or increased. Despite closure of the 
spring season in 1974 and poor weather during the fall season, the 
number of bears presented for sealing (34), did not decrease appreciably 
from the mean hunter-take for the previous 10 years when generally 
longer seasons prevailed. During 1975, when both spring and fall seasons 
were open, harvest again increased to the high levels reached ln 1970 
and 1973. 

Over the last 15 years, an average of 60 percent of the bears killed 
have been taken by nonresidents. This proportion has been increasing in 
recent years and in 1975 was 67 percent. Most of the remainder of the 
harvest Is by non-local Alaska residents, pri111arily during the spring 
season. Area residents occasionally take bears for domestic use, but 
the reported kill for such purpose is low. Indirect c011111ercial use, in 
the form of guiding hunters, is Important in the Brooks Range and contributes 
to the livelihood of an Increasing number of guides. 

Hunting Is distributed throughout the area during spring and fall seasons 
but overharvest may occur locally along well used routes of air travel. 
Domestic use by local residents occurs primarily near villages or along 
accessible rivers. 

Although riverboats are utilized to some extent, aircraft provide the 
majority of the access to hunting areas. The availability of landing 
sites on gravel bars throughout the area has played an Important role in 
the harvest of the gri~zly popul~t1on. During both spring and fall 
seasons, river valleys receive high use from grizzlies. Because the 
stunted vegetation in these areas provides little cover, and landing 
sites are abundant, the bears are very vulnerable. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Easy access to the area by aircraft may result In overharvest in 
widespread areas and may not be consistent with the maintenance of 
aesthetic hunting conditions. Regulation of the number of hunters 
and methods of access may resolve these problems. 

Portions of the area will be selected under the tenns of the Alaska 
Native Claims Settlement Act. Private landowners may prohibit 
public trespass for hunting. The Department should solicit the 
cooperation of private landowners to facilitate progressive management 
of brown bears. Easements across private lands to public lands 
will be sought as provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settlement 
Act. 

Increased development associated with mineral extraction and exploration 
may Increase access Into the area and increase the possibility of 
bear•man encounters. Critical bear habitat should be Identified 
and resource development planned to ~lni~lze bear-hwnan contact. 

land use which would adversely affect critical habitat for grizzly 
bears or the wilderness character of the area may be restricted. 

Once the grizzly population reaches maximum density seasons may be 
liberalized to distribute hunting pressure throughout a longer 
period of time. 
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The bear population will be maintained near the habitat carrying 
capacity. 

The number of hunters wt 11 be limited by pen11i t . 

Controls on inethods of hunter transport or areas of access will 
fmprove the aesthetic qualfty of hunters who do participate. 

Gufdfng operations will be affected by lfmfts on hunter nllnbers and 
controls on access. 

Constraints on resource development and associated construction In 
critical bear habitat areas may Increase costs of development. 
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HOLVES IN ARCTIC /\LASKA 

Wolves (Canis lupus) occur throughout Arctic Alaska as far north as the 
Beaufort Sea, although they are generally 110re abund.lnt in the foothills 
and mountains of the Brooks Range in the southerly portion of the region. 
Since the turn of the century wolf abundance has varied a great deal In 
thfs arH. Wolves were scarce during the early 1900's, reflecting low 
arctic caribou n11t11bers. By the 1930's wolves and caribou Increased fn 
numbers. Wolves were moderately abundant during the 1940's, and reached 
a peak In the early 1950's. Extensive government control work as well 
as aerial hunting by private Individuals during the 1950's and in subsequent 
years caused a sharp decline In the wolf population, and by the late 
1960's the population fn the Arctic area had reached a very low level. 
The wolf population increased fol~owfng the closure of the area to 
aerial hunting In lg7o. Presently the density of wolves fn Arctic 
Alaska varies from approximately one wolf per 60 to one wolf per 120 
square mfl es. 

wolves usually occur in packs which may consist of parents and pups of 
the year, young of the previous year and often other adult animals. The 
social order in the pack Is characterized by a dominance hierarchy wfth 
a separate rank order among females and males. Fighting Is uncommon 
within packs except during periods of stress. Dominance order ts maintained 
largely through ritualized behavior. In the Arctic Region pack sizes 
usually range from 6 to 10, although packs of 20 individuals have been 
seen. Tha range of a pack may include over 1,000 square miles. However, 
where food resources are optimal wolves inay subsist In areas as sinall as 
a few hundred square miles. !luring winter in the Arctic Re9ion, Sl<'Cks 
may at times abandon their usual range due to the temporary absence of 
their major prey species, the ~fgratory caribou. Even with adequate 
food the ranges of packs often overlap. During early sllllner when pups 
re111ln at dens, most adults center their activities around dens. This 
reduces their mobility although adults often travel 20 mfles or more 
from dens while hunting. Active dens are usually at least 15, and often 
25 or more miles apart. The diet of wolves In Arctic Alaska varies 
according to season, location, and prey species available. 

Car1bou are the major prey, although Dall sheep and moose are also 
taken. During winter these big game species constitute almost the 
ent1re dltt of wolves. During sunmer, young ungulates make up the major 
portion of the diet. Small animals such as voles, ll!llllllngs, ground 
squirrels, and occasionally birds and fish are Important supplements. 

Genera11zations about wolf-prey Interactions are difficult to make 
because of differences between areas and prey species. Evidence from 
various studies of wolf-prey relationships suggests that the effect of 
wolf predation Is largely conditional upon the relative densities of 
predators and prey, and the size and reproductive potential of the prey 
species populations. The effect of wolf predation can range from one of 
minor signif1cance in which wolves remove far less than the annual 
recruitment to the prey population, to one In which wolves can retard 
prey population growth or reduce a prey population by removing the 
annual recruftllent or 110re. 

Studies of wolf populatfons indicate the high reproductive potential of 
wolves is seldOlll realized. Several factors 111ay regulate wolf population 
levels either through reduced productivity or direct mortality. These 
Include reduced fertility, social inhfbftfon of breeding, malnutrition 
and starvation (especially among pups), cannibalfsm and the other fonns 
of Intra-specific strife, disease, accidents and predation. The importance 
of these factors varies. Various studies of wolf ecology suggest that 
food supply ts a primary determinant of wolf densities. when prey are 
abundant or easily taken, wolves exhibit Increased productivity givfng 



birth to more, larger litters of pups, and more pups survive their first 
year of life. conversely, when food Is scarce, fewer, sinaller litters 
are produced, and mortality of pups to starvation and cannibalism increases. 
Natural mortality Is greatest during the first year of life. Fifty to 
sixty percent of the pups born each spring die within eight months. 

Wolves may compensate for hllllliln utilization by increased production and 
survival of young. In sone cases wolves can compensate for a harvest of 
50 percent of the population. Excessive human exploitation, however, 
can reduce wolf populations. In Arctic Alaska, where wolves are vulnerable 
to aerial hunting techniques, Intensive human exploitation In previous 
years was a major factor inhibiting the growth of wolf populations. 

The treatment of wolves In Alaska has changed greatly during this century. 
In 1915, Alaska's first territorial legislature established a bounty on 
wolves. Prior to 1960 there were no restrictions on the taking of 
wolves. From 1948 until 1959 the federal government conducted Intensive 
wolf control operations In many parts of Alaska using poisons, aerial 
shooting and trapping. In 1959 the State assuaed managet11ent authority 
for wolves. In 1960 the use of poisons was discontinued. In 1963 the 
Board of Fish and Galle classified wolves as both furbearers and big gilllle 
animals. Regulations governing methods of harvest, seasons and bag 
limits, were promulgated, thus providing additional protection for 
wolves. In 1968 the legislature authorized the Board of Fish and Geine 
to abolish bounties and bounty pa)lments were suspended In all but three 
Game Management Units in Southeastern Alaska. 

The nature of human use of wolves In the Arctic Region has also changed 
a great deal during this century. Prior to the late 1930's there was 
little human activity In the Inland portion of the area because of a 
prevailing scarcity of game, especially caribou. The harvest of wolves 
was correspondingly light , and was entirely subsistence use by residents. 
During the 1940's the Hunaialut Eskimo, who repopulated the northcentral 
Brooks Range, trapped and hunted wolves extensively for bounty and for 
use In clothing and In trade. The ttunuilut took from 50 to 150 wolves 
each year, with a smaller nuniber being taken by residents of coastal 
villages. Jn 1952 the U. s. Fish and Wildlife Service conducted an 
Intensive wolf control program In the central portion of the area. 
Following this, aerial bounty hunting by private Individuals became 
extensive and large numbers of wolves were killed. Aerial hunting 
continued until prohibited In lg7o. Resident trappers also took wolves 
during this period, and, until 1967, Nunamlut Eskimos searched for wolf 
dens during suniner to obtain wolves for bounty. Since 1970, resident 
hunters and trappers have been the prl111ary consuiaptfve users of wolves 
during the winter months. A small number of wolves are taken each 
autulll'I by guided and unguided nonresident hunters Incidental to hunts 
for other big game animals . 

Wolf pelts remain important In the manufacture of various types of 
clothing worn by residents of the area, and, since the late l950's, have 
been an Important c0111110dity In the handcrafting of caribou skin masks, a 
key Industry In Anaktuvuk Pass and other villages. 

In recent years an Increasing number of hikers and other nonconsumptlve 
users have frequented the northern Brooks Range during the warmer months. 
The open nature of the terrain enables ready observation of wolves and 
other wildlife and an increasing number of people are taking advantage 
of the excellent opportunities to observe wolves . 

* Increasing hi.nan demands on llOOse and caribou populations that are 
declining or already at low levels and the effect of wolf predation 
fn retarding recoveries of these populations creates a serious 
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managf!llll!!lt dflenma. The reduction of wolf numbers to encourage an 
Increase In the number of ungulates Is not easily accomplished 
given the controvers ial nature of the wolf and the practical problems 
In achieving significant reductions In wolf populations. The wolf 
evokes powerful sentfnient frOll both those who Se& ft as a destroyer 
of game coveted by man and those for whom ft Is a symbol of wilderness. 
Both opinions are powerfully expressed through political and legal 
channels and both influence the management of wolves fn Alaska. 
Opposition to wolf control progra&S ls widespread, especially on 
the national level, and It promfse1 to remain a serious obstacle to 
wolf control programs, especially those Involving aerial hunting, 
no matter how well the action fs justified fn terms of the future 
welfare of both ungulate and wolf populations. The role of wolves 
as predators and their effect on ungulate populations must be 
accurately conveyed to the public. Recent studies have shown many 
earlier assumptions regarding beneficial or inconsequential effects 
of wolf predation to be simplistic or limited in application. 
Responsible management of wolves lllUSt consider the C0111Plex Interrelationships 
of predator and prey, the welfare of each, and the beneficial uses 
of both that can be derived by man. 

Illegal aerial hunting of wolves in Arctic Alaska continues to be a 
problem. Lack of escape cover for wolves •nd the high value of wolf 
pelts are incentives to illegal activity. In addition, the remote 
nature of the area makes enforcement of protective regulations 
difficult. Increased enforcement efforts and 1111re severe penalties 
for the 1lloga1 use of aircraft In hunting could alleviate some of 
the probleni. 
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1. ALASKA WOLF MANAGEMEIH PLAN 

LOCATION 

Entire state except Game Management Units 7, 14C (see West Chugach Wolf 
Plan location description), 15, and national parks or other areas closed 
to all hunting and trapping. 

PRIMARY MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide for an O?ti111U111 harvest of wolves. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting and trapping 
wolves. 

~ OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Maintain wolf trapping seasons and bag limits consistent with 
suitable wolf population levels during periods of pelt pri111eness. 

2. Maintain wolf hunting seasons not necessarily ll•lted to the period 
of pelt prhneness, with restr1ctive bag l1111its. 

J. Promote efficient and humane trapping methods. 

4. Maintain wolf:ungulate ratios that will allow for ungulate reproduction 
adequate to sustain ungulate populations, wolf populations and 
human utilization of each. 

5. Pr01110te public understanding of the Interrelationships of wolves 
with other wildlife species in the northern environment. 

6. Encourage public viewing, listening, and photography of wolves in a 
wilderness setting. 

7. Increase public awareness of wolf behavior to reduce adverse wolf· 
human Interactions. 

THE SPECIES 

Wolves occur throughout mainland Alaska and on many islands In Southeastern 
Alaska. Although wolf abundance varies greatly between areas and fro• 
year to year, Departinent estimates indicate a statewide fall wolf population 
of 8,000 or 1111re. Southeastern Alaska has historically supported the 
greatest wolf densities In the state. Wolves are CDfTlllOn or abundant on 
the Southeastern mainland coast frOlll Yakutat Bay south and 1110derate on 
Islands south of Cape Fanshaw. Track sightings and wolf-killed deer on 
1,168 square-mile Revlllaglgedo Island between 1970 and 1972 indicated 
about 125 wolves, approximately l wolf per 10 square miles. Wolf numbers 
there have since declined; winter aerial surveys between 1973 and 1975 
indicated a winter population of between JO and 40 animals. Wolves are 
rare on the mainland coast between Icy Cape and Yakutat Bay and absent 
from Admiralty, Baranof and Chlchagof Islands. Wolves in Southeastern 
Alaska generally reach greater densities on Islands, perhaps because 
deer are important wolf prey on islands and are 110re abundant and vulnerable 
than 110untaln goats, the primary .ainland wolf prey. 



South of the Al~ska Range, historical accounts of wolf numbers In the 
Nelchina and Copper River Basins date from the early 1900's. Wolves 
were reported to be abundant around 1900 but declined to low numbers by 
1907 and were uncommon until the late 1920's. Wolves were apparently 
numerous during the 19JO's and lg4o's until a federally-administered 
wolf control program reduced wolf numbers considerably. This program 
lasted from 1948 until 1953 in the Nelchina Basin and until 1955 in the 
Copper River Basin. An estimated 12 wolves remained in the Nelchina 
Basin In 1953. Wolf hunting and trapping were prohibited In the Nelchlna 
Basin between lg57 and 1965-66. Wolves in the ffelchlna had Increased to 
approximately 450 animals by 1965, a density of 1 wolf per 55 square 
~Iles . Wolves were less numerous in the late 1960's but had again 
Increased by 1972. In 1976, estimates of wolf density in the Nelchlna 
Basin are approximately 1 wolf per 70 square miles, and densities in the 
Copper River Basin may be comparable. Wolves are much less numerous in 
the Capper River Delta, and a resident population did not become established 
there until about 1971. By 1975 an estimated 20 wolves occupied an area 
east of the Copper River. Wolf numbers in the Matanuska and lower 
Susltna River Valleys are unknown, although wolf pack sizes, which may 
be directly related to abundance, have increased from an average of 2.5 
wolves per pack in 1972-73 to 4.4 in 1973·74 and 5.2 in 1974-75. Packs 
west of the lower Susltna River averaged 4.4 wolves in lg72-73, 2.0 in 
1973·74 and 5.9 In 1974-75. The general increase In average pack size 
suggests an Increasing number of wolves, but these data arl! inconcluslvl! 
becausl! few packs werl! counted in s1111e years. 

Wolves occur throughout lower Cook Inlet and the drainages of Bristol 
Bay, including Unlmak in the Aleutian Islands. Wolf densities in Southwestern 
Alaska are unknown, but populations appear to be comparatively low on 
lhe Alaska Pentnsulo. Wolves are more numeruus from lhe Lake Clark area 
west to the foothills of the Kilbuck Mountains. Wolves are most abundant 
where both caribou and moose occur, and ln these areas appear to be 
Increasing In numbers. 

The broad expanse of Interior Alaska north of the Alaska Range to the 
Brooks Range is probably the most important wolf habitat In the state. 
Although there are few wolves in the Yukon-Kuskokwlm Delta and on the 
Sl!ward Peninsula, wolf densities In the rest of the region are thl! 
greatest in the state, except for Southeastern Alaska. Wolf densities 
from the middle Koyukuk River south to and Including the drainages of 
the Kuskokwlm River ranged between l wolf per 40 square miles to 1 per 
BO square miles during 1971 through 1975. Thi! Holitna River area and 
tributaries of the upper Kuskokwlm support the greatest number of wolves 
in th!! southern part of the region. Wolves are also abundant in arl!as 
of the Nowitna and lnnoko Rivers and along the middle Yukon. Although 
far less numerous on the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, wolves havl! been recorded 
within the city limits of Bethel In recent years. Wolf populations In 
the Koyukuk, Tanana and Upper Yukon drainages are in l!xcellent condition, 
presumably because the region supports diverse ungulate populations. 
Within this broad Interior region, wolves have Increased since the late 
1950's when control activities, Including shooting from aircraft and 
poisoning, wl!re discontinued. Intensive wolf surveys have been done 
only In a 7,000 square-mile area south of Fairbanks to the Alaska Range 
which corresponds to Game Management Subunit 20A, and there only since 
1973. Surveys in the winter of 1975-76 indicated a wolf population in 
excess of 200 animals prior to removal of wolves from the area, a density 
of 1 wolf per 35 square miles. Whether wolf density estimates derived 
from Subunit 20A can be applied to the rest of the area is uncertain, 
although wolves south of Delta Junction have also been Increasing in 
recent years and current densities probably equal those recorded for 
Subunit 20A. Wolves also appl!ar numerous In the Tanana Hills and from 
the White Mountains north to the southern slopl!s of the Brooks Rang!!, 
but densities have not been documented. 



Northwestern Alaska and the North Slope also support wolves, but densities 
are generally lower than south of the Brooks Range. Wolves occur as far 
north as th1 Beaufort Sea, reaching greatest abundance in the foothills 
and lllOuntains of the Brooks Range in the southern portion of the region. 
Wolves were scarce In the Arctic In the early 1900's, perhaps a reflection 
of low caribou numbers. By the 1930's, both caribou and wolves had 
substantially Increased and continued to increase until the early 
1950's. Federal wolf control efforts and public aerial hunting resulted 
In a sharp decline In the wolf population, and by the late 1960's wolves 
again became scarce In the Arctic. Wolves have subsequently increased 
following closure of the area to public aerial hunting In lg70. Wolf 
densities in lg75 varied frOlll 1 wolf per 60 square miles to l wolf per 
120 square miles for a total North Slope wolf population of approximately 
600 animal$. Populations In Northwestern Alaska are less well known, 
but are probably si~llar to North Slope densities. Wolves are lllOSt 
abundant In this region In the drainages of the Koyuk, Shaktoolik, 
Ungalik, and Unalakleet Rivers. They also appear to be Increasing in 
number in this region. 

little Is known of wolf natural mortality except in a general way and in 
localized areas where wolves have been studied Intensively. Natural 
controls of wolf nUlllbers seen to stem 111ainly from vagaries of prey 
abundance and availability. Low prey abundance leads to poor wolf pup 
survival and perhaps a decline In the proportion of breeding females. 
Natural mortality rates may be affected considerably by human exploitation. 
Canadian Investigations of nonhunted wolves reported lower pup survival 
and a lower proportion of females producing pups in comparison to Alaska's 
wolves, Indicating that increased mortality due to one factor may be 
coaipens1ted for by lower losses to other causes. Some wolves undoubtedly 
suffer injuries, perhaps occasionally death, while pursuing large ungulates. 
A substantial decline in wolf populations between 1907 and 1925 throughout 
Interior Alaska has been attributed to diseases such as mange, rabies 
and dfst~r. reportedly introduced by dDllll!stic sled dogs. 

The status of wolf habitat can presently be viewed only In terms of the 
habitat of l111pOrtant wolf prey species. Hooved 111a1T111als are the 111ajor 
source of food for wolves over 1111ch of Alaska, although 5111111 mammals, 
such as voles, lemnings, ground squirrels, hares, and beavers are occasionally 
Important dietary supplements in surrmer. Moose are the most important 
prey species fn 1111ch of Interior Alaska although wolves also take caribou 
and Dall sheep. Wolves on the North Slope rely heavily on caribou, with 
moose and Dall sheep being less Important. Deer and mountain goats are 
the most Important prey species In Southeastern Alaska: deer on islands 
and .auntain goats on the mainland. Moose have been declining in numbers 
over much of Alaska as a result of a decade of recurring harsh winters 
and decreasing quality and quantity of moose browse. Caribou, also 
important in wolf diets, have decreased in soaie areas froca high population 
levels In the mld·l960's. These declines have occurred In some areas as 
a result of range overuse due to trampling and overgrazing. Improved 
techniques in fire suppression and prevention by state and federal 
agencies have probably been detrhrental to moose but have probably aided 
caribou. In Southeastern Alaska, clearcut logging practices are altering 
much of the climax deer winter range and may result In fewer deer and 
ultiniately fewer wolves. U.S. Forest Service plans call for logging 
al11111st all corrmerc1al grade tlinber In Southeastern Alaska, and the 
second-growth, closed-canopy vegetation that will follow will decrease 
the quality of wolf habitat. Wolf habitat has been little altered by 
hu.1n e~panslon In the remainder of Alaska, except In the vicinity of 
settlements. Much of the Interior ls currently economically unsuitable 
for Industrial or agricultural development. Despite the recent and 
perhaps continuing Increase in the nllllber of wolves over the much of the 
state in the last decade, the status of ungulate populations indicates 
that wolf numbers will decline somewhat over the next few years. Moose 
populations seem to be increasing along the lower reaches of the Yukon 
and KuskokwfQ Rivers, and wolves there are likely to becOlle more conmon. 



T~e lncreeses In wolves during the past decade are probably related to 
a substantial reduction 1n efforts at organized predator control, bans 
on poisons, and 110re restrictive regulations on wolf hunting, specifically 
on shooting wolves from the air with shotguns. 

Wolf harvest data are derived from a c0111bination of bounty records, 
aerial pe1'11tlt reports, and since 1971, a 11andatory sealing requlretaent 
on all wolves taken. The harvest data are considered reasonably cOlljllete 
although SOllll! people have taken wolves without collecting bounties and 
others 11111y not comply with sealing requirements . A gap in data exists 
fr1111 1969 when bounties were largely discontinued to 1971 when the 
sealing requir~nt was initiated. The known wolf harvest by hunters 
and trappers 1n Alaska has averaged 921 wolves annually since 1959 . The 
fewest wolves reported taken were 221 1n 1959-60 and the most were 1711 
In 1967-68. A reported 1,090 wolves were 'killed during the 1974-75 
regulatory year. About 38 percent of the wolves harvested since statehood 
were taken 1n east-central Alaska. Southeastern Alnka fro11 Icy Bay 
south, cOlljlr1s1ng about 6 percent of the state's land area, hes produced 
more than 13 percent of the reported annual harvest. The wolf harvest 
has generally consisted of slightly more males than females. Pups 
comprise 40 to SO percent of the kill each year. 

Snow 1111st be deep enough to all<hl tracking of 1110lves frOlll the air and 
for aircraft 11ndings If wolf harvests are to be s ignificant. There ls 
an unknown degree of noncompliance with the statewide wolf sealing 
requirement. Jn remote arees less then half of the wolves taken in some 
years 1111y be reported, often because pelts are used locally. Illegal 
aerial hunting also occurs except in Southeastern Alaska where 1t ls 
impractical due to the heavy forest cover. Since bounties are still 
paid on wolves from Icy Bay south, the unreported harvest there is 
probably small, although some bounty collectors may falsely state where 
the an11111 ls were taken. 

The intensity of consumptive use of wolves varies considerably. Hunting 
and trapping pressure ls comparatively light ln the western portion of 
the state. Hunting pressure on wolves seems high in eastern and central 
Alaska, but 1t Is doubtful whether the current kill ls s1gn1f1cantly 
1111P6ct1ng 1110lf nullbers. Wolves in eastern Alaska have apparently 
increased since aerial hunting was prohibited in 1971 despite growing 
public interest 1n trophy wolf hunting and rising value of wolf pelts. 
Wolf nllllbers In the Nelch1na and Copper River Basins appear to have 
fluctuated ind1pendently of harvests . Ground hunting and trapping are 
the only feasible llll!thods of taking wolves 1n Southeastern Alaska. 
Harvests may, at times, have exceeded 50 percent of the population on 
Rev1111gigedo lsland, but there ls no evidence that the harvests have 
permanently reduced wolf n1111bers. On the North Slope, wolves were 
s1gn1f1cantly suppressed by aerial hunting until the region was closed 
to aerial hunting 1n 1970. Wolf nUllbers north of the Brooks Range 
subsequently increased. It appears that continued aerial wolf hunting 
can reduce wolf numbers where open terrain affords the animals little 
escape cover. Tht number of wolves taken annually statewide Is generally 
dependent on winter snow conditions. 

Hunting and trapping seasons for wolves have remained liberal since 
statehood. Poisons were banned 1n 1960, and with their class1ficat1on 
as big game animals In 1963, wolves received additional protection from 
regul1tfons on seasons and bag li•its. Aerial hunting permits were 
issued during the 1960's and early l970's, but were suspended in 1972. 
Wolves In the Nelch1na Basin were protected from 1957 through June, 
1966. Current hunting regulations stipulate a 11m1t of two wolves over 
most of the state with an August through April season; there ls no 
closed season or li~lt on wolves 1n Southeastern Alaska. Trapping 
seasons generally extend from October or Novetllber through Huch or April 
with no limit on the number that can be taken. Since 1972 most wolves 
have been taken by ground shooting (44 percent) or by trapping (41 percent). 



Trapping success by Individuals Is generally low since lflany are Inexperienced 
trappers. The 11111jorlty of wolves harvested are taken by comparatively 
few people. A combination of aerial spotting and shooting after landing 
is becoming Increasingly c011110n. A few wolves are killed by hunters 
Incidentally to hunting for other big game spec ies. Host are harvested 
between December and March, with March the most important month. Most 
people taking wolves are resident Alaskans. While nonresident guided 
hunts are becoming more popular, and nonresident trapping occurs extensively 
on military lands, the number of wolves taken by nonresidents is small. 
Wolves are sought primarily for the cC1m1ercial value of the pelts in 
northern and western Alaska. Over the rest of the state a c0111blnatlon 
of recreation and connerce 1110tlvates wolf hunters and trappers. In 
Southeastern Alaska, trapping and hunting of wolves seenis to occur 
priinarlly for recreational purposes, since wolf fur quality there is 
generally poor. Access to wolf hunting areas ts pri111arily by airplane. 
SnQWllllchines, both for hunting and checking traplines, are Important 
means of access In areas without roads and near remote villages. Most 
wolves in Southeastern Alaska are taken with traps set along beaches 
where the lines can be checked by boat or plane. 

East-central Alaska, bordered on the north by the Brooks Range and on 
the south by the Alaska Range, produces the most desirable trophy wolves 
In the state. Wolves there are generally larger, and their pelts are 
often light gray, the color lllOSt preferred for trophies and by furriers . 
Wolves in Southeestern Alaska, though stil l sought for trophies, are 
generally 5111ller and darker and have shorter, more coarse and less 
dense fur than Interior wolves. 

The nUlllber of people that enjoy seeing, hearing, or otherwise experiencing 
wolves In Alaska e1ch yeer Is unknown. Relatively few people see wolves 
except from aircraft. A growing number of people are frequenting relll)te 
areas during surnner months, however, and Incidental nonconsumptive use 
may be Increasing. The northern Brooks Range, where the open terrain 
facilitates long-distance observation, may offer some of the best opportunities 
for the nonconsumptlve use of wolves In Alaska. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

A substantial portion of wolf range In Alaska has been selected by 
local residents under terms of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement 
Act. Once title to public lands Is conveyed to private ownership, 
public use on such lands may be restricted or prohibited. The 
Department should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to 
facilitate progressive management of wolves. Easements across 
private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for In the 
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. 

Substantial land areas will be placed In parks, inon1111ents, wild and 
scenic rivers, and wildlife refuges, all under federal jurisdiction, 
under tenns of the Alaska Native ClallllS Settlement Act. Extensive 
portions of these federally-adralnistered areas may be closed to 
h11ntfng and trapping or such use 111ay be limited by access restrictions. 
The Department should seek cooperation from the appropriate federal 
agencies to allow hunting and trapping to continue within these 
areas. 

Adverse wolf-human Interactions have occurred more frequently In 
recent years, particularly at pipeline construction camps and along 
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Haul Road. Several people have been 
bitten by wolves that have grown accustomed to humans. Host of 
these animals have subsequently been destroyed, prhnarlly to test 
for rabfes. In lllOSt Instances, private c0111Pany regulations specifically 
prohibit feeding wild animals and these regulations should be 
strictly enforced. The Department lllily consider additional regulations 
to discourage adverse Interactions. 
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Wolf prey populations over much of the state are declining or are 
currently at low levels. Predation by wolves aiay conflict with 
hlllllin use of prey species In Sllllll! areas. Wolf hunting and trapping 
should continue with liberal seasons and bag limits. If It is 
established that predation is causing declines or maintaining low 
densities of prey species, the Department may consider more liberal 
methods and means of harvesting wolves. Should public hunting 
efforts prove incapable of lowering the wolf population to relieve 
predation pressure on prey species, the Department should consider 
direct control by Department ~loyees for a limited specified 
period and to n1Ht specific objectives. 

The reduction of wolf numbers to encourage an Increase In the 
nuiaber of ungulates Is not easily accomplished given the controversial 
nature of wolves and the practical problems associated with achieving 
significant reductions In wolf populations. All wolf control 
efforts by the Department should be justified on the basis of 
substantial data and only after it has been shown public hunting 
and trapping harvests will not achieve the stated management goals. 
The role of wolves as predators and their effect on prey populations 
must be accurately conveyed to the public. Recent studies have 
shown many earlier assumptions regarding the beneficial or Inconsequential 
liapacts of wolf predation to be si~listlc or limited In appl !cation. 
The Department must convey to the public all aspects of wolf 
biology in an objective 1111nner; the public 11111st understand that 
responsible wolf inanagement wil 1 consider the complex relationships 
between predator and prey, the welfare of each and the beneficial 
uses of all resources that can be derived by hUlllclns. 

Domestic livestock may be established or reintroduced by private 
landowners in areas that currently support wolves. Demands for 
predator control will be forthcoming from the domestic livestock 
Industry. Hunting and trapping harvest should be the primary means 
of suppressing problen wolves, and control actions, if necessary, 
will be directed at specific animals. The cost and responsibility 
of such control will be the responsibility of the Industry and only 
as authorized under conditions of the state-Issued penatt. The 
Departllll!nt should Indicate to persons contet11Platlng Introduction of 
d0111estlc livestock that socne level of wolf predation must be accepted 
as a normal operating risk • 

Wolves In parts of Interior and Arctic Alaska are subject to illegal 
aerial hunting, and a proportion of people Inhabiting rural areas 
are not comolytng with sealing regulations. Such activities make 
It difficult to accurately assess annual harvests and population 
parameters. An increased enforcement effort by the Division of 
Fish and Wildlife Protection and a more active enforcement role by 
the Department of Fish and Galle, coupled with 1110re severe penalties 
for offenders, could alleviate some of the Proble11S • 

Recurring wildfires are generally beneficial to browse plants 
IMPOrtant to wolf prey species. Fire suppression and prevention 
efforts by state and federal agencies have Improved to the point 
that habitat quality and quantity for moose are declining In some 
areas. The Department should Identify critical habitat areas and 
make reconmedations to the appropriate agencies regarding the 
possible beneficial aspects of fires in specified regions. 

Extensive logginq activities In Southeastern Alaska may result In a 
decline in deer and mountain goat populations with a subsequent 
decline In wolves. The Departlllent should 111ake reconmendatlons and 
seek agreements with appropriate aianagetAent agencies to ~inimize 
adverse logging llllplcts on wildlife. 
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Wolves will not be eliminated from any region and will continue to 
be a viable part of Alaska's wildlife. 

The reduction of wolf populations in SOiie areas of Alaska by li•lted 
penwlt aerial hunting by the public or by organized control efforts 
by the Departlll!nt will allow a faster recovery of depressed ungulate 
populatfons. 

Selective reductions of wolf populations will decrease the opportunity 
for use of wolves by hunters, trappers and nonconsumptlve users In 
some areas. 

Regulations governing harvest will be manipulated to maintain 
desired population levels of wolves. In general, liberal hunting 
and trappinq requlatfons and seasons will continue, although restrictions 
on sport hunting may be imposed to make wolf hunting compatible 
with hunting regulations stipulated for other big game species. 
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CARIBOU IN ARCTIC ALASKA 

Populations of barren ground caribou (114ngifgr eaz.:mduo granti) in the 
Arctic Region of Alaska have fluctuated widely in nUlllbers and distribution 
Currently, the region contains the year-round range of the Central 
Arctic (or Prudhoe herd). This herd contains 4,000·5,000 caribou and 
occupies the area east of the Kuparuk River, west of the Canning River 
and north of the crest of the Brooks Range. An additional small discrete 
herd of caribou ranges near the Colville River Delta and possibly another 
near Wainwright. Neither contains more than several hundred animals. 
The region also seasonally supports the bulk of the Western Arctic and 
Porcupine herds. The latter contains 100,000 or more caribou. 

The Arctic Region lies north of the general tree line and has a fairly 
limited ntlllber of vegetation c011111unltles. Caribou movements and seasonal 
distribution can be correlated with different vegetation types. Normally, 
a rapid northward movement In April and Hay brings most of the cows to 
the dry tundra calving grounds In the foothills of the Arctic Slope at 
the time most snow has disappeared and the first green shoots and buds 
of cotton grass appear. The calves are born In late May and the first 
half of June. In late June and early July the population concentrates 
in the foothills and mountains where willows, birches and forbs first 
yield new growth. Host of the herd then disperses onto the coastal 
tundra where new growth of sedges and willows ts beginning to develop. 
In late August and early September, most of the population moves south. 
In most winters some small segments of the herds spend the winter In 
windswept regions of the coastal tundra and foothills. 

Because this region lies entirely north of treeline, the spruce-lichen 
c011111Unity frequently used In other areas Is not available, and anl111als 
wintering In the region are largely restricted to the wind-blown sedge· 
lichen areas. With teeth adapted for eating soft, leafy vegetation, 
caribou In winter are dependent on lichens, grasses, sedges, and decumbent 
shrub vegetation. Lichens are slow-growing plant forms requiring up to 
100 years for development of stands that can provide forage In significant 
quantities. Caribou utilize extensive areas for winter range, often 
using different areas In successive years as an adaptation to the very 
slow regrowing capability of lichen ranges. The wide-ranging characteristic 
of caribou Is one of the mechanisms evolved by the species to adapt to 
limitations of the arctic environment. 

Caribou depend upon climax vegetation; conditions favoring progression 
of vegetation through the successlonal series to climax stages, or the 
maintenance of climax vegetation, favor caribou. Because fires rarely 
occur in this region, overgrazing by caribou and reindeer are the primary 
forces depleting ranges. Reindeer were present In the area primarily 
prior to 1940. Since then few have been In the area and little competition 
with caribou has resulted. 

Despite their physiological and morphological adaptations for coping 
with the arctic environment, caribou populations have always fluctuated 
nllllM!rlcally. Some areas In the state with few or no caribou have well· 
worn trails of large populations In the past. Among 111any Interrelated 
natural factors limiting caribou population growth, weather and predation. 
are Important factors operating directly on s1111ll populations, while 
weather, disease and e•lgratlon Induced perhaps by social stress are 
Important to large populations. If reproduction exceeds mortality, 
production of young can rapidly outstrip predation and spectacular herd 
growth may occur on good ranges. Equally spectacular declines may occur 
when the carrying capacity of the range Is exceeded. Density related 
stress may cause emigration to new ranges, and reduced food quality and 
quantity and Increased disease may serve to lower calf production and 
survival. 



The 110st critical tf111e for caribou is the period just prior to and 
during calving. For those caribou that have survived the winter, the 
avaflabflity of new forage Is most Important in meeting increased energy 
demands of migration to calving areas and of calving itself. Deep snow 
during sprfng can stress caribou. NeMborn calves are susceptible to 
large scale mortality ff severe weather strikes during the short one 
week period when most calves are born. Predation on calves and weather 
induced calf mortality, determine In large part whether populations 
increase or decrease. rn infected populations, brucellosis and a retained 
placenta condition can reduce the number of viable young born. 

Caribou fn Arctic Alaska have long been Important for domestic use by 
native residents. The abundance or scarcity of caribou has been suggested 
as the principal factor deten11fnfng ff early-day natives could lfve 
Inland or ff they had to retreat to the coast where the more stable 
marine resources could be utilized. Whalers fn the late nineteenth 
century were the first persons other than natives of the area to naake 
use of caribou. Even today doalestfc use of caribou by local residents 
accounts for over gs percent of the use by humans. Sport harvest has 
been negligible to date because of the prohibitive transportation 
problems, but this deterrent 1s rapidly dfsappearfng. Construction of 
the Trans-Alaska Pfpelfne has prOlllpted the closure of a corridor ff ve 
mfles wfde on either sfde of the pfpelfne and a closed area fn the 
Prudhoe Bay development area. 

Oalestfc users harvest llOSt caribou wf th snow 111achfnes and boats. 
Although dog teams were the primary transportation means untfl the late 
196D's, they are rarely used today. Most sport hunting relies on aircraft 
as the prfncf pal transportation •eans. There f s presently much concern 
that the Increasing humian population and general use of snow 111achfnes is 
resulting in excessive utilization of caribou. 

PAOBlEMS 

• Caribou fn Arctic Alaska are faced by the effects of tremendous 
fndustrfal growth from the petrochemical Industry and a sizeable 
growth fn human population. Asfde frOll the fnevf table Increase In 
det11nds on the caribou resource by consU111Ptf ve and nonconsumptf ve 
users, the most Important consequence of development will be 
alteration of habitat and disturbance of caribou during crftfcal 
periods. The long te111 effects of dissecting the caribou range 
wfth the Trans-Alaska pipeline, the fnevftable construction of a 
gas pipeline from Prudhoe Bay and the strong possibility of development 
of ofl production facflitfes fn Naval Petroleum Reserve 14 wfth 
attendant ofl and gas lfne construction or similar projects are 
h11possfble to predict, but alMOst certainly wfll mean constrfcted 
and reduced caribou populations fn the future. Disturbance of 
calving caribou by resource development, construction or transportation 
activities may cause substantial mortality, and df sruptfon of 
crftfcal mfgratfons .. y result in fragmenting of populations. 
!~pacts of development and conflfctfng land uses on caribou must be 
mfnfmlzed to the greatest extent possible by comprehensive land use 
planning and scheduling development actfvltfes where and when 
caribou are least affected. 

• Consumptive use of Arctic caribou, hfstorfcally below productive 
capacftfes of these populations, Is now affecting the status of at 
least one tinportant population, the Western Arctic herd. Although 
caribou populations must be mafntafned ff domestic use of caribou 
fs to be satfsffed, excessive harvests and resistance to regulated 
use may result in substantial declines fn caribou numbers. Recreational 
harvests in the region have been relatively mfnor but 1111y Increase 
as access finproves and resource development brings new people fnto 
the area. CD411petftfon among consumptive users wfll Increase, and 
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will be further intensified by creation of national parks or other 
management systems where consumptive use ts excluded or limited. 
Use of Arctic caribou populations 1111st be equitably allocated a111009 
the various users, and harvest levels must be controlled under the 
sustained yield principle ff consumptive use ts to be maintained. 

A revival of Interest in domestic reindeer herding in Arctic Alaska 
has the potential for serious conflicts wfth caribou in the region. 
The sedentary nature of reindeer can result fn severe overutilizatfon 
of ranges, reducing the carrying capacity of the area for both 
reindeer and caribou. In addftfon, unless closely herded, reindeer 
herds suffer attrition of aniia1ls whfch run off wfth passing caribou, 
necessitating construction of fences or elimination of caribou to 
maintain the reindeer herds intact. Finally, feral reindeer which 
Jain caribou populations .ay serve as vectors of disease and when 
Incorporated into caribou populations 111ay introduce undesirable 
genetic characteristics into the wfld caribou stacks. Experience 
of large-scale and largely unsuccessful reindeer herding attempts 
along much of northwestern, western and southllllestern Alaska during 
the early ta mid-1900' s suggests that reindeer herding should be 
limited to areas where caribou and reindeer will not COiie into 
contact and where caribou will not need to forage in the forseeable 
future. 

Predation is at times detrimental ta the welfare of caribou populations 
when caribou populations are small and predator populations are 
large or where h\llllan utflfzatfon of caribou populations requires 
restriction of take to annual surpluses or less, thereby bringing 
use by humans fnto competition with use by predators. To the 
extent that competing uses are not compensatory, predator populations 
must be managed in addftfan to human ut11fzation to insure the 
111fntenance and enhancement of caribou populations. 



1. PORCUPINE CARIBOU MANAGEMENT PLAN 

LOCATION 

That portfon of Gallle Management Unit 25 east of a line drawn from the 
headwaters of Fish Creek due south to the Yukon River; that portion of 
Game Management Unit 268 lying east of the Dietrich Caribou Management 
Plan area; and Game Management Unit 26C. 

~ HAllAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide for an optimum harvest of caribou. 

SECOllJARY MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting caribou. 

~ QE IWIAGEHENT GUIDELINES 

1. Regulate huntfng seasons, bag limits and methods and means of 
takfng caribou, If necessary, to provide for local use. 

2. Ll~lt harvests to the annual Increment of caribou. 

J. Encoura~e f1re suppression on caribou winter ranges. 

4. Discourage resource developlll!!nt that Impedes free passage of migrating 
carfbou. 

THE SPECIES 

The Porcupfne herd currently ranks as one of Alaska's largest populations 
of barren-ground caribou. Although some animals probably remain in 
Alaska throughout the year, the majority of animals In the Porcupine 
herd spend only the spring and sunmer months In the state. 

frOll 1900 to about 1940, the herd apparently Increased In size and 
expanded Its winter range westward Into the central Brooks Range. A 
decline fn numbers occurred followfng a population peak In the mtd-
1940's, probably due to emigration to the Arctic herd and/or across the 
Mackenzie fnto the Northwest Territories. Herd size probably Increased 
in 1957 and 1964 with substantial l11111lgratlons of animals frOlll the 
Fortym11e herd Involving some 20,000 caribou In 1964. Animals from the 
Porcupine and Arctic herd occasionally overlap on winter ranges In the 
vicinity of the Kanutl Flats and during spring migration In the Dietrich
Atfgun area, Indicating that Porcupine caribou may cross the pipeline 
corridor. Significant numbers of caribou fl"Olll this herd sOIM!thne winter 
In the east-central Brooks Range, fr0111 the Colleen River to Chandalar. 
In addition, when caribou from the Porcupine herd winter near the Yukon 
River, there may be an interchange with the Fortymtle herd. Calving 
occurs in the arctic foothills and coastal plain from the Canning River 
eastward Into Canada. 

Reliable estimates of herd numbers were not available until 1972, when a 
photo-census revealed a minimum nerd size of 100,000 caribou. At that 
time Initial calf production was a minimum of 55 calves:lOO cows, and 
surveys the following October indicated a calf:cow ratio of 30:100. 
These figures Indicated the herd was moderately productive and that tn 
1972 numbers were stable or Increasing slightly. Surveys In July 1975 
Indicated excellent tnlttal calf production with SJ calves:lOO cows. In 
1973 the bull:cow ratio was 57:100. 
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Historical records indicate that d011estic (subsistence) utilization of 
this herd has been the priMary use. Ho permanent settleinents existed 
north of the Brooks Range between Barrow and Herschel Island prior to 
1900, although temporary coastal settlements were comnon. Eskimos from 
villages at the eastern edge of the herd's range In Canada probably 
relied, at least partially, on caribou. Villagers along the Yukon River 
from Stevens Village to Eagle, as well as Arctic Village, Chandalar and 
Venetie utl11ztd caribou but had alternate food sources (fish, moose and 
sheep). 

The earliest non-native users of this herd were whaling crews in the 
Arctic Ocean. In the last half of the 19th century, whalers may have 
harvested 4,000-6,000 caribou annually when wintering groups of ani.als 
were available along the coast. Trappers, prospectors and traders .aved 
Into the upper and middle Yukon drainages during the early 1900's, but 
their impact on the caribou harvest was probably not as significant as 
the whalers'. Domestic use by whites was insignificant after the 1930's 
while harvest by natives was probably greatest In the late 1960's before 
dog teams were replaced by snow machines. 

Liberal seasons and bag limits (no closed season, no limit) for the 
region north of the Yukon River have been 111alntalned since statehood. 
Due to the reaiote areas frDlll which current harvest occurs (both In 
Canada and Alaska) and the lack of harvest ticket reporting requirements, 
sport and d011estlc harvest data are difficult to obtain. Crude estimates 
derived fr11111 observations by biologists and Interviews with resident 
hunters in 1972 and 1973 indicate a harvest of approximately S,500 
animals was taken from this herd between spring lg7z and spring 1973, of 
which 1,500 were taken by Alaskan village residents. Estimates for 1975 
and 1976 Indicate some 4,000-6,000 caribou may have been taken, 1 ,000 by 
residents of Arctic Village, Venetie and Chalkyitslk. Domestic needs of 
local users were apparently satisfied, as animals were being shipped to 
residents of Fort Yukon. At the current level of harvest, herd numbers 
will probably Increase slightly with the rate of calf production and 
survival observed the past several years . There is no evidence that 
other 11111rtality factors (disease, poor range condition and predation) 
are exerting a significant effect on this population. 

• 

* 

• 

Four construction projects underway or proposed In Alaska or Canada 
(Trans-Alaska oil pipeline, El Paso natural gas line, Arctic Gas 
Natural gas line, Dempster Highway) may influence the movements, 
size and productivity of the porcupine caribou herd. The Department 
should monitor herd movements and make appropriate recollllll!ndatlons 
on construction modes and project activities to minimize adverse 
Impacts on caribou. Major migration routes and calving grounds 
should be protected by critical habitat designation or other special 
land classification. 

Reliable harvest data are not presently available. Efforts should 
be made ta periodically monitor the number of animals taken in 
Canada and Alaska. Status of the herd should be monitored through 
biennial sex and age composition surveys. 

Conflicts may develop between recreational and subsistence hunters 
ff movement patterns of the herd place It in less remote areas. 
Restrictions on hunting seasons, bag limits and methods and means 
of taking caribou may be Imposed to provide for local use . 

Lands withdrawn for native claims, Gates of the Arctic National 
Park, Yukon Flats Hatfonal Wildlife Refuge and extension of the 
Arctic Wildlife Range may prohibit or severely restrict hunting 
opportunities over much of the herd's range. The Oepartment 
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should seek agreements with appropriate agencies to allow hunting 
to continue on federal parks and refuge lands and ft should solicit 
the cooperation of private landowners to facilitate progressive 
management of caribou. Easements across private lands to publ le 
lands will be sought as provided for in the Alaska Native Claims 
Settlement Act • 

Due to ln&dequate enforcetnent capability, there may be a lack of 
compliance with the current wanton waste law. The Department 
should play a more active role In regulation enforcement. 

With the decline In the Western Arctic caribou herd, more hunting 
pressure may be directed to the Porcupine herd. Increased restrictions 
on seasons, bag limits, and methods and means •ay be necessary to 
prevent overuse of this herd. 

Domestic utilization of this herd Is still the most Important use, 
both In Canada and Alaska, and appropriate seasons and bag limits 
will be continued as long as harvests do not exceed the annual 
Increment to the herd. 

local dcmestfc users of the resource will continue to take most of 
the harvest fl"Olll this herd, specifically the villages of Venetle, 
Chalkyltslk, Barter Island and Arctic Village. 

Productivity and size of the population will not be adversely 
affected as long as inajor changes In the sex coinposltlon of the 
harvest do not occur and harvest levels do not Increase appreciably. 

Hunter densities and aesthetic considerations will not receive 
priority consideration, as there will be minimal restrictions on 
methods and means of hunting. 

Where aesthetic goals for 1110ose, sheep and grizzly bear In the 
Brooks Range are Jeopardized by high caribou hunter density or 
unrestricted methods of hunter transport, further restrictions may 
be Imposed on caribou hunters. 
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2. DIETRICH CARIBOU MANAGEMENT PLAN 

In Game Hanegement Units 24 and 25, the area bounded on the west by the 
south fork of the Koyukuk River from Its confluence with Fish Creek to 
Its confluence with John R. Creek, then northwest to the Hlddle Fork of 
the Koyukuk Ri ver to the Horth Fork of the Koyukuk River, then the North 
Fork of the Koyukuk River from its confluence with the Middle Fork of 
the Koyukuk River to Its confluence with Glacier River, then by Glacier 
River, Roy Creek, Upper Hannond River, the Jtkllllk River to Its confluence 
with the Colville River, and the Colville River to the Arctic Coast; on 
the north by the Arctic Coast; on the east by the Sagavanlrktok River to 
Its confluence with the Lupine River, then the Lupine River to the Game 
Management Unit 25 boundary, then west and south along the boundary to 
the headwaters of Fish Creek; on the south by Fish Creek. 

~MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity to hunt caribou under aesthetically pleasing 
conditions. 

SECONDARY MAHAGEHEHT GOAL 

To provide an opportunity to vie.i, photograph and enjoy caribou. 

~ Q[ HANAGEHEHT GUIDELINES 

1. Control access, number and distribution of hunters, and 111ethods of 
hunter transport to maintain aesthetic hunting cond i t ions and to 
maintain desired harvest levels. 

2, Encourage public viewing and photography of caribou. 

3. Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild 
character of the area . 

TliE SPECIES 

The number of caribou In this area has declined during recent years. 
Approxl~ately 5,000 caribou are residents, although some migrating 
anl1111ls from the Western Arctic and Porcupine herds migrate through the 
area. 

Factors reguletlng the population size are poorly understood. Sport and 
domestic hunting ls light and predation ls moderate at this time. Jn 
contrast, both hunting and predation have played a significant role in 
reducing the Western Arctic herd which In turn has decreased the total 
number of caribou utilizing the Dietrich area. 

Presently, hunting pressure is light in this area since aircraft provide 
the only means of access for recreational hunting. Domestic use of 
caribou In the area by hunters froat Wlsetnan, Hulqsult and Barrow Is low. 

• A significant loss of habitat Is occurring In the area as a result 
of Industrial development. Habitat loss occurs in two forms: l) 
physical destruction or alteration by construction; and 2) avoidance 
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of potentially available habitat because of man-made structures and 
activities in the area . 

If the Alyeska Haul Road is opened to the public hunting pressure 
will increase sharply and overharvestlng of caribou populations 
could result. Management of caribou must consider the status and 
requirements of both the resident herd and migratory animals from 
the Arctic or Porcupine herds. Limitations on numbers of hunters 
and restriction of roadside hunting 111ay be necessary to maintain 
desired harvest levels. 

A portion of the management area lies within the proposed Gates of 
the Arctic National Park. If land ownership Is transferred to the 
National Park Service, recreational hunting may be prohibited and 
domestic use of caribou restricted. However, management by the 
National Park Service will benefit the nonconsuiaptive users. 

The wilderness character of the area may easily be lost by development 
or unrestricted land use. Hunting regulations which Influence the 
use of the land affect people only when hunting. Therefore, successful 
retention of wilderness characteristics depends primarily on land 
management policies adopted by other State and Federal land management 
agencies. 

Methods of off-road transport will be restricted and numbers of 
hunters will be limited. 

Restrictions will be placed on numbers of hunters, bag limits, 
hunting seasons and fonas of transportation to achieve a sustained 
harvest without adversely affecting the herd. 

~hasis will shift toward recreational use of wildlife and away 
from domestic use. 

Noncons11111ptive users will also be affected by off-road transport, 
restrictions, but greater aesthetic experiences will be available 
than in other roadside areas in the state. 

Restrfctfons on 1110des of transportation and limits on the numberof 
hunters will reduce guiding operations In the area. 
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3. HESTERH ARCTIC CARIBOU ~1ANAGEM£1lT PLAN 

~ 

That portion of Game Management Unit 22 lying north of the Shaktolik 
River; all of Game Management Unit 23; those portions of Game Management 
Units 24 and 26 lying west of the Dietrich Caribou Management Plan area; 
and that portion of Game Management Unit 25 lying west of a line drawn 
from the headwaters of Fish Creek due south to the Yukon River. 

~ HANAGEHENT GOAL 

To provide for an optllll\llll harvest of caribou. 

SECONDARY HANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide an opportunity to hunt caribou under aesthetically pleasing 
conditions. 

EXAMPLES OF HANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

l. Harvest no more than 51 of the population until the Arctic herd 
reaches 200,000 animals; thereafter harvest the annual lncre111ent. 

Z. Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits and methods and means of 
taking caribou to provide for local use. 

3. Control access. number and di,tribution of hunters and methods of 
hunter transport, if necessary, to maintain aesthetic hunting 
conditions. 

4. Discourage establishment of reindeer grazing on historical caribou 
range. 

5. Discourage land use practices that adversely affect caribou habitat. 

THE SPECIES 

From the 1940's to the early 197D's the western arctic caribou herd was 
the largest In Aluka. In 1963, the herd was esti111ated at 300,000 
animals. A photo-census conducted In 1970 resulted in a minimum estimate 
of 242,000 caribou. A 1975 survey of post-calving aggregations yielded 
a tentative estimate of 100,000 caribou. Although caribou may appear to 
be abundant seasonally in some portions of the herd's 140,000 square 
mile range, the population is cootlnuing to decline. No single factor 
appears to be responsible for this decline, but one Important contributing 
factor has been the low proportion of young which survive to becooie 
yearlings. This proportion has dropped from 19 percent in 1970 to 8 
percent in 1975. Since It is these animals which replace the adults 
which are lost from the population through natural and hunting-related 
mortality, such a dtcrease in their nUlllbers has had serious consequences. 
Without drastic changes in the factors which cause mortality, the herd 
will continue to decline. Even If the present rates of survival of 
calves to yearling age increases to the level observed fn 1970, the 
present herd size would not be able to produce the number of caribou 
necessary to sustain the amount of predation and hunting which now 
occurs. Predation Is believed to be the most Important natural mortality 
factor. Wolves, bears, wolverines, golden eagles and foxes prey on 
caribou but the highest kill Is probably by wolves. An estimated 15,000 
caribou per year may be killed by wolves. based on wolf density estimates 
of one wolf per 110 square miles. Wolf densities and predation are 
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highest In the southern portion of the caribou range where the majority 
of the animals have wintered during the last two decades. If wolf 
predation does account for as many animals as these rough estimates 
project, It would be a significant contributing factor in the caribou 
herd decline. 

Range conditions do not appear to be a limiting factor. The habitat 
utflfzed by c1rfbou In both winter and sunwner ranges appears to be in 
good condition and stf 11 able to support greater numbers than now exist. 
In addition tile physical condition of caribou taken by local residents 
has been good, and Initial calf production has been high. Both of these 
factors fnd1c•te good habitat condition. 

The western arctic herd has received heavy use by native residents 
throughout history. The average annual kill since 1963 has been about 
25,000 c1ribou, varying fro111 20,000 to 29,000. Host of these animals 
are taken as they pass villages during the spring or fall migrations or 
when anf111als spend the winter near settletnents. Since the kill ts 
largely dependent upon avaflabflfty of caribou close to villages which 
is fn turn dependent on migration routes and wintering areas, the kill 
near any particular settlement may fluctuate widely frDlll year to year. 
During fell migration prior to the rut, adult bulls are often preferred. 
After this time cows or young bulls are taken when a choice Is available. 
The tot1l effect on the population Is a reduction fn the proportion of 
bulls. Hunting by local residents fs primarily done with the aid of 
snow machines, although boats are sometl111es used. Dog tea~s were the 
primary ineans of transportation until the late l960's, but are rarely 
used today. 

Past regulations have reflected the dependency of local people upon 
caribou for domestic use. From 1959 to 1976, there were no closed 
seasons or bag 11•its. In 1976 a li•lt of 15 caribou per year, closure 
of short portions of the season and prohibition of commercial sale of 
caribou were Imposed to reduce total hunter kfll. 

Recreational harvests by persons not living In the area have probably 
not exceeded 1,000 caribou In any one year, and a 1110re realistic estimate 
probably would be JOO anhaals, In either case a neglfgble proportion of 
the total k111. A majority of recreational hunting has been by guided 
nonresidents, but within the last five years an Increasing nUllber of 
resident hunters have been traveling to the area to hunt. Host of the 
access to the area by recreational hunters has been provided by aircraft. 
Though adult bulls fn this area do not have exceptionally large antlers, 
the ret11Dt• character of the region and the possibility of selecting 
trophies from large numbers of caribou increase the appeal to recreational 
hunters of hunting fn the area. 

* 

* 

Development of oil reserves on Naval Petroleum Reserve 14 may occur 
on or adjacent to the calving grounds of the western arctic herd. 
This could result In abandonment of this critical habitat or in 
disturbance which would adversely affect calf survival. These 
problems ~•Y be resolved by establishment of a critical habitat 
area Including the calving grounds or by restriction of human 
activities to those times of the year in which caribou are not 
calving or migrating to or from the area. Resource development 
must be managed to prevent alteration of habitat which would adversely 
affect range conditions In the area. 

Construction of pfpelfnes to transport oil fr~ the area could 
result In the obstruction of free movement by migrating caribou. 
The state should establish and enforce stipulations assuring unimpeded 
movl!lllent of caribou. 
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Interest in reindeer husbandry is Increasing. Reindeer grazing 
fs generally incompatible with maintaining free-roa~fng caribou. 
The Department should work closely with other State and Federal 
agencies involved and with Native groups to Insure that reindeer 
grazing fs li~lted to areas of no ca.petition with caribou. 

With the decline fn population size and reduced yearling recruitment, 
the present levels of hunting and predation will result fn even 
lower population numbers. The amount of hunter-related mortality 
such as wounding could be reduced by the Improvement of hunting 
practices and elf~fnation of wastage, factors which 1111y account for 
ZO·JO percent of the total kill by dollestfc users . In addition, 
the total hunter kill will have to be reduced and some measures may 
have to be taken to reduce predation ff the herd fs to recover. 

Increased access into the area 11ay result Jn additional harvests 
above sustainable levels. Restrictions of methods of access .ay be 
necessary. 

A portion of the area used by the western arctic caribou herd will 
be selected under the tenns of the Alaska Native Clall'llS Settlement 
Act. Private landowners ~ay prohibit public trespass for hunting. 
The Department should solicit the cooperation of private landowners 
to facl11tate progressive management of caribou. Easements across 
private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for In the 
Alaska Native Claims Settlet11e11t Act. 

Limitation of the caribou kill to 5 percent of the population until 
the herd again reaches Z00,000 will result In a reduced number of 
animals which are available for domestic use by local residents. 
In part, this Impact may be lessened ff wounding and wastage rates 
are reduced • 

Resource development llllY be constrained In certain areas or during 
certain times of the year. 

Hanagetaent to allow the herd to Increase to Its former abundance 
may require a t911POrary decrease In wolf numbers. 



DALL SHEEP IN ARCTIC ALASKA 

In Arctic Alask1 Dall sheep (Ot>ia dalli) are continuously distributed 
along the north slope of the Brooks Range frlllll the Canadian border as 
far west as the llullk Peaks. HlnlllUlll estimates of sheep numbers In the 
region place the current population size at about 10,000 sheep. No 
well-documeflted population fluctuations have been observed In the sheep 
populations throughout Arctic Alaska. Ne populations are currently 
kno.«i to be expanding, and ft ls thought that sheep nlllllbt!rs In the 
region, while subject to fluctuations, are comparatively stable at about 
current numbers. 

Dall sheep are usually found In alpine hab1tat. During su111ner, they 
occupy relatively large areas. Mineral licks are an Important component 
of sheep habitat In su111ner. Many Important mineral licks are known 
throughout the Brooks Range. Sheep, especially ewes with lambs, will 
frequently travel several miles to use mineral licks where they eagerly 
eat the mineral rich soil, The exact nature of sheep dependence on 
mineral licks Is not fully understood. The use of mineral licks also 
serves to lntennlngle otherwise discrete populations and ts of Importance 
In maintaining genetically healthy herds. 

Winter ranges are the third cr1tlcal component of Dall sheep habitat. 
Winter ranges are characterized by wlndblOllin ridges or slopes. These 
ranges usually occur at the mouths of tributaries along major drainages 
where prevailing winds clear winter snow frlllll forage. A herd occupying 
many square mfles of SUll'ller habitat may be restricted to, and limited In 
size by a winter range of relatively few acres. Sonie herds occupy 
winter ranges which are several miles frocn their sumner ranges and 
migrate between the two. These seasonal ~fgratlons often Include side 
trips to utilize mineral licks, and are an Ingrained tradition of each 
population. Sheep are extrewiely loyal to their traditional sumier 
ranges, winter ranges and mineral licks and appear on these ranges at 
about the same time each year. 

Predation in Arctic Alaska does not appear to be a major factor In 
1 im1tlng sheep nulllbers, however, occasional s.ituations arise where 
predation may depress sheep numbers. Wolves are the main predator on 
sheep, but wolverines, bears and sometimes eagles have been known to 
take sheep. 

Dall sheep fn Arctic Alaska are used for nonconsumptive wilderness 
values and for comsumptive recreational and domestic utilization. 
Traditionally only rams wfth horns of 3/4 curl or greater have been 
legal game during an August-September season. For the last several 
years sheep hunters have spent an average of about 700 man days per year 
hunting for sheep In the region. The number of hunters has averaged 
about 150 and the number of rams harvested annually has averaged about 
11D over this period. Resident hunters comprise about 65 percent of the 
hunter effort and have a success ratio of about 60 percent. Nonresident 
hunters have a success rate of about 85 percent, perhaps reflecting the 
benefit of the mandatory presence of a guide. Dt111estic utilization of 
Dall sheep has played a ~inor but contfnufng role fn the Arctic Region. 
Kaktovik and Anaktuvuk Pass Eskimos take sheep, but these people have 
never been entfrely dependent on sheep for food. It is difficult to 
assess the future trends of hunter pressure and harvest In the Arctic 
Region but hunter effort wfll probably be greater than ft has been fn 
the past. 
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Expanding h11111n land use .ay adversely affect sheep thn>ugh the 
alteration of linportant habitat or through disturbance of sheep use 
of critical areas. Hlneral licks, winter ranges, lalllblng areas , 
and migration routes are particularly susceptible to damage or 
Interference fr0111 such activities as •lnlng, construction in 
transportation and utility corridors and development of alpine 
recreation sites. Critical habi tats 1111..1st be protected fl'Ol!I alteration 
or undue disturbance. 

Increases In numbers of hunters, development of access, and Improved 
transport methods have reduced availability of legal rams, even In 
once-remote and 1 lghtly hunted areas. In some locations most legal 
rams are removed annually. In some areas the average size of rams 
available to hunters has decreased. In addition to reduced hunter 
success, Increased hunting pressure has lowered the quality of the 
hunting experience. Management measures to regulate hunter density 
and distribution, and to Increase the number of legal rams available 
to hunters should receive greater emphasis. 



1. NORTH SLOPE BROOKS RANGE SHEEP MANAGEMENT PLAN 

LOCATIOH 

Gaine Management Unit 26, the north slope of the Brooks Range . 

MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide an opportuntlty to hunt sheep under aesthetical ly pleasing 
cond I ti ons . 

EXAMPLE~ OF HANAGEHEllT GU I DELI NES 

1. Control the number and distribution of hunters, if necessary, to 
ma intain aesthetic hunting conditions. 

2. Discourage l and use practices that adversely affect the wilderness 
character of the area. 

THE SPECIES 

About 10,000 Dall sheep are currently estl111e1ted to occur north of the 
crest of the Brooks Range. No significant population fluctuations have 
been doc1111ented for sheep of this area. 

Natural 110rtallty rather than hunting is the prl111e1ry source of 11111rtality. 
Although predation may occasionally depress local sheep populations , It 
does not appear to be a major factor In ll~ltlng sheep n1.111bers at this 
time. Wolves are the iaain predator on sheep, but wolverines , bears and 
sometimes eagles are occasional predators. Other causes of natural 
mortality such as accidents, disease, and starvation also limit population 
growth. 

The condition of the Brooks Range Dall sheep habitat Is not known, but 
stability of sheep numbers fn recent years suggests that range conditions 
have remained unchanged. Because of the long winters and short cool 
Suntners, vegetation growth Is slow and habitat Is limited; further 
expansion of the sheep population Is not anticipated. 

Dall sheep In the Brooks Range are used both for nonconsumptlve wi lderness 
values and for recreational hunting. The wilderness character of the 
region and the opportunity to hunt In an area where chances of encountering 
other people are mlnl1111l are factors which draw many recreational 
hunters to the area. 

About 150 hunters annually have hunted In the area In recent years , 
taking an average of 110 sheep each year. Residents comprise about 65 
percent of the hunters and have a success ratio of about 60 percent. 
Nonresident hunters have a success rate of about BS percent {the mandatory 
presence of a guide llliY result In higher success) . 

The use of Dall sheep for food by Kaktovik and Anaktuvuk Pass Eskimos 
has played a minor but continuing role. This use has been traditional , 
but these people have never been entirely dependent on sheep for food. 
Tile current use of the resource In late winter with the aid of aircraft 
and snow inachlnes underscores the changing pattern of use from that of 
fonner years . 

Although boats, horses and off-road vehicles are also employed, the 
large majority of sheep hunters In the Brooks Range use aircraft to 
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reach hunting areas . Since access by air is limited to suitable landing 
sites on lakes or gravel bars, overharvests may occur in those portions 
of drainages near such landing areas. As hunting pressure and de111and 
for use of access points Increases, it Is expected that overharvest and 
hunter crowding will increase near these locations unless otherwise 
regulated. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

• 

Harvest In the Brooks Range Is not evenly distributed, but Is 
concentrated around access points such a& airstrips and lakes. 
Restrictions on access and the nucnbers of hunters in any one area 
may be required to maintain aesthetic hunting conditions. 

Taking of sheep for food by local residents frequently occurs 
out of season. Illegal practices should be stopped. 

A sizeable portion of the Brooks Range Dall sheep habitat Is included 
in the proposed Gates of the Arctic National Park where hunting may 
be limited or prohibited. Increased hunting pressure In remaining 
portions of the Brooks Range could bt alleviated by regulation of 
access and numbers of hunters. 

A portion of the Brooks Range Dall sheep habitat will be selected 
under the tenns of the Alaska native Cla1111S Settlement Act. Private 
landowners may prohibit public trespass for hunting. The Department 
should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to facilitate 
progressive management of sheep. Easements across private lands to 
publ le 1 ands will be sought as prov id~ll for In the Alaska llatlve 
Claims Settlement Act. 

Restrictions on access and number of hunters will be necessary to 
disperse hunting pressure and to maintain aethetically pleasing 
conditions. Such restrictions may reduce guiding activity and 
hunter freedom in the area. 

Costs of resource development may be Increased by constraints 
imposed to protect sheep habitat. 
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2. ATIGUN SHEEP MANAGEMENT PLAN 

.!:2IB!.Q! 

In Game Management Unit 26, TllS, Rl2E and TllS, RlJE, Umiat Meridian. 

MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy sheep . 

~OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Maintain a continuous closure to sheep hunting In the area. 

2. Encourage public viewing and photography of sheep and enhance 
viewing facilities. 

3. Control access and activities of viewers and photographers, if 
necessary, to reduce disturbance to sheep. 

THE SPECIES 

The Atigun Canyon area contains Important sheep winter range, lambing 
areas and mineral licks. Reliable sheep survey data for the Atigun area 
are available for 1970 only. At that tline 372 sheep were counted In the 
Atigun River drainage, g1 of which were In the Atigun Canyon area . The 
present status of Atigun Dall sheep Is unknown, but there is no reason 
to suppose that substantial changes in numbers have occurred. 

Data on natural mortality and condition of the range are lacking. 
Wolves are the most Important predator and are abundant In the area. 
Grizzly bears and eagles also frequent the area and prey upon sheep or 
scavenge on sheep remains . 

Hunting seasons and bag limits have been in effect in the area since 
1g25. Beginning with the 1951 season, hunters were restricted to taking 
rams with 3/4-curl horns or larger. Hunting seasons have varied between 
11 days and 133 days; bag limits varied from 1 to 3 sheep. Current 
regulations allow hunting from August 10 through September 20 with a bag 
limit of 1 three-quarter curl ram. 

Sheep harvests are reported by drainage, and hunting pressure In the 
Atigun Canyon can be inferred only from returns for the whole of the 
Atlgun River drainage. Twenty-nine sheep have been reported killed by 
hunters from 1968 through 1975 for the Atigun River drainage. Sixty-one 
percent of the hunters who reported hunting in the Atigun drainage were 
nonresidents, a higher figure than for the Brooks Range as a whole (35-
50 percent). Harvests have probably not affected population size or 
structure. 

Prior to 1974, sole access to the Atigun Canyon area was by light aircraft . 
Wheel-equipped aircraft were able to land on gravel bars along the 
Atigun and Sagavanirktok Rivers and float-equipped aircraft could land 
on Galbraith Lake. The service road for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline now 
traverses the length of the Atlgun River except for Atigun Canyon and, 
when opened to public use, will allow people to drive to the upper end 
of the canyon. In addition, a 5,200 foot permanent airstrip now exists 
near the north end of Galbraith Lake. The Atlgun Canyon area will be 
easily accessible once these facilities are open to the public. 
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* 

* 
* 

Greatly Improved public access to the Atigun area will occur when 
the Horth Slope Haul Road Is opened to the public. Without adequate 
planning this may result in disturbance of sheep on lambing grounds 
and mineral licks, Interference w1th traditional sheep movements, 
and damage to tundra from off-road vehicles. Closure of the At1gun 
area to sheep hunting and controls on numbers and activities of 
visitors should minimize adverse impacts of Increased public use. 
Cooperative actions with the appropriate land management agency 
would enhance noncons11111ptive use opportunities through the restriction 
of conflicting hU111an activities. 

Opportunity to hunt in the area will be excluded, affecting a 
limited number of hunters and guides. 

Considerable nonconsumptlve use of sheep will be possible. 

Important sheep habitat will be protected from detrimental effects 
of human activity. 
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MOOSE W ARCTIC ALASKA 

Hoose (Alces alces) occur throughout Arctic Alaska from the Chukchi Sea to the 
Canadfan border, and from the Brooks Range to the Arctic Ocean. The major 
factor fnfluencfng distribution of moose in this region is the availability of 
suitable habitat. Streamside shrub conmunities, consisting of willows, alders, 
and cottonwoods, are used throughout the year, and are the most i~portant 
foraging areas for moose In northern Alaska. These areas are the prh11ary winter 
range available to lllOOSe and they are also used for breeding and calving. 

The northward expansion of moose into Arctic Alaska· has apparently 
occurred during the past 100 years. Nunamiut Eski111>s relate that moose 
were unknown north of the Brooks Range before 1870 to 1880. However, 
beginnfng 1n 1880, lllOOSe were occasionally killed by Nunamiut on the 
Colville Rfver. The scarcfty of moose in northern Alaska prior to 1900 
is further supported by their absence from written accounts of naturalists 
and explorers traveling north of the Brooks Range during this time. 

Nunamiut began observing occasfonal young adult moose moving north through the 
Brooks Range about 1900, and ~se probably existed in low llUl!lbers on several 
major North Slope rivers throughout the early 1900's. Native hunting and 
predation along the Colville River and fts tributaries may have retarded growth 
of some populations during this time. Hoose apparently began to increase In 
numbers ~nd to expand their range in Arctic Alaska fn the late 1940's and 
early 1950's. A reduction of natfve hunting and exp1nslon of predator control 
during this ti111e probably facilitated growth of moose populations and dispersal 
of animals along strea111s throughout most of the region. 

The present status of moose populations in Arctic Alaska Is very good. Moose 
probably reach their greatest densities along the middle Colville River and 
Its tributaries. Winter densities of approximately two moose per square mile 
have been observed on the Colville River between the Klll1k and Anaktuvuk 
Rivers, and on the Chandler and Anaktuvuk Rivers. Moose also occur along 
rivers and streams to the west, north and east of this area, although 
densities are not as great. They are occasionally observed as far west as 
Cape Llsburne and as far north as Barrow. However, they are probably migrants 
in these coastal areas, and winter along rivers further Inland. 

Annual reported tn00se harvests in Arctic Alaska are low, ranging frocn one to 
57 between 1963 and 1975. A considerable portion of the harvest is reported 
by hunters who reside elsewhere in Alaska. However, a large but unknown 
number of moose are killed, but not reported, by residents of the region. 

* The certainty of increased hunting and the extreme vulnerability of 
moose to hunters could easily result In overharvest. A persistent 
effort to monitor harvest, and to set and enforce appropriate 
hunting regulations will be required to protect these moose populations. 

Opposition to fe111ale IROOSe hunting has existed In Alaska for several 
years. Antlerless lllDOSe hunts by permit or during a special season 
have been conducted with varying degrees of acceptance and criticism. 
Unfortunately, recent declines of moose populations In some areas of 
Alaska strengthened opposition to antlerless hunts and culminated in 
passage of a bill preventing antlerless hunts unless otherwise 
authorized by the local advisory coarnittee. Antlerless hunting Is, 
however, a useful management tool, and efforts 11111st be continued to 
explain the benefits of retaining this management option. 

Resource exploration and development causing a decrease of limited critical 
riparian habitat is of 111ajor consequence to moose. Efforts 1111.1st be niade 
to protect critical habitat and assure free access by moose to these 
habitats. 



1. JIORTHEAST ARCTIC MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

!:QflliQ!! 

That portion of Ganie ~nagement Unit 26 lying east of the Dietrich Noose 
~nagement Plan area. 

~MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate fn hunting moose. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT m 
To provide for an optimum harvest of moose. 

~ OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Harvest less than the annual Increment of moose until the moose 
population approaches the carrying capacity of the habitat. 

2. Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits and methods and means of 
taking moose, If necessary, to provide for local use. 

3. Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of no less than 
20 bulls per 100 cows. 

4. Harvest antlerless moose, If necessary, to attain the desired 
population size and structure. 

THE SPECIES 

Moose density in this area is low, and it has probably never been high. 
Based on limited surveys, production of calves is good, and population 
numbers are probably stable or increasing slightly. As in most of the 
Horth Slope, the expansion of moose Into this area probably began about 
1880 and Increased rapidly during the 1950's and l~'s. 

The most important moose habitat In this area are shrub c011111unities of 
willows, alders, and cottonwoods, which are found along rivers. This ls 
the only habitat available to lllCXlse during the winter and ft ts also 
used heavily during breeding and calving seasons. Because moose are 
dependent on the limited shrub COlllllUnltles along rivers, their vulnerability 
to habitat destruction, alteration, and human disturbance is great. 

The annual hunter harvest in this area fs probably no more than 10-15. 
This figure could increase to 30 with little effect on population size 
If neither productivity nor survival of calves decline. Hunting pressure 
throughout the North Slope has been light but a trend toward increasing 
hunting effort began in lg68 and ts expected to continue. To date, 
hunting has not adversely affected population size or composition. 

The 111ajorfty of use in thfs area has been by recreational hunters frocn 
urban areas in the Interior. The number of guided moose hunters annually 
fs small, but the interest by guides fn this area is increasing. The 
taking of moose for domestic use by local residents has been low. With 
the possible exception of occasional snow aiachfne use, hunter access to 
this area has been entirely by aircraft. Aircraft are presently the 
only feasible means of access to the area and will remain so unless road 
systems are developed. 
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* 

• 

• 

* 

Portions of the area will be selected under the terms of the Alaska 
Native Claims Settlellll!nt Act. Private landowners may prohibit 
public trespass for hunting. The Department should solicit the 
cooperation of private landowners to facilitate progressive 111anagement 
of llOOSe. Easf!lllents across private lands to public lands will be 
sought as provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 

rncreased development associated with resource extraction and 
exploration may result In the destruction of habitat along rivers. 
Critical moose habitat should be protected and construction or 
other development directed to areas of the least potential Impact. 

Increased access Into the area might result In excessive harvest 
levels. Restriction of hunter numbers or iaethod and means may be 
necessary. 

Constraints on resource develol)lllent and associated construction In 
critical moose habitat areas 111ay Increase costs of developaient. 
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2. DIETRICH MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLA!I 

In Game Hanagement Units 24 and 25, the area bounded on the west by the 
south fork of the Koyukuk River from its confluence with Fish Creek to 
its confluence with John R. Creek, then northwest to the Middle Fork of 
the Koyukuk River to the North Fork of the Koyukuk River, then the North 
Fork of the Koyukuk River from its confluence with the Hiddle Fork of 
the Koyukuk River to its confluence with Glacier River, then by Glacier 
River, Roy Creek, Upper Hanaond River, the ltkillik River to its confluence 
with the Colville River, and the Colville River to the Arctic Coast; on 
the north by the Arctic Coast; on the east by the Sagavanirktok River to 
its confluence with the lupine River, then the lupine River to the Game 
Management Unit 25 boundary, then west and south along the boundary to 
the headwaters of Fish Creek; on the south by Fish Creek. 

~ MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide an opportunity to hunt moose under aesthetically pleasing 
conditions. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy moose. 

EXAMPLES ~MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Control access and methods of hunter transport to maintain aesthetic 
hunting conditions. 

2. Control the number and distribution of moose hunters, if necessary, 
to distribute hunting pressure through the area. 

3. Encourage public viewing and photography of moose. 

4. Discourage land use practices that will excessively disturb the 
wilderness character of the area. 

THE SPECIES 

Hoose are not particularly abundant In this area . On the north side of 
the Brooks Range sinall, Isolated 1110ose populations exist In the larger 
drainages where streamside willow is abundant. These populations range 
in size from 35 to 150 moose and total only 300-400 moose. Observations 
suggest these populations are doing well, but because of restricted 
habitat they are not expected to increase. On the south side of the 
Brooks Range moose are widespread In all drainages but exist In low 
densities . Based on li~ited data collected by ga111e biologists and 
hunters, the survival of calves appears poor, which suggests that the 
lllOOSe population. may be declining. 

The trophy potential of bull moose in the Dietrich area is relatively 
high. Presently, there Is a high proportion of old bulls In the population. 
Antler growth rates of these bulls is near the average for Alaskan 
moose. 

Accurate estf111ates of harvest are not available because of the ineffectiveness 
of the harvest reporting syste111 in the bush. Although in S01111! portions 
of the area the harvest relative to the population size may be fairly 
high, the total harvest is considered low. 



Recently the reported ki ll for the Brooks Range has steadily i nerea ~ed 
despite reduced hunting seasons and bag limits. Industrial developiaent 
in northern Alaska cont tnues to attract attention and people to this 
area. The residency of hunters currently utilizing the Dietrich • rea ts 
not available, but for the much larger nor thern Alaska area about 75 
percent of the hunters have been Alaskani and 25 percent non~Alaskans. 
The substantial number of nonresidents reflects the importance of guiding 
fn the area. Domestic use of moose In the Dietrich area is low $Ince 
few people restde there. There Is some nonconsumptive use of wildlife , 
primarily during sunner In the mountainous portion. Present public 
access Is ll~lted to aircraft and boats . 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Resource development will cause new problems for moose populations . 
Habitat loss Is occurring from Prudhoe Bay oil development and Its 
associated pipeline through the Brooks Range . Direct habitat 
destruction results from roads, pipe pads, and construction camps, 
though these disturbances may create new range . Indirect loss of 
habitat may occur If potentially available range is not utilized 
because of avoidance to man-made structures or activities. Additionally , 
secondary development of other Industries will occur when the road 
is opened to the Horth Slope, further contributing to habitat 
degradation . Development should be regulated to minimize adverse 
lapacts on PIOOSe . 

Hoose in the area are particularly vulnerable to hunting because of 
the relatively open habitat and their tendency to concentrate along 
rivers and creeks during fall and winter. If Alyeska's Haul Road 
Is opened to the public the pattern of access and the number of 
hunters will change dramatically, and harvests could easily become 
excessive. Regulations conmensurate with expected changes in 
hunter distribution and numbers are necessary. 

Many land use practices that adversely affect the wilderness character 
of the area are not subject to regulation by the Oepartlllent. 
Hunting regulations which Influence the use of the land affect 
people only when hunting. Successful retention of wilderness 
characteristics depends prlmrily on land manageiaent policies 
adopted by other State and Federal land managing agencies. 

Quality hunting experiences will be maintained, but the number of 
hunters participating will be limited. 

Opportunities for observing moose In an accessible wilderness 
setting will be maintained. 

Hunting seasons will be relatively long and inechanized off· road 
vehicles will be restricted. For the iaaediate future the number 
of hunters will be limited by their success In taking moose and by 
the allowable harvest of moose. 

Restrictions on modes of transportation and limits on the number of 
hunters will reduce guiding operations in the area. 



3. COLVILLE MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAll 

LOCATION 

In Game Management Unit 26, the drainages of the Colville River excluding 
the Dietrich Hoose Management Plan area. 

PRIMARY MAHAGEHt:NT ~-- : . J . ~. -i'.J//../,, -- Jb~~~~.....,~r 
'Z To provide for IV' opthmmrl1arvest of moose. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting moose . 

~ Qf.. HAHAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Harvest the annual increment to the moose population. 

2. Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of at least 20 
bulls per JOO cows. 

3. Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits and methods and means of 
taking moose, If necessary, to provide for local use. 

4. Control lht! 11""'11er and distribution of hunters, If necessary, to 
distribute hunting pressure through the area. 

5. Harvest antlerless moose, If necessary, to attain the desired 
population size and structure. 

6. Discourage land use practices that adversely affect moose hab1tAt. 

THE SPECIES 

Present 11100se nulllbers along the Colville River and its tributaries are 
as high as they have ever been and inay Include nearly 1000 anl.als . 
Hoose probably reach their greatest densities along the middle Colville 
River and Its tributaries. Densities of approximately two moose per 
square a ile have been observed on the Colville between the Kllllk and 
Anaktuvuk Rivers, and on the Chandler and Anaktuvuk Rivers. Hoose also 
occur along rivers and strea~s to the west, north and east of these 
rivers, although densities are not as great. 

The expansion of the moose population In this area began about 1880 but 
llUllbers have probably shown their greatest Increase since the early 
1950's. Production and survival of calves Is high, and the population 
may be Increasing slowly. Surveys conducted In spring 1976 along portions 
of the Colville drainage Indicated 22 percent of 743 animals seen were 
calves . The area does not produce bulls with exceptionally large antlers 
nor does It appear to have the potential for doing so; however, except 
In localized areas of high hunting pressure, the proportion of bulls In 
the populatfon is about 50 bulls per 100 cows . 

The habitat crucial to moose populations in this area and throughout the 
north slope are shrub coamunfties of willows, alders, and cottOlll«>Ods 
along rivers. Thfs is the only habf tat available to 11100se during the 
winter and Is also used heavily during breeding and calving seasons. 
Although this riparian habitat Is extensively used, at the present time 
no Indications of overbrowslng by moose have been observed. Because 
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lllOOSe are dependent on the limited shrub conaunities along rivers, the ~ 

vulnerability to habitat destruction and alteration, or to human disturtJnc~ 
caused by resource development is clearly great. 

Most of the moose hunting on the North Slope occurs along the Colville 
River and its tributaries. Only 60-80 moose are killed annually In this 
drainage but up to 150-180 could be taken without affecting the population 
size if hunting were dispersed throughout the river system and productivity 
and survival of moose remain unchanged. Hunting pressure in the area 
has been light in the past with locally heavy harvests near l)niat. 
However, a trend towards increasing hunting effort began In 1968 and is 
expected to continue. At this time, the increased kill has not adversely 
affected population size or composition. FrOll 1968 to 1974, an average 
of 84 percent of the hunter kill consisted of bulls, but the proportion 
of bulls in the population remains high. 

The length of the season, from August 20 to December 31, is designed to 
acc0111110date hunting for domestic use by local residents. Host of the 
reported kill takes place within the first 30 days. The majority of use 
In this area has come from recreational hunters. From 25-30 percent of 
the moose hunters in the area are nonresidents, about 20 percent reside 
within the area and the remainder are Alaskan residents , mostly from 
urban areas in the Interior. The number of guided hunters is low compared 
to other parts of the state but this use is increasing. Killing moose 
for dollestic use by local residents has been low in the past. Since the 
establishalent of Nuiqsut in 1973, this use has and will probably continue 
to increase. 

Hunter access to the Colville River drainage has been primarily by 
aircraft; gravel bars suitable for landing light planes are numerous 
along rivers. Boats and off-road vehicles have been used in conjunction 
with aircraft, and a small amount of hunting takes place solely with the 
aid of boats. 

PROBLEMS 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Because 1110ose distribution is centered along rivers where lllOOSe are 
highly visible and access by aircraft or riverboat is excellent, 
moose are very vulnerable to hunters, and the potential for overharvest 
Is great. This will be especially true near established airstrips 
and camping sites. To maintain population productivity and avoid 
local overharvest, the number and distribution of hunters may have 
to be controlled. 

The development of energy resources, construction of roads, or the 
placement of pipelines could result in the destruction of critical 
habitat or disturbance detrimental to the moose population. These 
types of activities should be discouraged along river courses and 
1f construction Is allowed, it should be scheduled during those 
portions of the year when adverse effects would be ainlmlzed. 

A portion of this area will be selected for private ownership under 
the tenns of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. Private 
landowners may prohibit public trespass for hunting. The Department 
should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to facilitate 
progressive management of moose. Easements across private lands to 
public lands will be sought as provided for in the Alaska Native 
Claims Settlement Act. 

Portions of the Anaktuvuk River and all of the Killik and Okokmilaga 
Rivers are Included in the proposed Gates of the Arctic National 
Park where hunting 111ay be limited. This could increase hunting 
pressure In the retna1ning portions of the Colville River drainage. 
This situation could be alleviated by regulation of access and 
nUlllbers of hunters. 
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• 

• 

• 

The 1100Se population In the COlville River drainage will matntaln 
its present n~rs or 111y grow slowly and expand into adjacent 
suitable habitat . The pniportfon of bulls tn tti. population may 
decrease but should not affect the productivity of the populatton. 

The hunter ktll of moose will be dfstrtbuted over a wtder area and 
may be limited to between 150·180 animals. 

Protection of moose habitat along rivers may result in constraints 
on resource develOp11ent or constructton actfvittes in some areas. 
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q. llORTHWEST ARCTIC MOOSE MAHAGEMElff PLAN 

bQill.!.!lli 

Game Management Unit 26A excluding the drainages of the Colville River. 

~MANAGEMENT G~l 

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting 11100se . 

SECOHOARY MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide for an optimum harvest of moose. 

EXAMPLES OF HAHAGEHEHT GUIDELINES 

1. Harvest less than the annual increment of moose until the moose 
population approaches the carrying capacity of the habitat. 

2. Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of no less than 
20 bulls per 100 cows. 

3. Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits and 111ethods and 111eans of 
taking llOOSe to provide for local use . 

4. Harvest antlerless moose to attain the desired population size and 
structure. 

TI!E SPECIES 

While the abundance of moose In this area is low, it Is probably as high 
as it has ever been. From the limited survey results available, it 
appears that although production of calves appears to be very good, the 
population g,,,..th is probably static or increasing only slightly. As in 
lllOSt of the North Slope, the expansion of the moose population in this 
area probably began about 1880 and has undergone the greatest increase 
since the early 1950's. 

The habitat most important to moose in this area and throughout the Horth 
Slope are those shrub co11111unities, including willows, alders, and 
cottonwoods, which are found along river courses. This is the only habitat 
available to moose during the winter and it is also used heavily during 
breeding and calving seasons . Because 1110ose are dependent on the li~ited 
shrub cOlnlunities along rivers, their vulnerability to habitat destruction, 
alteration, or to hurian disturbance caused by resource developinent is great . 

Including- unreported kills , the annual take by hunters in this area is 
probably no 110re than 10-15. The harvest could increase to JO animals with 
little effect on population size if neither productivity nor survival of 
calves decline. Hunting pressure throughout the Horth Slope has been light 
in the past, but a trend toward increasing hunting effort began in 1968 and 
is expected to continue. Thus far, hunting has not adversely affected 
population size or composition. The majority of use In this area has been 
by recreational hunters from urban areas in the Interior. The area has 
rarely been used by guided hunters in the past but this use may Increase. 
The taking of 11100se for domestic use by local residents has also been low. 
With the exception of occasional use of river boat or snow ~chines, hunter 
access to this area has been entirely by aircraft . These access patterns 
are not expected to change unless extensive road systems are developed. 
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" 

" 

Portions of the area will be selected under the terms of the Alaska 
Native Claims Settlement Act. Private landowners may prohibit 
public trespass for hunting. The Department should solicit the 
cooperation of private landowners to facilitate progressive management 
of moose. Easements across private lands to public lands will be 
sought as provided for in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. 

Increased develop111ent associated with resource extraction and 
exploration may result in the destruction of habitat along rivers. 
Critical llOOSe habitat should be protected and construction or 
other developcnent directed to areas of the least potential impact. 

Increased access into the area might result in excessive harvest 
levels. Restriction of hunter numbers or method and means may be 
necessary. 

IMPACTS 

" Constraints on resource development and associated construction in 
critical moose habitat areas may increase costs of development. 

n 



11JSKOXEN IN ARCTIC ALASKA 

Populations of muskoxen (Otlibos moochatus) in Arctic Alaska are presently 
foimd on the North Slope between the Sagavanlrktok River on the west and the 
Canadian border on the east. They are normally found between the coast and 
the foothills of the Brooks Range. Occasionally lone animals or small groups 
will wander long distances outside of these li~lts. 

This species, extirpated from its original range on Alaska's Arctic Slope in 
the ~id-1800's, was relntroducted into Alaska with a transplant of 31 Greenland 
11111skoxen to Nunivak Island in 1935 and 1936. The purpose of the transplant 
was to provide a nucleus herd frQlll which muskoxen could be taken to reestablish 
populations over their historic ranges In Alaska as well as to provide for 
recreational, scientific and agricultural utilization of the animals. 

The first transplant to the Arctic was made from the Nunivak herd In March 
and April 1969 when 51 muskoxen were released in the vicinity of Barter 
Island. At first the animals divided Into ~11 groups and wandered In 
different directions, a few ~igratlng Into Canada and one moving through the 
Brooks Range to the Chandalar River. Seven were known to have died within 
three lllllflths. The stress associated with capture and the confinement In 
smll crates for mny hours contributed to this initial AIOrtality. A second 
transplant to the North Slope was made in 1970 with the release of lJ animals 
on the Kavlk River. 

During the next few years the 1111.1skoxen In the Arctic divided Into three well
defined groups each ranging in a different area. One group, consisting of 
about 16 ant11111ls, now occupies the area along the Canning River between the 
coast and the foothills of the Brooks Range. They rarely mve mre than 20 
miles from the river. A survey In 1974 revealed nine adults and five calves 
In this group. A second group ranges along the Sadlerochlt River. This 
group contained nine 1dults and three calves In 1974. A third group has 
settled between the Jago River and the Kongakut River. This group consisted 
of eight adults and six calves in 1974. Because of the large area Inhabited 
by the muskoxen and the difficulty of making surveys, those muskoxen observed 
represent a ~ini1111111 estimate of nUllbers. 

The muskoxen appear to be healthy and are reproducing, however, no significant 
increases in the total number has been noted. The exact cause of the mortality 
that does occur is unknown but it fs probably associated wfth animals wandering 
Into areas of limited winter food or ft may be attributed to predation. 

The winter habitat requll"l!llellts for inuskoxen see11 to be windblown tundra 
areas with very light snowfall which pennlts thell to feed on grasses and 
sedges throughout the winter. The Horth Slope meets these requirements In 
many areas. 

Publfc observation of lllUSkoxen In the Arctic has been very ll•lted, because 
of the remoteness of the area, and the expense required to reach It. 

PROBLEMS 

.. Construction of 1 proposed natural gas plpellne and a road connecting 
the pipeline h1ul road to the village of Kaktovik could create a proble111 
for muskoxen ff It blocked their movements or If disturbances were of 
the ~gnftud1 to drive 11111skoxen frOlll their winter range or calving 
areas. More fnfomation about 1111.1skoxen habitat requirements In the 
Arctic Is required fn order to make rational recomnendatlons to minimize 
disturbance of muskoxen or the alteration of Important habitat by 
resource development or construction activities. 

Predation by wolves and brown bears may be a factor fn preventing the 
increase of this Stnall nucleus population. 



1. ARCTIC SLOPE MUSKOX MAUAGEMEIH PLAN 

!:Qill.!9.!! 
Game Management Unft 26. 

MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity to hunt muskoxen under aesthetically pleasing 
conditions. 

~ OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

I. Establish a vfable populatfon of muskoxen on historic mainland 
Alaska ranges . 

2. Allow removal of bull muskoxen that are In excess to those required 
for continued populatfon expansion. 

3. Control access, nianber and dfstribution of hunters and methods of 
hunter transport to lllilintain aesthetic hunting conditions. 

4. Encourage scientific studies of muskoxen. 

THE SPECIES 

Although muskoxen once ranged from Greenland through the Canadian Arctic 
Archipelago to the coastal plain of Arctic Alaska, the last native 
animals in Alaska were killed between 1850 and 1860. In 1969 and 1970, 
a total of 64 muskoxen were transplanted to the eastern North Slope and 
released at Barter Island and on the Kavik Rfver. Since that tl1111 most 
of the 111.1skox sightings have occurred on the Arctic National Wildlife 
Range, although a few lndivfduals have been seen outside of fts boundaries. 
There was substantfal 110rtalfty or movement and loss to the herd and by 
1971 a mlnlmu111 estimate of 24 muskoxen was made, though the total n""ber 
was believed to be higher. By 1974, a total of 39 were seen fn the 
area, fncludfng 12 calves. A slow but steady increase of the herd Is 
anticipated. 

Factors causing iaortalfty a1110119 1111skoxen are usually predation, old age, 
or lack of forage during winter. The initial high mortality of these 
animals after the transplant was undoubtedly partfally due to stress 
caused by physical handling and lllOVfng; fn addftfon some single and 
small groups of anfmals moved out of the area or were killed by hunters 
unfamllfar with theni. The level of mortality has probably stabflfzed at 
thfs tl1111 and consfsts 1110stly of the death of old or innature animals. 

Muskox habitat does not appear to be a limiting factor to their population 
growth In this area. If, as records suggest, muskoxen once roamed 
throughout the region, the habitat available should still be able to 
support them, since it has not undergone any known alterations. The 
preferred food species of Labrador tea, crowberry, lfngonberry, dwarf 
birch, willows, sedges, grasses, and horsetails are all found alOflg the 
coastal plafn fn Arctic Alaska. 

At present no hunting of these anllllAls 1s allowed and none fs anticipated 
until the population fs 110re firmly established, although the few adult 
bulls which leave the herds could be hunted without affectfng herd 
Integrity. Hikers and photographers rarely encounter muskoxen in Arctic 
Alaska, even though the use by these groups of the Arctic National 
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Wildlife Range ls high relative to the remainder of the North Slope. 
Nevertheless, the fact that muskoxen inhabit the area and that there is 
a possibility of encountering thetl undoubtedly increases the appeal of 
the area. 

Host of the nonconsumptlve use of the area occurs during sunmer and early 
fall. There is no dOlll!stlc use of the 1111skox by the people of Kaktovik, 
although they may desire to act as guides for hunters once a population 
surplus exists to allow hunting. The same use pattern would be expected 
ff more transplants are made or the population grows and begins to expand 
onto other locations along the coastal plain. 

The difficulties of access and the small n11111bers of muskoxen result in 
few h111111n encounters with these aniiaals . Access is restricted by the 
character of the environment: local residents from Kaktovik use snow 
machines throughout the area; ski-equipped aircraft can land in many 
locations during the winter, but su11111er access by air is limited to 
gravel bars and coastal abandoned DEW sites for wheel-planes and lakes 
and coastal areas for float planes. The country Is difficult to hike 
through during the SUll'lller and most hikers travel along the rivers. 

• 

• 

.. 

• 

.. 

.. 

Construction of a proposed natural gas pipeline and related developinent 
could create disturbance or an Impediment to movement which would 
adversely affect muskox population growth or survival. Construction 
of the proposed road which would connect the Pipeline Haul Road to 
Kaktovik could provide a barrier to free passage of muskoxen In this 
area. Traffic on the road and Increased access into the area could 
also affect population movement or habitat use . Existing and proposed 
develoJllll!nts throughout the coastal plain may effect similar constraints 
on further expansion of muskoxen populations. Careful monitoring of any 
such development and firm stipulations which minimize man-caused disturbance 
should be made before any construction begins. Designation and protection 
of areas Important to muskox populations such as wintering and 
calving areas may minimize the effects of road construction; limitation 
of access Into areas of critical habitat may also be necessary . 

A portlOl'I of the coastal plain where future expansion of the muskox 
population may occur will be selected under the terms of the Alaska 
Native Claims Settle.ent Act. Private landOlillers inay prohibit public 
trespass for hunting and viewing. The Departllent should solicit the 
cooperation of private landowners to facilitate progressive management 
of muskoxen. Easements across private lands to public lands will be 
sought as provided for in the Alaska Native Clal•s Settlement Act. 

The population of Arctic Alaska muskoxen will increase slowly. It 
will be SOiiie time before .uskoxen are again established throughout the 
coastal plain. However, a ll~ited a1110unt of hunting of solitary bulls 
may be allowed during this period without affecting herd expansion. 

Restrictions on number of hunters and on access and method and means 
of hunting will be necessary to maintain aesthetically pleasing 
conditions, but will limit participation of hunters. 

constraints on construction or transportation activities Imposed to 
protect important muskoxen habitat may Increase costs of such operations. 

Guiding or providing services for hunters or nonconsUP1Ptlve users may 
provide sane coastal villagers with an additional source of Income. 
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FURBEARERS IN ARCTIC ALASKA 

Furbearers• tn general do not achieve the degree of Importance In Arctic 
Alaska that t tlt!y do In Western and Interior Alaska. The variety of 
harvestable species ls lower there than In regions to the south. Marten. 
beaver, muskrat and red squirrel reach the northern l imits of their 
distribution at the southern boundary of the Arctic region. Lynx, 
~Ink, land otter and coyote are present In low densities. Economically 
l~portant furbearers Include arctic fox, red fox, wolverine, wea~el s and 
arctic ground squirrel. Ttlt!re ls Insufficient infor111atlon to evaluate 
marmot populations In the area. 

The arctic fox ts the most Important furbearer In the region. Arctic 
fox populations are cyclic with highs occurring every three or four 
years. These usually coincide with or tmnedtately follow brown leamtng 
population peaks. In addition to annual variations tn the population 
density of arctic fox, It also varies considerably In the various physiographlc 
areas of the region. Highest densities occur on the arctic coastal plain. 
Low to lllOderate densities occur In the foothill regions of the Brooks 
Range. and very low numbers exist in the Brooks Range. Red foxes have 
less stringent habitat requirements as Is reflected In their wide 
distribution throughout Horth America. Development activities which will 
disrupt the natural environment will probably not affect red foxes as 
seriously as they will arctic foxes. The red fox Is, at times, abundant 
In the region. Jn contrast to arctic foxes, red fox populations are 
highest In the mountains and foothills and lowest in the coastal 
plains. 

Wolverine are present throughout the area. They are most numerous In 
the Brooks Range and foothills and scarce along the coast or on the 
coastal plain. Wolverine densities vary considerably on an annual 
basis. The mechanisms causing changes in wolverine populations are not 
well understood. 

Ground squirrels are found throughout the region frOll the coast to high 
In the mountains. In many areas they are the most conspicuous furbearer. 
Their fur is valuable to the local gannent Industry, but few are ever exported 
from the region. The ground squirrel provides a food source for several 
other furbearers, big ga111e carnivores and raptors, and for man. 

Throughout the various habitats occupied by arctic foxes the most significant 
limiting factor may be the availability of denning sites within the 
coastal areas where arctic foxes achieve their highest densities. 
Considerable develop111ent is presently underway and more Is planned for 
the coastal plain sections of the Arctic Region. Arctic fox denning 
habitat, in general, may become the major source of fill material for 
developmental purposes throughout the region. Shoreline habitat is 1lso 
very Important to arctic foxes as they are a major scavenger in both 
winter and sUlmler along the coast. 

The conl umpt1ve use of furbearers in the Arctic Is almost exclusively by 
residents. Arctic fox trapping In particular is a very Important local 
Industry and it is z11lously guarded by local trappers. Arctic and red 
foxes and wolverine are used Intensively and extensively. Trapping and 
hunting of both species of foxes have not been known to be detrimental 
to the fox populations. Fox populations appear to be more closely 
regulated by the abundance of their food supply than by consumptive 
utilization by humans. Wolverine, on the other hand, are quite vulnerable 
to human use In many portions of the region. Their present distribution 
and abundance may be greatly Influenced by the degree of hunting and 
trapping. Consumptive use of furbearers has been confined to that 
period when pelts are prime. This varies considerably between species 

* A list of furbearer species considered In these plans follows thts 
regional account. 
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but generally extends from November through April. Ground squirrels a1•·I 
inannots hibernate and are not available from November to A!lrll. 

Arctic and red foxes adapt very rapidly to the presence of humans when 
they are undisturbed and provide a considerable amount of viewing 
opportunity In the sunrner months. Because of the seasonal nature of 
viewing, trapping and hunting there has been little conflict between 
uses. 

• 

• 

• 

Pressure to ban leg-hold traps has come about as a result of public 
awareness of the Inhumane potential of these devices when improperly 
set and infrequently checked. Prohibitive legislation may result In 
the loss of Important cOlmlercfal and recreational utilization of the 
furbearer resource. The Department should promote efficient and 
h1111ane trapping methods to ensure the opportunity to participate In 
trapping. 

Diseases carried by foxes which are transmittable to man have been 
a long-standing problem throughout North America. Control efforts 
have been Initiated in the Arctic In the past. Specific conflicts 
between rabid animals and humans are a recent problem which may 
necessitate continued efforts to keep fox populations at low levels 
around cDlmlUnlties or development sites. 

DevelOp11ent activities are occurring at such a rapid rate In the 
Arctic that It ts impossible to predict long term trends in furbearer 
populations or their utilization by humans. The nation's energy 
needs have apparently dictated low priorities to wild lands and 
wildlife populations. Development activities should be monitored 
to prevent unnecessary destruction or loss of furbearer habitat. 

LIST OF FURBEARERS tN ARCTIC ALASKA 

Comnon Name Scientific Name 

Clnfds Coyote 
Red Fox 

Canis latrano 
Vulpes vulpea 
A lcpo:: lagopus 

Fel Ids 

ltlstellds 

Rodentia 

White (Arctic) Fox 

Lynx 

Hink 
land Otter 
Marten 
Wolverine 
Weasel 

Beaver 
Husk rat 
Snowshoe Hare 
Arctic Hare 
Marmot 
Red Squirrel 
Ground Squirre 1 
Flying Squirrel 

17 

Lyn.:: canadcnsis 

Ht.stola vison 
Lutra canadensis 
f>brtes americana 
Gulo gulo 
ffustola rizosa 
Huatela 11rmina 

Castor canadensis 
Ondatra aibothicus 
Lepus amoricanus 
Lepus arcticus 
Mannota cali!1ata 
Ta>rriasciurus hudsonicus 
Citcllus parryii 
Glaucomya volans 



1. GREATER l\U\SKfl FLIP.BEARER !'lAlll\GE.MEflT PLAi~ 

~ 

Ent i re state except Game Management Units 7, 14 and 15 and national 
parks or other areas closed to all hunting and trapping. 

!'.!ill!Af!1 MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide for an optimum harvest of furbearers. 

SECOHDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting and trapping 
furbearers. 

{XAHPUS .Qf. MANAGEMENT GUJOELINES 

1. Promote efficient and humane trapping inethods. 

2. Maintain trapping seasons and bag limits during periods of pelt 
primeness, consistent with population levels. 

l. Maintain hunting seasons on selected furbearer species, with seasons 
not necessarily limited to the period of pelt primeness and with 
restrictive bag limits. 

4. Maintain restrictive trapping seasons and bag limits on beaver 
based upon current beaver population levels. 

5. Encourage proper preparation and handling of furbearer pelts to 
maximize fur values. 

6. Close areas well suited for viewing and photography of furbearers 
to hunting and trapping or otherwise restrict use, if necessary. 

7. Discourage land use practices that adversely affect furbearer habitat. 

THE SPECIES 

The species of furbearers addressed In this plan include wolverine, 
marten, mink, beaver, muskrat, lynx, land otter, coyote, red and arctic 
foxes. short-tailed and least weasels, arctic ground squirrel, red 
squirrel, ma11not and raccoon. The wolf has been treated separately. 

Hilny of these species have wide distribution in the state; consequently 
lllOst are represented to SCllt extent any given area. The arctic slope, 
the Aleutian Islands, and 1111ny Islands In the Bering Sea, the northern 
Gulf of Al•ska, and Southeastern Alaska have relatively few species 
present although large numbers of any one species may occur. On a 
number of islands furbearers are present as a result of past introductions 
from fur fa1'111ing or from efforts to establish harvestable populations. 
Each individual species may vary in abundance according to habitat 
preferences and availability of food. There is little lnfor1111tion 
available on nulllbers, distribution, or utilization of the various species. 
Huch of what fs known is acquired from fur export reports, some field 
observations and reports from trappers. 

Furbearer populetlon levels and trends depend primarily on the abundance 
of food. Host species such as wolverine, otter and beaver rely on a 
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variety of prey species or on a relatively stable vegetative food sourc 
are less subject to fluctuations than those furbearers such as lynx and 
arcttc fax are dependent on a single or only a few prey species. At 
times diseases cause significant reductions In furbearer populations. 
Rabies, mange, and distemper affect fox populations, beavers are subject 
to endemic hemorrhagic disease, and in Southeastern Alaska, nutritional 
steatitls affects those mustelfds that feed on rancid fish fat. Those 
spectes which occupy aquatic or riparian habitats, particularly beaver, 
muskrat, and mink are subject to flooding or "glac!erlng" conditions. 
A nUllber of the smaller furbearers Including weasels, muskrats, squirrels, 
and llllrmots are prey to larger furbearers or other ma11111allan and avian 
predators . 

COlllll!rctal and dalnestic utilization are the most linportant uses of 
furbearers fn much of Alaska. Some recreational trapping and nonconsU111ptlve 
use occurs near urban centers, but viewing and photography are limited 
to relatively few species whose habits provide opportunities for observation. 
Most furs are sold but some are retained for domestic use in parkas, 
mukluks, or as trim for garments. Wolverine, muskrat, and beaver are 
the species most used In the domestic manufacture of garments, but 
almost all species are utilized to some extent, particularly when the 
furs are not in prime marketable condition. Beaver, muskrat, ground 
squirrels, and to a li~lted extent lynx and red squirrels are also used 
as human or dog food. 

Furbearer trapping seasons and bag li~its have remained relatively 
unchanged since statehood. Seasons have generally been timed to coincide 
with periods of pelt prl~eness. Liberal seasons and bag limits have had 
little effect on populations of most species of furbearers except for 
small localized areas of overharvest associated with ease of access. 
The vulnerability of beavers to intensive trapping and that of wolverines 
in tundra regions to tracking by snowmachine has resulted In depressed 
populations af these species In some areas. In most areas of the state 
and for lllOSt species harvests are regulated primarily by abundance and 
availability of furbearers, and by market values. At low levels of 
abundance or in inaccessible areas, trapping effort usually ceases when 
ft beCOllleS unprofitable; then the high reproductive potential of most 
species rapidly restores populations to carrying capacity. Trapping is 
done prfiaarfly to supplement incllllll! derived from other sources. Few 
full-time professional trappers operate in the state. 

Snownachfnes are the most c0111110nly used mode of transport for trapping 
or hunting furbearers, although aircraft are also used extensively. 
Snownach1nes are the standard means of transport at all bush conmunities 
and provide rapid and efficient coverage of large areas surrounding 
settlements. Aircraft are useful for trapping in areas far from human 
habitation and are also used as an aid in locating and shooting foxes 
and wolverines fl'Olll the ground . In Southeastern Alaska, boats are the 
priiaary transport 111eans for trappers because most trapping activity 
occurs along the beach fringe. 

\lolverine occur throughout mainland Alaska and on some islands in Southeastern 
Alaska. Population densities are variable depending on suitable habitat 
and, in some western and northern areas, on the degree of harvest. 
Wolverines are most abundant in interior Alaska and least abundant in 
southcoastal areas. Sparse populations e~ist over most of Southeastern 
Alaska, w1th moderate numbers In the Stlkine, Taku, Chllkat, Yakutat and 
gulf coast areas. Wolverines are generally abundant over the remainder 
of the state, particularly In forested and alp ine habitats. Densities 
are relatively low oo portions of the arctic slope, northwestern coastal 
tundra areas, and on the Yukon-Kuskokwi• Delta . 

In CQCllparison to other furbearers, wolverine never attain high densities, 
due In part to their large territorial requirements and apparently low 
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reproductive rate. Wolverine have catholic food habits ; much of their 
food is scavenged and a dependable source of carrion may be important in 
maintaining populations. 

Hore than 800 wolverine are harvested each year by hunters and trappers. 
Southcentral Alaska and the Yukon River drainage yield the largest 
harvests with about 250 and 200 wolverine, respectively, taken there. 
Although seal ing (milrking) of wolverine skins Is required, soaie skins 
are used domestically for parkas, ruffs and gannent tr!• and are not 
reported ; consequently, reported harvests are minimum numbers . Trapping 
is the most conmon method of taking wolverines in forested areas , such 
as in Inter ior and Southcentral Alaska while in the open country of 
Western and Arctic Alaska or In alpine areas ground-shooting from snowmachines 
or with the aid of aircraft predominates. 

Use of wolverine varies between areas. In Western and Arctic Alaska, 
most wolverine are in high demand for domestic use In garments and few 
are sold commercially. Most skins never leave the villages. Coastal 
villagers acquire pelts by bartering with Interior residents or purchasing 
from commercial furriers. In Interior and Southcentral Alaska most 
skins are sold contnercially with a few kept for domestic use . 

Regulations and remote wilderness areas provide some measure of protectto~ 
for wolverine populations. Where lack of cover renders the animals 
vulnerable to tracking with mechanized vehicles, local extirpation may 
occur, especially near settlements. High prices for pelts and the 
demand for local use of skins for garments provides continuous Incentive 
to trappers and hunters . In forested areas with relatively low wolverine 
densities the species is not actively sought and ll!any that are taken are 
caught In wolf sets. 

Marten occur throughout llOSt of the state but are absent north of the 
Brooks Range, on the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, and the Alaska Peninsula . 
Marten were Introduced to Prince of Wales and Baranof Islands in 1934 
and to Chichagof and Afognak Islands in the early 1950's ; they are 
abundant on Admiralty Island, but are otherwise absent from most of the 
islands in Southeastern Alaska, Prince Wi lliam Sound , and the Kodiak 
Archipelago. Marten distribution coinc ides with that of climax spruce 
forests . Their dependence on mature spruce habitat makes this species 
particularly susceptible to forest fires and clearcut logging practices . 
In northern Interior Alaska extensive burns have resulted in reduced 
populations of marten over large areas. Much good habitat is still 
present In Interior Alaska, however, and marten are abundant over the 
area as d whole. Harten populations are lower south and west of Interior 
Alaska; marten In Western and Southeastern Alaska are less abundant than 
in past years. 

In good marten habitat, population densities may be as high as four 
animals per square mile. Although males occupy a larger home range than 
females , neither generally range over an area greater than one square 
mile, except during the breeding season or In 110untainous terrain where 
inarten 1nay undertake seasonal altltudinal movetnents due to changing food 
avai lability. Hicrotine rodents constitute the main source of food for 
marten although a variety of prey Is utilized, depending on avallabllty. 
The red squirrel is a minor Item in their diet . Berries may be an 
iMportant food in late su.mer and fall . 

Past marten harvests have fluctuated widely, but in the period from 1962 
to 1972 averaged about 8000 per year. In lg73 the harvest increased to 
about 18,000. The price of marten fur, a primary detennlnant of trapping 
effort on the species, increased from $30 to $40 per pelt In 1973. 
Current prices of $40-50 are Incentive for continuing intensive trapping 
effort . Harvests in Interior Alaska have been relatively low (2000·3000 
per year) despite high marten densities; here low trapping effort ls 
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probably a result of the availability of other employment In the area. 
Currently, Southeastern and Western Alaska have the largest harvests, 
with each area exporting 4000 or 1110re pelts per year In recent years. 
Most marten trapped are sold commercially. A few are kept In Western 
Alaska for domestic use as garment trim and on slippers. 

Hink are COllll10n throughout the state except for the Kodiak Archipelago, the 
X1iii'tian Islands, the off-shore islands of the Bering Sea, and most of the 
Arctic Slope. Hink are usually associated with riparian habitats -
streams, ponds, marshes, and salt water beaches and their diet reflects 
the variety of food species available there; Slllilll mall'lllals, birds, fish, and 
insects and other Invertebrates are eaten. Southeastern Alaska and the northern 
Gulf of Alaska Coast-Prince William Sound area have relatively stable, high 
density mink populations, distributed primarily along the coastal fringe 
where their food supply including a variety of small mannals, marine 
Invertebrates and fish, Is diverse and abundant. Hink populations in Interior 
Alaska areas are characterized by lower densities and greater fluctuations 
than southcoastal populations as a result of seasonal or unstable food sources, 
and lower productivity of freshwater habitats. Mlcrotlne rodent populations 
typically fluctuate drastically and are a primary factor affecting mink 
abundance. An abundance of mice or hares In upland areas will sometimes 
prompt mink populations to expand Inland In search of prey. 

In 1976, mink population levels were variable over most of Alaska excluding 
southeastern. Hink In northern Interior areas and In Northwestern 
Alaska were relatively abundant and Increasing. Over tn0st of the remainder 
of the state, •Ink were moderately abundant, having declined soinewhat 
from high levels in the mld-1960's. Populations were low In some parts 
of the central Interior such as the Tanana River drainage. 

Factors controlling mink population levels are not well known. Food 
1vallabllfty ls probably the major factor. In some areas spring flooding 
may reduce populations by drowning young mink In dens. In southcoastal 
areas nutritional steatitts may be Important; It was a significant 
mortality factor to mink raised COftlllercially In past years. 

Traditionally mink have been one of the llOSt important comaerclally trapped 
species of furbearers In the state. Reduced pelt prices, Increased levels of 
employnient, and availability of welfare, have resulted In reduced trapping 
effort in many areas In the past decade, and mink are currently underharvested 
over 111.1ch of the state. Western Alaska, particularly the Yukon-Kuskokwim 
Delta, has always been an laiportant mink producer. Delta mink are not only 
much larger than in other parts of Alaska but they are more uniform In 
color which, In combination, contribute to consistently higher prices. 
Large harvests also occur in Southeastern Alaska where climatic conditions 
are less of a deterrent to trapping than to the north. Elsewhere in 
the state harvests are variable, depending as 11111ch on the abundance of 
mink as on current market values. In some locations such as near Fairbanks 
and along the Copper River Highway near Cordova Interest In recreational 
trapping is high despite price or abundance considerations. The .iajorlty 
of trapping effort, however, continues to be conrnerclal In nature. Most 
Mink trapped are sold to outside buyers. A few are retained for use as 
gannent trim on slippers, gloves, hats and parkas. 

Beaver are presently distributed over lllOSt of inainland Alaska frOlll the 
Brooks Range south to the •lddle of the Alaska Peninsula and Into Southeastern 
Alaska. Beaver ire rare In much of Prince William Sound, and In Southeastern 
Alaska are now abundant only In the Yakutat forelands and some of the 
major mainland river drainages. They are present in low nulllbers on many 
southeastern Alaska Islands. In Southwestern Alaska there has been a 
general decline In the beaver population north of the Kvichak watershed, 
particularly near settlements. Beaver are abundant in remote areas and 
are increasing there because of reduced wilderness trapping. Populations 
are also high and increasing on the Alaska Peninsula and southwest of 
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the Kvichak watershed. Beaver were introduced to islands In the Kodiak 
area In the 1920's and are now well established In suitable habitat on 
Kodiak, Afognak, Raspberry and several other islands. Beaver populations 
In Interior and Western Alaska are moderate to high and generally Increasing 
except in the lower Yukon-Kuskokwim area where overtrapping has occurred. 
Very few beavers were present in Horthwestern Alaska prior to the 1930's, 
but since the 19SO's populations there have been Increasing and expanding 
into the Selawik and lower Kobuk drainages. 

Distribution and abundance is a reflection of habitat availability 
except fn areas where overtrapping has occurred. The DOst productive 
beaver habttat is characterized by a dependable water supply with little 
fluctuation In stream flow and by willow, aspen, cottonwood, or birch 
vegetation. Beavers are found from sea level to elevations of 4000 
feet; they are absent on treeless tundra bordering the Arctic Ocean and 
the Bering Sea, and on the Aleutian !!lands. Populations fluctuate 
naturally in response to availability of food in localized areas. Jn 
some years high weter levels force beavers out of lodges where they 
become vulnerable to predation. Endemic hemorrhagic disease can reduce 
populations when they attain high densities. 

Beavers are unique in the degree to which their presence 1110df fies 
riparian habitats. Beaver dams stabilize watersheds, reducing flooding 
and silting. Raf5ing of water tables and inipoundrnent of water alters 
vegetative cover and provides aquatic and ripartan habitat for many 
species of wildlife. Although some species or fish benefit by Increased 
production of fish food, dams often create serious barriers to spawning 
anadromous fish. 

Beginning with the 18th century Russian fur trade, beavers have been one 
of Alaska's 1111st h11portant furbearers. Heavy utilization of beaver In 
early territorial days led to a pertod of scarcity In the early 1900's, 
but populations have recovered and are now at 1110derate to high levels in 
many areas. Although prices of beaver pelts have not risen as dramatically 
as other furs. beevers remain an important furbearer In Alaska. 

Trapping pressure varies between areas. The largest harvests come from 
the lower Yukon-Kuskokwi• River drainages where about 3500 beavers are 
taken ennually. Trapping Is also heavy In the Bristol Bay drainages 
where more than 1600 beavers are taken each year. A declining salmon 
industry in thet area has resulted In increased trapping effort. Harvests 
In Interior and Southcentral Alaska are relatively small; poor prfces, 
low limits on take and relatively hfgh employment rates contribute to 
low trapping effort. Trappers on Kodiak Island annually take about 200 
beavers, but the traditional low prices offered for coastal beaver pelts 
discourages effort there. Southeastern Alaska trappers also take about 
200 beavers per year. mostly from the 1111fnland; harvests tend to fluctuate 
widely between years. 

Most beaver trapping occurs near human settlements by local inhabitants. 
Because beaver are easily overtrapped, concentrated trapping near villages 
and along road systems results in overharvests and depletion of local 
populations. This is especially evident in Southwestern Alaska where 
beaver are five t1mes as abundant In remote locations as compared to 
areas near villages. The percentage of beavers less than one year old 
(kits) in the harvest fs also indfcatfve of harvest pressure. Up to 30 
percent of the harvest near some S<Juthwestern and Western Alaska villages 
are kits, as contrasted to 10 percent kits or less on the average in 
more remote areas. 

Beavers are trapped 111ainly for coamerclal use, but in some areas such as 
Western and northern Interior Alaska they are also used for h11111an and 
dog food. Pelts, particularly those from kits, may be used domestically 
for gan1Mtnt trim on hats, mittens and slippers. Beaver castors are used 
as a perfume base and are valuable to trappers as a component of scent 
lures. 



Beavers are one of the few furbearer species that provide for nonconsU111ptlve 
use. Huch viewing and photography take place not only near the larger 
human settlements, but also In "bush" areas. 

~occur throughout all of the Alaska mainland south of the Brooks 
Range except the Alaska Peninsula west of the Ugashik Lakes. The species 
was introduced to Kodiak Island In l9Z9 and later to Afognak and Raspberry 
Islands. but Is absent from MOst other Alaskan islands. The densest 
1111skrat populations are found in five areas: the Yukon Flats surrounding 
Fort Yukon, Minto Flats, Tetlin Lakes, the Yukon•Kuskokwlm Delta and the 
Selewik-Kobuk-Hoatak area. Four fifths of the annual ~uskrat harvest 
COIM!S fro111 these areas. Muskrat abundance elsewhere In the state varies 
depending on localized wetland habitat conditions. In Southeastern 
Alaska, muskrats have never been abundant and are currently present In 
fair nUllbers only near Haines, Juneau, and the Stiklne River . Muskrats 
were once very abundant on the Copper River Delta but are now relatively 
sc1rce throughout the northern Gulf of Alaska coast. Populations over 
most of the re1111lnder of the state are generally at moderate levels, 
down fl'Olll higher densities of past years. 

Muskrats are vulnerable to unfavorable weather conditions affecting 
their wetland habitat. Populations are reduced by winter kill when the 
Ice becDlllls too thick and anlinals are forced Into limited forage areas 
or emigrate. In years of heavy snow, muskrats are flooded out In the 
spring. Losses to predation and starvation Increase under such situations . 
Reduced muskrat populations In 1111ny areas of Alaska can be attributed to 
adverse winter and spring conditions of recent years. 

Hunting and trapping have relatively little effect on 11111skrat populations. 
The species is highly productive (about lS young produced annually per 
adult female) and capable of repopulating depleted habitats rapidly. 
Heavy harvests can be sustained if habitat conditions remain good. A 
relatively s111all proportion of the total good muskrat habitat is hunted 
or trapped, usually only areas of high density populations within three 
or four miles of major streams and lakes. Unhunted areas act as reservoirs 
of breeding stock. 

Although the open season for harvesting muskrats extends from November 
Into June, most are taken in the last six weeks of the season. Eighty 
percent or ~re of the 1111skrat harvest is taken by shooting with small 
caliber rifles; trapping Is usually considered too tl11111 consuming. 

In the lgSO's. muskrats ranked first In nlJlll>ers of furbearers harvested 
fn Alaska, and Mas illlOng the first four In total value. Low prices 
combined with Increased employment and availability of welfare are 
responsible for current greatly reduced harvest efforts, although recent 
pelt price Increases may increase harvests. Host muskrats are taken for 
cocrrnercfal sale of fur, but some are utilized domestfcally for food and 
for parkas and trim on boots and slippers. In Western and Northwestern 
Alaska domestfc use exceeds c011111ercfal use. In northern Interior Alaska 
1111skr1ts are an l111portant food In th!! spring. Muskrats also provide 
SOllle nonconsu~tive use. partfcularly near human population centers to 
whfch they ,..adily adapt, but observation of muskrats is much less than 
that of the more conspicuous beavers. 

Lynx occur throughout Alaska except on the Aleutian Islands, the Islands 
Lynx are relatively uncomAOn along the northern Gulf Coast and in Southeastern 
of the Bering Sea and some of the islands of Prince William Sound and 
Southeastern Alaska. The lynx is primarily an inhabitant of the northern 
boreal forest where It feeds largely on snowshoe hares. It occassionally 
occurs on the tundra beyond treeline, and In starvation years It ventures 



far out onto the tundra In search of arctic hares, lemnings, and ptannlgan. 
lynx are relatively uncollll1on along the northern Gulf Coast and in Southeastern 
Alaska, being present on the larger river systems where they have emigrated 
from interior populations. 

Population estimates are not available but lynx were very abundant over 
much of their range in Alaska from about 1971 to 1974. Currently lynx 
are present In low numbers and are still declining. Like snowshoe 
hares, lynx populations fluctuate greatly with a 10-year periodicity in 
abundance. The amplitude of lynx population fluctuations is very great 
as indicated by records of exported pelts. Population highs are not 
synchronous throughout Alaska and broad two to four year peaks of catch 
probably reflect consecutive population peaks In different areas. In 
Increasing lynx populations the females breed In the first year of life 
and almost 100 percent of the females conceive. Large litters and high 
survival of kits is cO!l'lllOn. After snowshoe hare populations decline, 
female lynx may not breed during their first year, the number of kits 
produced is reduced, and those kits that are born have low survival 
rates. 

Lynx fur has again become popular for parkas, coat trim, jackets, hats 
and muffs after a long period of unpopularity. High prices in recent 
years have resulted in intensive trapping effort. Harvests during the 
recent period of peak abundance were about 2000 to 2500 annually, half 
of which came from Interior Alaska. Trapping effort Is centered around 
villages and along road systems and the majority of the harvest Is by 
local residents. Most pelts are sold but some are kept for domestic 
use. The meat Is edible and 1s occasionally used for human and dog 
food. 

Land otters are most abundant in the Southeastern Alaska and Prince 
William Sound coastal regions, and In the Yukon-kuskokwim Delta, although 
they are found throughout the state except on the Aleutian Islands, 
islands of the Bering Sea, and the arctic coastal plain east of Point 
Lay. land otter populations are relatively stable, especially in coastal 
areas where marine food is always abundant. Shellfish, crustaceans, 
Insects, fish, frogs, birds, small mammals and vegetable matter are all 
eaten. Parasites and disease are not normally Important mortality 
factors. Flooding In the spring sometimes drowns young otters in dens. 

Land otters are probably utilized more in the Southeastern and Southcentral 
coastal areas than In Interior Alaska. Overtrappfng Is usually not a 
factor effecting populations, but temporary reductions In local populations 
can be effected by an efficient trapper. From 1000 to 2000 land otters 
are taken a~nua lly, most near villages or corrmunlties in Southeastern 
Alaska, Prince William Sound and the Yukon·Kuskokwlm Delta . land otters 
are an impQrtant furbearer on the Kodiak Archipelago where 200-250 are 
taken end sold locally. Pelt prices affect trapping effort because 
otters are difficult to catch and to skin. Most otter hides are sold 
comnercially, but In the Northwestern area they are often used domestically 
for trim on garments and slippers. Otter hides that are used domestically 
are usually those which are taken late In the season and are less than 
prime. land otters often provide excellent viewing opportunities, 
especially around coastal towns where they are often seen 1n the harbors. 

Coyot f apparently first arrived In Alaska about 1915. A rapid population 
p on occurred, with the center of abundance first in the Tanana 

Valley around lgJo and later In Southcentral Alaska. At the present 
time coyotes occur as far west as the Alaska Peninsula and the north 
side of Bristol Bay, and are rare north of the Brooks Range. While not 
especially abundant, coyotes are common In many areas, particularly In 
the drainages of the Tanana, Copper, Matanuska and Susitna Rivers, and 
on the Kenai Peninsula. Populations may become locally abundant periodically. 
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Although snows~ hares inay be i1nportant prey In SO!lll! areas and at 
certain tfmes, coyotes are catholic ln their food habits. The diversity 
of their foods and their adaptability to a variety of habitats 1ncludlng 
those affected by man are probably factors which have allowed them to 
compete successfully against Indigenous wolf populations. 

Relatively few coyotes are trapped and those which are taken are usually 
caught Incidental to trapping for fox, lynx, and wolf. A few coyotes 
are taken by sport hunters. Most coyotes are sold con111erc1ally. Some 
are used for parka ruffs and mittens. Prior to 1969 there was a statewide 
bounty of SJO for coyotes. No bounties have been pa1d since 1969. 

Red foxes occur over the entire state except for SOllll! of the 1slands of 
SOuthfiastern Alaska and Prince William Sound. The species Is nat1ve to 
Kodiak Island but on 111any of the other Islands where it occurs it was 
Introduced by fox fanning operations in the early 1900's. Red foxes are 
most abundant south of the arctic tundra although they are present In 
Arctic and Horthwestern coastal tundra regions where their distribution 
overlaps that of arctic foxes. The best red fox habitat appears to be 
In Interior Alaska and on the coastal areas south of Norton Sound, 
including the Alaska Peninsula. Red fox populations along the northern 
Gulf of Alaska coast and in Southeastern Alaska are sparse, with most 
foxes occurring In the major inalnland drainages which connect to Interior 
areas. 

Red fox populations nuctuate In response to availabil lty of food. 
Fluctuations of snowshoe hare and rodent populations will cause the fox 
populations to fluctuate also. Fox populations In Interior areas of the 
state are currently declining due to low hare numbers. In coastal areas 
such as Kodiak Island and the Alaska Peninsula, red foxes feed on carrion 
on the beaches and are not so dependent on small mamnal populations; 
populations in these are1s are therefore more stable. Fox populations 
are effected by diseases such as rabies, mange and distemper. 

Red foxes are one of the lllOre lll!portant furbearers In the state. In the 
last two to three years the value of their pelts has Increased greatly, 
which lllily result in Increased trapping pressure; however, foxes are 
probably not overtrapped anywhere in the state. The estimated red fox 
harvest in 1973·74 was 14,580. 

Silver and cross foxes, color variations of the red fox, are In high 
demand for wall mounts. Most red foxes taken are sold co11111erclally, but 
some are used danestlcally for gannents Including parkas, ruffs, hats, 
and trim. In some areas such as McKinley National Park, the North Slope 
Haul Road and other roads and trails, red foxes provide substantial 
enjoyment to viewers and photographers. The species readily becomes 
accust0111ed to the presence of humans and once so conditioned can be 
observed at close range. 

Arctic or white foxes are found In Alaska along the coast fr011 the 
Aleutian Islands north. On the ..ainland (except the lower Alaska Peninsula) 
end St. Lawrence and Nunivak Island the white color phase predominates 
while on the Prlbilofs and most of the Aleutians west of Unalaska, the 
blue phase predominates. Blue foxes were transplanted to the Prlbilofs, 
Aleutians and many other islands. 

Arctic foxes are noted for their extreme fluctuations In population 
levels. Periodic peaks In arctic fox populations occur 1pproxhnately 
every four years in Alaska, Canada and Greenland and are tied to cyclic 
fluctuetions In small rodent abundance. Arctic foxes have a high reproductive 
potential, breeding at ooe year of age and averaging four to eight pups 



per litter. Apparently there ls a reduced production of pups during 
periods of food scarcity. Studies in Canada show that mean litter size 
varied directly with lem111ing nulllbers. Although microtine rodents are 
the primary prey, arctic foxes are highly efficient predators on the 
eggs and young of waterfowl, and are an important factor governing the 
nest locations of seabirds. 

Considerable variation exists In the yearly harvest of Alaskan arctic 
foxes. Since pelt prices have remained relatively stable the size of 
the annual harvest has been raost affected by cyclical abundance of 
foxes. TIMI average annual harvest between 1912 and 1963, (derived from 
the number of furs exported) was 4,072 wh i te fox pelts . Between 1968 
and 1974 the annual harvest averaged 2,369 pelts. Arctic foxes are the 
most Important furbearer north of the Brooks Range because they are the 
only furbearer that occurs In large numbers. Approximately 40 percent 
of the arctic fox harvest comes from the arctic slope. The highest 
catch per unit of area, however, comes from the Bering Sea islands where 
about 30 percent of the harvest ts taken. Host Alaskan white fox furs 
art sold and utilized outside of Alaska. 

Short-tailed weasels, also known as ermine, are present throughout 
Alaska except for the Aleutian Islands west of Unfmak Island and the 
offshore islands of the Bering Sea. Least weasels, have a similar range 
except that they are not found In Southeastern Alaska south of Glacier 
Bay, the mountains In the southeastern corner of Southcentral Alaska, 
nor on Kodiak lslend. The enaine favors wooded or brushy terrain with 
some topographic relief whereas least weasels prefer damp, marshy habitat 
with its high 111lcrotine populations. Enaine are seldom numerous anywhere 
within their range. The smaller least weasel is sparsely distributed 
throughout Its range except in some years of peak rodent populations. 

Weasels are voracious predators that take a variety of rodents, young 
snowshoe hares, young birds, eggs, fish and earthwo..-s. When live prey 
is scarce weasels utilize carrion and berries or other vegetable ..atter. 
Weasels are not selective araong prey species but take the~ in direct 
proportion to their abundance and availabi lity. Weasels In turn fall 
prey to raptors and other carnivorous furbearers. 

Most weasels are now taken incidental to trapping for other species. 
Weasel pelts ere sold although their value Is low. Some skins are used 
for trim on parkas and slippers and in the manufacture of tourist items. 

Arctic ~round sguirrels are found In well drained tundra areas throughout 
Alaska rom see level to the uplands. They are most abundant in mountainous 
terrain. Ground squirrels live in colonies where there are loose soils 
on well-drained slopes, vantage points from which the surrounding terrain 
can be observed, and bare soils surrounded by vegetation in early stages 
of succession. Colonies In high areas or well dreined slopes are least 
affected In the spring by water froa1 melting snow. Hibernation protects 
ground squirrels frOll the low temperatures of winter, and lasts as long 
as seven or eight AIOllths. Ground squirrels feed on a variety of food 
including seeds, roots and bulbs, plant stems and leaves, 111Ushr00111S, 
insects, carrion and bird eggs. Quantities of seeds and vegetation are 
stored in underground chambers. Ground squirrels are an i111Portant food 
source for raptors, weasels, foxes, wolverines and grizzly bears. 

Residents of the Arctic Slope, northern Interior Alaska, and Northwestern 
Alaska trap, snare and shoot ground squirrels and use them for food and 
parkas. Ground squirrels are an important food supplement for these 
people In thv spring soon after the squirrels emerge frOll hibernation. 
Local residents extract fat and oil from squirrels by boiling and eat 
the fat along with the lean meat of other animals. Elsewhere in the 



state, utilization of the arct1c ground squirrel fur 1s much less than 
other furbearers. Nonconsu11111tlve use of ground squirrels occurs In 
alpine areas but except for park areas and upland ca~pgrounds, observation 
of ground squirrels Is usually Incidental to other outdoor activities. 

Red squirrels are found over most of Alaska where white spruce are 
present. These squirrels are abundant In the Interior, especially along 
river bottoms with 1bund1nt stands of white spruce. They are highly 
dependent on white spruce seeds as a food source; squirrel populations 
fluctuate in response to spruce cone abundance, with sharp declines when 
spruce cone failures co111e in consecutive years. Squirrels will utilize 
spruce buds in winters when there are no cones, but there ~ay be severe 
attrition in the squirrel population. Red squirrels may have some 
effect on the scattering of spruce seeds, aiding reforestation. 

Red squirrels ere prey for a variety of predators Including marten, fox, 
lynx, and many raptors. They are also hunted and trapped by man, mostly 
for recreation, with some utilization for food, fur, and trap bait. 
Some are taken In traps set for other species. The hides are worth 
about SOt to Sl.50 each and the fur harvest Is Insignificant. Many red 
squirrels are shot as nuisances around human dwellings as they can be 
destructive to Insulation If they gain access to a building. Red squirrels 
are one of the most conmonly observed small mamnals In Alaska. Viewing 
and photography are significant uses In Ca!llPgrounds, waysides and other 
recreation sites. 

Northern flying squirrels are a relatively little-known species which 
inhabits the boreaf forest In Interior, Southcentral, and Southeastern 
Alaska. The species Is rarely seen due to its nocturnal habits. Flying 
squirrels eat a variety of seeds, fruits, and other vegetable material 
and scavenge on carrion. This proclivity for llM!at results in flying 
squirrels often being caught In traps set for other species. The fur is 
of no comnercial value. 

Hoary marmots are present throughout most of the mountainous regions of 
Alaska, but are generally absent from the lower regions such as the 
Seward Peninsula, the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, the North Slope, and the 
lower Alaska Peninsula. None are present on the Kodiak Island group or 
the outer islands In the Southeastern Alaska group. Hoary marmots 
prefer the precipitous sides of canyons and valleys where boulders are 
large and have accumulated to a depth sufficient to give subsurface 
protection. 

Marmots are sometimes trapped and the fur used for parkas. If the pelts 
are taken In the fall while they are prime and softly furred they make a 
fine garment. There is not much conmerclal use of marmot fur, however, 
and little Information Is available on the harvest. Marmots ~ay be seen 
in some of the national parks, notably Ht. McKinley National Park, and 
provide opportunities for Interesting viewing and photography. 

A closely related species, the woodchuck Is present in eastern Interior 
Alaska, In a small area lying between the Yukon and Tanana Rivers east 
of Fairbanks to the Alaska-Yukon border. Woodchucks prefer open woodlands 
and thickets, near fields and clearings on dry soil. They have a very 
spotty distribution In Alaska. 

Raccoons have been released by private individuals In Southeastern 
~n the pest, and a small population has bec~e established. Only 
occassional sightings are reported. 
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Pressure to ban leg-hold traps has cOllle about as a result of public 
awareness of the inhUlllan potential of these devices when improperly 
set and infrequently checked. Prohibitive legislation 111<1y result 
in the loss of important coanercial and recreational utilization of 
the furbearer resource. The Departllent should pr01nOte efficient 
and hucane trapping llM!thods to ensure the opportunity to participate 
In trapping. 

Loss of habitat is potentially a serious problem for furbearers • 
Presently the lllOSt significant loss ts that occurring through 
successional changes In vegetation resulting from fire suppression 
activities. Nonnally wild fires benefit furbearers by creating 
favorable habitat for prey species such as snowshoe hare and microtine 
rodents. Establishment of hardwood species along waterways after 
coniferous vegetation ls burned Is also a significant benefit to 
beavers. The control of wildfire should be discouraged except when 
resources with a superior value will be destroyed by the wildfire 
or where domiciles or property da111a~e are the major consideration . 
Close liaison should be maintained with the various fire control 
agencies to assure that public energies are not expended unnecessarily 
in the control of wildfire. 

Oil pollution has not affected habitat on a significant scale but 
it has the potential of serious and extensive dalllilge to aquatic, 
riparian, and aiarine coastal furbearer habitats. Outer Continental 
Shelf oil extraction and transport will alrost certainly result in 
some detri11ental pollution of coastline habitats, and accidental 
onshore spills will Impact riparian habitats. Stringent precautions 
~ust be observed in oil developaent activities to ~lnl~lze adverse 
Impacts. Oil spill containment and cleanup capabilities ~ust be 
Improved. 

Other resource and hlJllan develOpal!nt activities also result In loss 
of furbearer "'bitat. Large scale water impoundllents and clearcut 
logging affect large areas and l111Portant habitats for some species. 
Placer mining and dredging, gravel renioval, urbanization and construction 
of transportation and utility corridors all have localized Impacts 
which when taken together add up to significant long-term habitat 
alteration. Important furbearer habitats should be identified In 
conjunction with proposed developmental activities so that possible 
may be considered which minimize detrimental effects to furbearers. 

The generally underharvested fur populations In the northern portion 
of Alaska are a significant economic loss to the state. Many 
f~rbetrer popvlations are capable of much larger harvests than they 
are now sustaining. Some species of furbearers are not harvested 
because there Is no traditional use of a particular species. The 
formation of marketing associations would tend to provide a higher 
and more stable market for all furs and offset the unstable marketing 
conditions which now result In substantial economic loss. Oevelop11ent 
of an extension training program directed to the proper care and 
handling of p1lts would also tend to Increase the value of the 
harvest and Increase utilization of furbearer populations. The 
Department probably would not Initiate fur aiarketfng associations 
or furbearer extension progra11S, but would cooperate with educational 
and oth1r agencies to en"'nce the value of furbearers. 

Overharvestlng of the furbearer resource occurs primarily on beaver 
and wolverine. There is a potential for overharvest of other 
species (possibly otter, mink and marten), but the high market 
conditions which would stimulate an overharvest are not likely to 
occur. Beaver are easily overharvested because they establish 
fixed colonies which are accessible and susceptible to repeated 
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trapping. Overtrapplng of beaver Is a recurring problem In some 
areas, particularly the lower Yukon-Kuskokwlm River drainages and 
the northern Bristol Bay drainages. Wolverine are particularly 
vulnerable in the Northwestern and Arctic regions in the winter 
when they are easily tracked and pursued on snowmachlnes. High 
pelt prices and a strong domestic detnand provide Incentive for 
heavy trapping and hunting pressure on wolverine. Restrictive 
regulations where required to protect the resource should be Implemented. 
Season closures in some areas may be the only viable solution to 
the overharvest of wolverine. Successful i~lementation of harvest 
restrictions will depend on the cooperation of resource users and 
on increased enforcement of regulations . 

Significant loss of public trapping opportunity may occur from the 
exclusion or prohibition of public trapping on extensive land areas 
conveyed to private ownership or federal limited use status under 
terms of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The Department 
should advocate strong consideration of continued consumptive use 
of furbearers on all categories of federal lands and should solicit 
the cooperation of private landowners to facilitate progressive 
management of furbearers. Easements across private lands to public 
lands will be sought as provided for In the Alaska Native Claims 
Settlement Act. 

As land available for public trapping diminishes, competition for 
available areas will Increase, resulting In increased conflicts 
between trappers as well as heavy pressure on furbearer resources. 
Some restrictions on harvest inay be necessary to protect the resource. 
SOiie trapper conflicts lllily be alleviated through better c011111Unication 
and 1gn1e111ents a11D11g trappers, and through trapper education efforts. 
Theft of traps and trapped animals 111ay be curbed to soeae ex tent by 
enforce«1ent activities, but trappers themselves must aid In the 
policing of their own activities. 

High market values for several species of furbearers will stimulate 
increased trapping effort. Existing lnfonnation on distribution, 
population trends and habitat requirements for many furbearers is 
inadequate for 111anageaient at higher intensities of trapping pressure 
or for asses5111ent of the consequences of habitat alteration. The 
Departirent should seek adequate funding and attempt to develop 
needed inventory techniques. 

Accidental trapping of dogs near populated areas results In posting 
of private land against trespass and Increases public anti-trapping 
senti111ent . Increased awareness of the problem by trappers should 
be encouraged as well as increased cOCl'llllnity controls on free
roami ng dogs. 

Some furbearers, particularly foxes, are known to carry diseases 
which are harmful or lethal to other wildlife and humans. Rabies 
ls the most common disease which reaches epidemic proportions. 
Echinococcue MUltiZoculario Is carried by the foxes on St. Lawrence 
Island and Trichinosis is also carried by several species of furbearers. 
Trapping and hunting of both red and white fox should be encouraged 
in areas which have a potential to produce high fox populations 
which are prone to rabies outbreaks. Hygenfc techniques should be 
encouraged to prevent the transmission of parasites and diseases 
from furbearers to h1111ans, particularly In areas where these problems 
are known to exist. To prevent Trichinosis proper handling and 
cooking of all furbearer meat to be consumed by humans and domestic 
animals should be encouraged. 

Beaver chronically cause probl..s by blocking road culverts with 
dams and by flooding or cutting down trees on private property. 
Blockage of streams by beaver dams also prevents movements of 
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spawning anadromous fish. The Departiaent should encourage public 
trapping of beaver in areas where damage to public and private 
property ts chronic, and where Important sal110n spawning streams 
are blocked. Public utilization of beaver tn probletn areas ts 
preferable to Deparbllental control efforts. The Deparblent should 
also encourage appropriate design and construction considerations 
tn public and private road building projects. 

Red squirrels cause 1110re damage to human property than any other 
furbear1r by destroying insulation, damaging human food caches and 
general destruction of many different ltetns such as mattresses, 
sleeping bags, etc. Information on controlling squirrel damage 
should be consolidated Into a publication which would be made 
available to anyone needing assistance. 

Furbearer population levels will continue to fluctuate, primarily 
In response to prey availability and quality of habitat . 

Abundant trapping opportunities for local residents will continue 
to be available. Some trapper congestion and c0111petltlon may occur 
In easily accessible areas. 

Increased harvests of available furbearer populations, Improved 
handling, and !~proved 111arketing In the Interior and northern areas 
of the state could increase the econoailc value of the fur harvest 
50 percent above the present econoailc value, or about S500,000. 

It -.y be necessary to close the beaver trapping season entirely in 
areas of overharvest or effectively enforce a very restricted 
season. This would eliminate or reduce the present harvest level 
by 50 percent depending upon the degree of restriction flllPOSed. 
Within three to five years the harvest could be Increased, compensating 
for the loss of harvest In years of severe restriction or total 
closure. 

A total closure on wolverine may be Initiated In large areas of 
Northwestern and Arctic Alaska until populations Increase to the 
point where they can sustain larger harvests. Future harvests 
would be conducted under conditions which are more rigidly controlled 
than at present. 

Sealing requirements for beaver and wolverine will continue and 
harvest reports or sealing requirements for additional species will 
probably be Implemented. 

Loss of trapping opportunity In areas established exclusively for 
nonconsucnptive use will be insignificant. 

Olsse111lnatlon of lnfonnation to prevent beaver and squirrel daniagt 
could result In a considerable savings to the public. 

Beav1r populations In urban areas will be reduced below the carrying 
capacity of the habitat to prevent property damage. 

Knowledge of furbearer population status , habitat requirements, and 
utilization will increase. 

Coordination of development activity with various conservation 
agencies would minimize the adverse impacts of development on 
furbearer habitat. 

No loss of nonconsumpttve use opportunity will occur, nor will 
proposed management adversely affect existing habitat, other species 
tn the area or other recreational uses of the land. 
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Sl"ALL GAllE Itl ARCTJ C .~LASKA 

GROUSE ANO PTARMIGAN 

R~k pt1r111ig1n (Lagopus mutua) and willow ptannigan (L. lagopun), all 
members of the family Tetraonfdae, are the most conmon galllnaceous 
birds Inhabiting the Arctic Region, occurring throughout the region 
where suitable ~bitat exists. Spruce grouse (Canachitco canadcnni o) probably 
occur to a limited extent in spruce conmunlties at the lower elevations 
in the southern portions of this region . 

In the ll'IOuntainous portions of the Arctic, breeding habitats of the two 
species of ptannlgan are separated altitudfnally. Willow ptarmigan 
breed close to t!~berline, often partially within the fringe of coniferous 
woodland, and also along stream courses In shrub connunitfes, generally 
between elevations of 2,000 and 2,800 feet. Rock ptannfgan breed from 
timberline to approximately 3,500 feet in habitat ranging from brushy 
stands of dwarf birch less than four feet tall to areas above the limit 
of upright woody vegetation. In the lower, coastal portions of this 
region the differences between rock and willow ptannlgan habitats are 
poorly understood. 

Ptarmigan ~curring In inland areas move downward in October to their 
winter ranges. The sexes segregate during this seasonal habitat shift. 
Males of these two species renain near the breeding grounds throughout 
the winter, while fenales move up to 100 glles to brushy subalp!ne or 
timbered range, The birds funnel through river valleys and low mountain 
passes during this fall movement and again when returning to their 
breeding grounds in March. Jn SOl!le years, fl~ks numbering hundreds or 
thousands of birds move through Anaktuvuk Pass, and there are probably 
similar seasonal concentration areas for birds In other areas . 

Inland populations of various Alaskan tetraonids de1110nstrate marked, 
generally synchronous, fluctuations with seven to nine years elapsing 
between peaks. Jn maritime situations, such as much of the Arctic 
Region , population fluctuations ~cur, but they are thought to be 
erratic and not necessarily In phase with those recorded from continental 
habitats. Due to lack of knowledge regarding the factors governing 
population fluctuations , management programs aimed at stabilizing 
tetraonid densities fro111 year to year are not feasible at present. 
Since the major upland game species found in Arctic Alaska occupy mature 
or climax vegetative types, habitat manipulation Is not considered a 
feasible technique for Increasing carrying capacity. The habitat 
disturbance that has occurred In Arctic Alaska has probably had no 
significant Impact on the distribution and abundance of tetraonlds In 
thfs region. 

Gallinaceous birds are Important prey for avian and mammalian predators. 
The number of grouse and ptarmigan taken by predators not only varies 
according to their abundance, but also with predator densities and 
avall1blllty of buffer species such as snowshoe hares . Even In years 
when grouse and ptarmigan sustain relatively heavy losses to predators, 
their long-term population trends are not significantly altered. 
Therefore, the use of these species as prey is compatible with the 
various human uses . 

The upland game bird resource In this area has received only light to 
ll'IDderate harvest by sport and •subsistence• hunters In the past. Harvests 
have prob1bly fluctuated with ptannfgan abundance, and have had little 
Influence on population trends In this region. Although some Individuals 

111ay hunt specifically for ptar111lgan, a significant amount of the harvest 
occurs Incidental to big game hunting. Like hunting, nonconsumptlve 
uses such as observation and photography have been light In the past and 
for the most part consumptive and nonconsumptive uses are compatible. 
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Both the snowshoe hare (Lapus americanus) and the tundra hare (L. arcticus) 
occur in Arctic Alaska but neither ts conaon. The snowshoe hare is 
rare. They were observed along the Canning River In 1973, after high 
population levels occurred south of the Brooks Range In 1971 and 1972. 
It is possible that high populations in adjacent areas south of the 
divide caused •igrattons into the north slope areas. 

Tundra hares have been collected from the Colville River drainage. They 
may not be present In the eastern third of the region. The best habitat 
for both species of hare In this region ts habitat with an abundance of 
willow principally found along major water courses. Because of the 
scarcity of hares In the region little if any use by humans occurs. 

Al1110st nothing ls known regarding 511111 game hunting pressure and 
success In the Arctic Region. With the dra1111ttc Increase In human 
activity In this region hunting pressure ts certain to Increase in 
the future, therefore programs designed to yield tnfonnatton on 
hunting pressure and success should be Instituted. 



1. ALASKA SMALL GAME f·'l'IHAGEtlENT PLAN 

Entire state except national parks or other areas Nhlch are closed to 
111 hunting. 

~ MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting small 
game. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOALS 

To provide for an optimum harvest of small game. 

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy small game. 

EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Achieve greater utilization of the small game resource by encouraging 
wider distribution of hunting pressure and identifying species that 
art lightly utilized. 

2. Encourage public viewing and photography of siaall gaiae . 

J . Regulate or eli•inate hunting seasons to •inlmize disturbance in 
areas especially suited for viewing or photographing 511111 g-. 

4. Discourege land use practices that adversely affect 511411 game 
habit.t. 

lllE SPECIES 

Small game species addressed In this management plan are blue, spruce, 
ruffed and sharp-tailtd grouse; willow, rock and white-tailed ptannigan; 
and snowshoe, arctic and European hares. Small game populations fluctuate 
considerably In successive years, and little is known of annual population 
status except In relatively small, localized areas. A feature corrmon to 
most Alaskan small game populations is a recurrent cycle of abundance 
and scarcity. In most instances, a complete cycle lasts 8 to 12 years. 
Populations of the various species appear to fluctuate in phase over 
most of Alaska, although local pockets of animals may remain at high 
numbers while populations are declining elsewhere. Coastal populations 
seem to exhibit less drastic oscillations than populations in the interior. 
Blue grouse, found only in Southeastern Alaska spruce-hemlock forests, 
occur In relatively stable numbers. The three species of ptarmigan in 
coastal parts of their range exhibit erratic , rather than cyclic, population 
fluctuations. Grouse and ptanaigan populations in Interior and parts of 
Southcentral Alaska were high during 1960 to 1962-63 and again in 1968 
to 1970. Hare populations followed a sl~llar pattern, Including less 
drastic, llOre erratic fluctuations in nUlll>ers in coastal areas. 

Factors causing the oscillations in small gaine n11111bers are not well 
understood, althOugh weather, food, predation and diseases probably all 
play a role, with different factors varying in significance during 
different stages of the cycle. The general synchrony of small gal'lll! 
population fluctuations suggests that some major extrinsic factor, 
perhaps weather, is the cause for population cycles. Natural mortality 



rates for all small game species are very high, perhaps reaching BO 
percent In SOiie years. Severe winters and wet, cold springs which 
adversely Impact nesting success and chick survival 111ay be the main 
sources of grouse and ptarmigan mortality. Snowshoe hare abundance may 
be related to available food supplies as well as weather. 

Soaall game habitat has been little affected by human activity over most 
of the state, although scene 11.Jbttat has been lost or altered by urbanization 
and agriculture near Anchorage and In the Matanuska-Susitna Valley and 
by extensive logging In Southeastern Alaska. Logging activities and 
fires may enhance habitat for hares and ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse, 
while reducing suitable habitat for spruce and blue grouse and willow 
ptarmigan. Rock and especially white-tailed ptanntgan breed at higher 
elevations than willow ptanitlgan, and their habitat has probably been 
little altered by human activity. 

Recreational hunting by Alaskan residents ts the primary use of small 
game with most harvested animals retained for domestic consumption. 
Most small game hunting occurs along established road systems close to 
human population centers, although some hunters employ sno;,,machtnes In 
winter and boats In SU!llller and fall to reach ~re distant areas. A few 
hunting parties travel by plane to reaiote regions specifically to hunt 
small game. Host small game hunting In remote areas, however, ts 
Incidental to quests for big game and serves mainly to supplement camp 
rations. Nonresident hunters contribute little to the small game harvest. 
Hunter effort and harvest levels of small game depend mainly on small 
game abundance and accessibility. The high natural niortality and fecundity 
rates of small gaiae populations preclude hunting as a significant ll~lting 
factor. Small game hunting seasons and bag limits have changed little 
since statehood. The only significant change was a shortening of seasons 
and summer closures to small game hunting in Chugach State Park near 
Anchorage. 

Nonconsumptlve uses of small gaiae vary significantly between areas. 
Host viewing and photography occurs adjacent to major human population 
centers, such as In Chugach State Park near Anchorage, along the roads, 
trails and footpaths In Chugach National Forest and the National Moose 
Range on the Kenai Peninsula, and the Twelvemtle and Eagle SUlmllts on 
the Steese Highway. Besides being an Important hobby of inany urban-area 
residents, viewing and photography of Slllill game occur Incidental to 
other outdoor pursuits, such as berryplcklng, skiing, snowshoeing, 
hiking, and mountain climbing. Although most nonconsumptlve users are 
Alaska residents, nonresidents also enjoy small game, particularly In 
Interior Alaska along roads leading to and near Ht. McKinley National 
Park. 

Ptannlgan are the 110st comnon and popular gameblrds In Alaska. Willow 
and rock ptarmigan are distributed throughout the state. White-tailed 
ptarmigan are restricted to the Alaska Range and mountainous areas to 
the south including the Cook Inlet area, the Kenai Peninsula, the coast 
of Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska, and Southeastern Alaska. 
Rock and willow pta1111lgan aiake extensive altftudlnal •lgratlons tn 
spring and fall, while white-tailed ptarmigan generally remain at 
higher elevations throughout the year. Willow ptarmigan occur In willow
grown flats and foothills near timberline during summer and fall and 
move to lower riparian areas in winter. Rock ptanntgan breed above 
timberline to about 3500 feet, and white-tailed ptarmigan occur as high 
as 5000 feet. Comparatively little ptanitlgan habitat has been altered or 
destroyed In Alaska, although greater efficiency In fire suppression inay 
be having an Impact on willow and rock ptarmigan wintering areas. 

Willow ptarmigan are the most frequently encountered gamebtrd because 
they are most abundant and they winter at lower elevations. The magnitude 
of harvest ts unknown, but hunting effort varies considerably from year 
to year depending on bird abundance. SOllle of the most popular recreational 



ptannigan hunting areas include the Copper River Delta, lands adjacent 
to the headwaters of the little Susitna River, the Isabel Pass area, 
Eagle and Twelvemile Sunmlts on the Steese Htghway, Ht. Fairplay and, on 
Kodiak Island, the Upper Station lakes and Tugldak Island. In Southeastern 
Alaska, the most used ptarmigan hunting areas are near Haines, Juneau, 
Ketchikan, and along beach and river systems from Yakutat to the Alsek 
River. Ptarmigan hunting Is mast intensive In late winter after snow 
depths at high elevations have forced birds to move down. Ptannlgan are 
an illpOrtant year-round source of food for rural residents in much of 
northern, western and interior Alaska and are taken whenever available. 
The extent of domestic utilization by local residents is dependent on 
cyclical pta1111igan abundance; when birds are scarce relatively little 
effort is expended to procure the.. Observation and photography of 
ptannlgan occurs year-round and are popular whenever and wherever the 
birds are accessible. Hany people also view ptannlgan incidentally to 
other outdoor activities. 

Grouse are less abundant and less conspicuous than ptarmigan, although 
spruce grouse are widespread and at times locally abundant. Blue grouse 
are C0111110n in spruce-hemlock forests of Southeastern Alaska but their 
range extends only as far north as the Dangerous River. Sharp-tailed 
and ruffed grouse are distributed through Interior Alaska in a broad 
band that approximates the drainage of the Yukon River, although these 
species also occur in areas south of the Alaska Range. Ruffed grouse 
are present in Southeastern Alaska. Ruffed grouse have an affinity for 
hardwood trees and replace spruce grouse where aspen and birch stands 
occur In the pred011inantly spruce forests. The sharp-tailed grouse 
prefers transitional habitats between forests and tundra or grasslands. 
SpnJce grouse are the most widespread and numerous of Alaskan grouse, 
present in spruce-birch and spruce-hemlock forests over most of the 
state. Little infonnatlon is available on abundance, except on a comparative 
basis. Whereas ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse probably benefited from 
widespread wildfires that occurred earlier In the century, spruce grouse 
have probably benefited from forest fire prevention now provided by 
federal and state agencies. 

Host grouse hunting Is by Alaska residents for recreation and dcniestlc 
use . The 111agnitude of harvest is unknown. Hunting effort declines 
substantially when grouse populations decline. Grouse are typically 
hunted along road systems in fall and early spring when the birds are 
gathering grit. Spruce grouse have been relatively co111110n along the 
Steese Highway between Hile 120 and 148, near Hanley Hot Springs, 
between Ester and Nenana on the Nenana Road near Fairbanks, along the 
Alaska and Taylor Highways near Fortymile, near Glennallen, and on many 
secondary roads on the Kenai Peninsula. 

In Southeastern Alaska spruce and ruffed grouse occur In such low n11111bers 
that they are usually taken by hunters only incidental to quests for 
other species, usually big game. Blue grouse, however, are subject to 
Intensive local hunting frOll mid-April to ~id-Hay when "hooters• (territorial 
males) are conspicuous; most of the blue grouse harvest consists of 
males. Host grouse hunting occurs adjacent to major road systems. 

Grouse viewing and photography are primarily by Alaska local residents, 
although an increasing number of nonresidents, usually sunmer tourists, 
are important nonconsumptlve users in state and national parks and along 
major road systems. Comparatively few people seek grouse specifically 
for viewing and photography, but they are clearly Important adjuncts to 
SOiie outdoor activities such as hiking, ca~plng, fishing etc. 

Hares are probably the most i~portant 5111411 ga11e In Alaska. Three 
species occur in the state. Snowshoe hares and arctic hares are lndl99nous 
species. European hares are Introduced. Native hare populations are 
extremely cycl le in inland areas of the state; hare numbers 111ay vary by 



factors of 100 or more between years. Snowshoe hares reach their 
greatest density about every 10 years, with catastrophic population 
declines during Intervening periods. Coastal populations of arctic and 
snowshoe hares seem less cyclic and exhibit erratic population oscillations. 
Hare population fluctuations have been documented since the late l800's 
In Alaska. Hares were abundant in Interior Alaska in 1885, probably 
during the mld-1890's, In 1905, from 1913 to 1915, In 1924, in 1935, 
from 1946 to 1947, In 1954, in 1963, and finally around 1970. Hare 
numbers were again at low levels by the mld-l970's. Less Is known of 
arctic hares, but their numbers seem to show a sl•llar pattern. European 
hares have been established by the release of docnestlc hares on a 
nll!lber of Islands Including Unnak and Hog In the Aleutians, and Middleton 
Island In Prince Willia• Sound. The Middleton Island transplant of 
three females and one iaale In 1954 increased to at least 6000 by 1960 
and the population is currently at about that level, although drastic 
fluctuations In numbers have occurred over .the last 15 years. The 
Alaska Game Comnisslon authorized a transplant of snowshoe hares to 
Kodiak and Afognak Islands In 1934. The transplant was successful, and 
snowshoes were subsequently released on Woody and Long Islands and later 
on Popof Island In the Shumagln group. Most hare habitat has probably 
been little altered by human activity, although Improved efficiency In 
fire suppression and prevention by state and federal agencies inay have 
reduced some hare habitat. Habitat requirements of hares appear flexible 
but most often consist of streamside willows, dwarf birches, and brush 
thickets. Hares are widespread during population highs. Urban sprawl 
and livestock grazing are probably having adverse local Impacts on hare 
numbers In some areas. 

Snowshoe hares are probably the most popular small game species In 
Alaska. 11ost use Is recreational hunting for food. Most hares are 
harvested by local residents although nonresidents take hares Incidentally 
to quests for big game. Areas adjacent to roads and waterways are most 
heavily hunted. Access to hunting areas Is often by walking, but more 
hunters are employing boats, all-terrain vehicles and snoWl!Chlnes to 
reach distant areas. A few hunting parties travel by plane to ret1111te 
regions exclusively to hunt hares. Hunting effort varies with population 
fluctuations, being Intense when hares are abundant and limited when 
they are scarce. Snowshoe hares are less conaon In Southeastern Alaska 
and provide a limited amount of recreational hunting near Juneau, Haines, 
and Skagway. Villagers In remote areas make extensive domestic use of 
hares. Most hare hunting occurs in fall and winter. Hares are also 
popular with nonconsumptlve users, particularly near urban areas. 
Although many people wishing to view hares often blame hunting for low 
numbers during years of hare scarcity, the high reproductive and natural 
mortality rates make the Impact of losses due to hunting Insignificant. 

* 

* 

Much of the saiall game habitat bordering the state's highway 
system has been selected by Alaskan natives under terms of the 
Alaska Natives Claims Settlement Act . Once title to public lands 
is conveyed to private ownership, public use of such lands may be 
prohibited. The Department should solicit the cooperation of 
private landowners to facilitate progressive management of small 
game. Easements across private lands to public lands will be 
sought as provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. 
The Department should also maintain close liaison with native 
corporations and make rec<11111endatlons on land use practices which 
benefit wildlife. 

The proposed Inclusion of land, about 80 million acres, Into Federally
administered parks , wildlife refuges, wild and scenic rivers, and 
national forests under the terwis of the Alaska Native Claims Settll!llll!nt 
Act will affect public use and state management of small game in 
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these areas. Hunting 111ay be prohibited, limited or otherwise these 
areas. Hunting 1111y be prohibited, limited or othef'ljlse affected . 
If these areas are established by Congress, the Department should 
solicit cooperation of the respective land management agencies to 
allow public use of the lands for hunting. Seasons and bag limits 
and methods and 111eans of hunting may require adjustlllent to confonn 
with federal regulations. 

Alteration or loss of s.all 9a111e habitat due to logging, expansion 
of residential areas, industrial and mineral development and fire 
suppression will affect numbers of small game In some accessible 
areas that receive heavy hunter use. The Department should Identify 
important small game habitat and make recmmiendations on land use 
practices. The Department will also propose and encourage habitat 
lmprovesM!llt by the various land management agencies. 

Hany areas of the state receive little or no use due to problems of 
access. The Department may consider encouraging wider distribution 
of use by providing lnfonnat1on to the public regarding small game 
populations that are not being utilized. In some cases, the Department 
May reca.1111nd providing additional routes of access. 

Due to manpawer and funding restrictions, data on population status 
and harvest levels of small game are not gathered. In some cases, 
no methodology exists for the routine censusing of small game. The 
Department should seek adequate funding to develop needed Inventory 
techniques. 

Hunting adjacent to roads and near urban centers may pose public 
safety hazards , and local opposition to hunting may develop and 
result In restrictions such as closed areas. The Department should 
anticipate such conflicts and, where appropriate, limit hunting by 
ti11e and space zoning. The DepartMent will generally oppose efforts 
to effect closures except where a clear need exists. 

As small game hunting near urban centers increases, conflicts with 
nonconsumptlve users will occur in a few accessible locations where 
small game are traditionally observed. Intensive local harvests of 
ptarn1lgan in the spring can reduce the SUllllll!r population of birds 
available for observation. Three areas of potential conflicts are 
the Eagle and Twelve111lle sunwnits on the Steese Highway north of 
Fairbanks, the Mt. Fairplay area on the Taylor Highway, and the 
Donelly Dome - Paxson area along the Richardson Highway. Restrictions 
on hunting in these areas may be necessary, especially in the 
spring, if hunting significantly reduces the birds available for 
noncons11111Ptive use during the suamer. 

Although s~all game populations generally increase or decrease 
independently of hunting, many people believe that population lows 
are caused by overharvest. The Department should Inaugurate an 
active educational program on small game population cycles and 
dynamics. 

Many small game hunters regularly dress and clean the animals they 
have bagged along highways and leave the offal and skin or feathers 
on the road right-of-way. Other people often find such practices 
offensive. The Department should discourage such practices by an 
active and vigorous educational prograai or, if appropriate, consider 
regulations that would prohibit careless and thoughtless d1sposal 
of animal remains . 
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Small game populations will continue to fluctuate with or without 
hunting. 

Some hunter congestion and competition may occur In easily accessible 
areas. 

Restrictions on hunters may be imposed in areas of high nonconsumpt1ve 
use of small game. 

Distribution of hunting pressure and h~rvest may be improved . 

No loss of nonconSU11Pttve use will occur, nor will proposed nianagenent 
adversely affect existing habitat, other species tn the area, or 
other recreattonal uses of the land. 



WATERFOWL IN ARCTIC ALASKA 

Arctic Alaska annually supports hundreds of thousands of breeding and 
1110ltfng waterfowl* plus several •fllton birds going to and from Arctic 
Canada nesting grounds. Primary breeding habitats occur north of the 
Brooks Range on the coastal plain, generally below 600' elevation. 
Coastal barrier islands are also Important for eiders and other nesting 
birds. River deltas are especially Important for ~!grants as they are 
the first areas to have open water In the spring. The large lakes In 
the Lonely-Cape Halkett area are heavily used by molting white-fronted 
and Canada geese, black brant and snow geese. Large concentrations of 
molting old squaw duc;ks and other birds are found on coastal lagoons 
between the barrier Islands and the iaalnland. 

Aquatic habitat In this region is extensive but does not procure great 
llUllbers of waterfowl. Even with long periods of continuous sunlight, 
the waters are cold and plant productivity ts lower than other Alaskan 
waterfowl habitats. Snow cover and cold weather virtually preclude 
waterfowl production during some years. Productivity In coastal estuarine 
habitat 1s limited because low tides In Arctic Alaska are Insufficient 
to create wide and productive Intertidal flats. Except for coastal 
barrier Islands waterfowl habitat in this region Is quite stable and Is 
generally in good condition. Barrier Islands gradually change because 
of tidal action and severe stol'lllS . These Islands are essential to 
creating inshore lagoons and associated waterfowl habitat. 

Extensive breeding duck surveys, conducted over most of Alaska, have not 
been made In Arctic Alaska. However, results of some Intensive aerial 
and ground surveys indicate average breeding duck populations over the 
23,000 square miles of nesting habitat are: dabbling ducks - 228,300; 
divers - 20,400 and nongame ducks - 309,500. Collectively, these ducks 
are estimated to produce 248,800 young. The average fall flight of 
geese frOll the region Is estl11ated at: white-fronted - 175,000, Canada -
35,000, black brant - 10,000, emperor - 2 ,000, and snow - 500. The 
flight of white-fronted geese represents over half of the Mid-continent 
Population. The only known snow goose colony In Alaska occurs on Howe 
Island in the Sagavanirktok River Delta. 

An estimated average of 10,000 whistling swans originate from the Arctic 
Region and migrate primarily to Chesapeake Bay and other fast Coast 
wintering areas. Tru11Peter swans are rare and probably do not nest in 
the region. 

Waterfowl in Arctic Alaska are utilized primarily for domestic consumption, 
with 1110st of the harvest occurring outside of the legal hunting season. 
Most harvest occurs at Barrow, but birds and eggs are taken at all towns 
and villages, especfally those along the coast. Two estimates of eider 
harvest at &arrow are available. In 1954 the kill was estimated to be 
11,000 and in 1970 8,800 birds. A lg74 Land Use Planning COllllllssion 
study estf~ted the total native subsistence harvest on the Arctic Slope 
to be: ducks - 16,600; geese - 960; and eggs collected (all species) -
45,000. The spring take depends a great deal on the success of whale 
hunts. Domestic utilization in Arctic Alaska Is not known to adversely 
affect any waterfowl species. 

Sport hunting for waterfowl Is limited primarily to the Barrow area and 
only a few hundred birds are taken annually. Very few people travel to 
the Arctic for w.terfowl hunting pri.arily because of the cost, lack of 
accotm10dations and the short season. Many birds leave the region by 
September 1 and by mid-September all birds are gone, except for elders 
and old squaws along the coast. 

Nonconsumptive use of waterfowl Is low and ts limited primarily to areas 
near towns, villages, DEW line sites and oil drilling camps . Neither 

* A list of waterfowl species considered in these plans follows this 
regional account. 
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sport hunting, dD11estic utilization or nonconsumptlve use of waterfowl 
is expected to appreciably increase tn the forseeable future. 

* 

* 

* 

Pollution of coastal waters by oil or oil Industry-related contami11ants 
poses a serious threat to waterfowl and waterfowl habitat In Arctic 
Alaska. Both Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) and near-shore drilling 
could result In spills which would denstate waterfowl habitat and 
bird populations. Baseline quantitative and qualitative data on 
coastal bird habitats, bird numbers and relationships between birds 
and habitat are needed to provide rational recorrmendatlons for 
o.c.s. lease areas and oil spill cleanup facilities and to document 
the effect of habitat conta•lnatlon for mitigation purposes. 
Ongoing federailly funded state and ·federal O.C.S. bird studies are 
designed to Identify and quantify the effects of these problems. 

Oil and gas drilling activities on barrier Islands and onshore 
sites pose a serious threat to waterfowl. The rerAOval of gravel 
from Islands for drilling pads could cause a loss of nesting habitat 
and a loss of protection for the inshore lagoons. Equipment noise 
and increased aircraft use In support of drilling activities may 
adversely affect nesting and staging of waterfowl. The use of 
rolllgons end similar A.T.V.'s during periods of thaw will alter 
water run-off patterns and could result in pollution of rivers and 
lakes. Better quantitative and qualitative data on bird concentration 
areas, effects of gravel removal from Islands, and other effects 
from human disturbance are needed to provide rational recocrmendatlons 
and st1pulatfons on land use to protect waterfowl resources. 

Although killing waterfowl during spring Is prohibited under provisions 
of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, much of the domestic use by local 
residents of the region is during spring. Federal and state enforcement 
agtncies have been lenient, because of traditional Native dependency 
on the resource. Enforcement of federal and state laws should be 
concentreted on species requiring protection and cooperation of 
local residents should be sought to direct domestic utilization 
away from species whose stocks are declining. Annual determination 
of domestic harvest levels Is desirable for 111 waterfowl species 
and necessary for selected species. 

LIST OF WATERFOWL SPECIES IN ALASKA 

Sci en tf f fc Haine 

Oabb 11 ng Ducks Aleutian Cc.ion Teal 
American Widgeon 
Baikal Teal 

Atiaa crecca ninria 
Hanlca amei-icana 
Anas f OlWIO&a 

Black Duck 
Blue-Winged Teal 
Chinese Spot Bill 
Cinnamon Teal 
European Widgeon 
European Comnon Teal 
Falcated Teal 
Gadwall 

100 

Anaa l'Ubripee 
Anas diecors 
Arias poscilorhyncha aonorhyncha 
Anas cya1u:1ptarn 
Harcca pmielope 
Anas crscca crecca 
Anas falcata 
Anas strspora 



LIST OF WATERFOWL SPECIES JN ALASKA 

Connon HBe 

Garganey 
Green-Winged Teal 
Mallard 
Pintail 
Wood Duck 

Diving Ducks American Goldeneye 
Barrow's Goldeneye 
Bufflehead 
Canvasback 

Sea Ducks 

CDl!mDn Pochard 
Greater Staup 
lesser Scaup 
Redhl!ad 
Rlngneck 
Ruddy Duck 
Tufted Duck 

and Mergansers American Connon Merganser 
Allerfcan Coonon Scoter 
Harlequin 
Hooded Merganser 
king Elder 
Old Squaw 
Paci fie Conmon Elder 
Red-Breasted Merganser 
Smew 
Spectacled Elder 
Steller's Elder 
Surf Scoter 
Western White-Winged Scoter 

GHn Aleutian Canada 
Cackling Canada 
Dusky Canada 
lesser Canada 
Vancouver Canada 
Bean 
American Brant 
Black Brant 
Emperor 
Ross 's 
Lesser Snow 
White-Fronted 

~n~ Trt1111Peter 
Whistling 
Whooper 

IOt 

Sctent1ffc Name 

Anas querqueduLa 
Anas crecca ca""linonaia 
AMO p Latyrhynchoa 
Anas acuta 
Aiz sponoa 

Bucephala cZmlgula ameri.cana 
Bucepha La is landica 
BucephaLa albeola 
Aythya valisinaria 
Ay thya ferina 
Aythya mtlri.la 
Aythya affi ni a 
Aythya amoricana 
Aythya colla.ris 
Q.:tyura jatiaicanais 
Aythya fu ligula 

Hargua merganser 
Oidemia nigro 
Histrionic"" histricnicus 
Lophodytn cucuZlat:us 
Sont:taria spectabilis 
Clangula hycmal is 
Sont:tcria MOl issima 
Mel'fllls s errotor 
Hargus a lballus 
Lampl'Onatta fischari 
Polysticta stelleri 
Melani t ta perepicil lata 
Melani. t ta deg landi 

Branta canadeneia laucopare ia 
Branta t1<7nadsntti a mi"i.ma. 
Branta canadanttio oooidentalis 
Branta canadenttie parvipsa 
Branta canadensis fulva 
Anssr fabalis 
Branta bemic l.a 
Bronta nigricans 
Philaots canagica 
Chen l'OBsi 
Chen hyperborea 
Anser albi f l'Ons 

Olor buccinator 
Olor coll#llbianus 
OU>r cygnus 



1. NORTHER!l ALASKA WATERFOWL MANAGEl1ENT PLAN 

~ 

Game Management Units 18 and 21-26 except the Palmut Waterfowl Management 
Plan are;ii. 

PRIHARY lto\NAG£MENT GOAL 

To provide the greatest opportunity to pa~tlclpate In hunting waterfowl. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide for an optimum harvest of waterfowl. 

EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Maintain waterfowl hunting seasons and bag limits that reflect 
climatic conditions. 

2. Regulate, within the constraints of federal regulations, methods 
an<I means of taking, season timing and bag limits, ff necessary, to 
provide for local use of waterfowl. 

J. Obtain, mafnta In and Improve hunll!r dC~l!SS lo walerfowl hunliny 
areas. 

4. Encourage viewing and photography of waterfowl. 

5. Discourage hUllan activities that disturb or harass waterfowl during 
critical nesting or •lgration periods. 

6. Enhance waterfowl habitat In high use areas to Increase utilization 
of habitat by waterfowl, and discourage land use practices that are 
detrimental to waterfowl habitat. 

THE SPECIES 

Northern Alaska provides extretnely important habitat for millions of 
North American waterfowl. Hore than J,000,000 ducks and 400,000 geese 
nest In the area annually. Fall migrations to the south number more 
than 6,000,000 ducks, 900,000 geese, and 60,000 whistling swans. Of tht 
total fall waterfowl flight fro111 Alaska, the northern area contributes 
about 75 percent of the ducks and go percent of the geese. l111POrtant 
breeding areas In the Northern Alaska area Include the Yukon-Kuskokwlm 
Oelta, hnuruk Basin and lower Kobuk·Selawlk-Noatak Valleys In western 
coastal Alaska; the Yukon Flats and the Koyukuk and Innoko River Valleys 
In the Interior; and to a lesser extent the Arctic coastal plain and 
barrier Islands. 

Domestic consumption by local residents is the dominant use of waterfowl 
throughout the Northern Alaska area. Although residents of all towns 
and villages fn proximity to waterfowl habitat utilize waterfowl, the 
greatest use occurs along the coast. The majority of use Is illegal and 
occurs in the spring when newly arrived birds are a source of fresh 
meat. Intensive use of eggs In sc.aie areas also occurs. Although recent 
accurate estillllltes of domestic use are not available, rough estiRlcltes 
place annual dOA1estic utilization at 125,000 ducks, 110,000 geese, and 
over 60,000 eggs. By far the greatest use occurs around villages In the 
lower Yukon and Kuskokwlm drainages, including the Yukon Delta, followed 
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by llllrthwestern Al1ska villages. Boats, float travel and snow machines 
are the priinary 111eens of access for local residents. 

Very little recr11tlonal waterfowl hunting takes place over lllDSt of 
Northern A11sk1 because the inajority of waterfowl areas are long distances 
fnllll 1111jor population centers and because early freeze-up lf•fts the 
tl111e available for sport hunting to a few weeks . Sport hunting near 
large COllllUl'litles or by relatively few hunters who utilize aircraft to 
reach distant hunting locations is very limited. Nonconsumptive uses. 
such as viewing and photography, are almost nonexistent except In areas 
close to cD111nunitles or as an incidental use to other outdoor activities. 
Few changes In waterfowl use patterns are expected in the next five 
years. 

The following Is a list of specific locations within the Northern 
Alaska area where use by waterfowl and/or use of waterfowl Is Important. 
These areas ere not discussed in other management plans, but are places 
where regulation of human use or habitat protection Is desirable. For 
each area the applicability of management guidelines is Indicated. 

Management Guideline No. 

Area 

Yukon River Flats X 
ICanuti Flab x 
Lower Koyukuk Valley X 
Howe Island X 
Egg Island x 
Spy Island x 
Thet1s Island x 
Bug Island X 
Pt. Barrow Spf t X 
Coastal lagoons - Barrow to X 

Ca.den Bay 
Shf shlllaref Lagoon X 
Lopp Lagoon X 
Safety Lagoon X 
Coastal waters off Clarence X 

Rhode NWR (and State Refuge) 
Coastal waters off Arctic NWR X 

(and State Refuge) 
Coastal waters off Cape x 

Hewtnham NWR (and State Refuge) 
Coastal waters • Pt. Lay to X 

Wainwright 
Coastal waters In Kotzebue Sound X 

PROB LE.HS 

2 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

3 

x 
x 
x 

x 

4 

x 
x 

5 

)l 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

6 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

* Pollution of coastal waters by oil or oil industry-related contaminants 
poses a serious threat to waterfowl and waterfowl habitat In northern 
Alaska. Both Outer Continental Shelf and near•Shore drilling could 
result in spills which would devastate waterfowl habitat and bird 
populations. Baseline quantitative and qualitative data on coastal 
bird habitats and bird numbers, and relationships between them are 
needed to provide rational reconnendations for O.C .S. lease areas 
and oil spill cleanup facilities and to document the effect of 
habitat contamination for mitigation measures. Ongoing federally 
funded state and federal o.c.s. bird studies will Identify and 
quantify the effects of these problems. 
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* 

* 

* 

* 

The removal of gravel from Arctic Coast barrier islands for roads 
or drilling pads could cause a loss of nesting habitat and a loss 
of protection for the inshore lagoons if the islands are destroyed. 
Equipment noise and increased aircraft use in construction or 
drilling activities may adversely affect nesting and staging of 
waterfowl. The use of rolligons and similar A.T.V.'s during periods 
of thaw will alter water run·off patterns and could result in 
pollution of rivers and lakes. Better quantitative and qualitative 
data on bird concentration areas, effects of gravel removal from 
islands, and other effects of hu111c1n disturbance are needed to 
provide rational recorrmendations and stipulations on land use to 
protect waterfowl resources. 

Native domestic utilization of waterfowl on the Y·K Delta and in 
Northwestern Alaska appears to be adversely affecting black brant 
and Pacific Flyway white·fronted goose (Y·K Delta only) populations. 
Domestic utilization elsewhere in Alaska and probably Canada is 
also contributing to the brant population decline. Although spring 
use of waterfowl is prohibited under provisions of the Mi9ratory 
Bird Treaty Act, federal and state enforcement agencies have been 
lenient, In recognition of traditional Native dependency on this 
resource. Enforcement of federal and state laws should be concentrated 
on species requiring protection. Cooperation of local residents 
should be sought to direct domestic utilization away from species 
whose stocks are declining. DOllll!stic harvest figures on an annual 
basis are desirable for all waterfowl species and necessary for 
declining species. Renegotiation of the treaty with Canada and 
Hextco to provide for recognition of traditional domestic use of 
waterrowl, where biologically Justlfi11d, is a possil.ile solution lo 
the dillltllllil created by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. However, 
undesirable aspects of renegotiation and reluctance of Canada to 
open renegotiations make such action improbable. 

On all areas waterfowl bag and possession limits COllllll!nsurate with 
local climatic conditions will be pursued, and methods to achieve 
additional harvest of selected species during the spring and surrmer 
months will be investigated. 

All areas listed are recognized as important waterfowl use and/or 
human use areas and any future development or habitat alteration 
must recognize waterfowl requirements. 

Control of use will generally be greater in high use areas rather 
than low use areas. However, in all cases the minimum controls 
possible will be applied to achieve the desired balance between the 
resource and different user groups. 



MARINE MA111ALS IN AP.CTIC ALASKP 
Arctic Alaska Is bordered by two inarkedly different 111artne systetns: The 
northern Chukchi Sea and the Beaufort Sea. The fonner ts characterized 
by relatively high biological productivity and the latter by low productivity. 
Diversity and nUlllbers of marine .,.,..,,.ts• correspond accordingly. The 
Chukchi Sea derives Its productivity from the nutrient-rich water that 
flows north from the Bering Sea. Distributed north by prevailing currents, 
this water provides the Initial key for supporting a myriad of marine 
organisms f n a complex food web, with marine manmals at or near the top. 
Nutrient-rich water does not usually extend east of Barrow, although the 
Colville and Mackenzie Rivers contribute sfgnfffcant inaterial. The 
productlvfty of the Beaufort Sea fs comparatively low. 

Many species of -arine maanals are found In Arctfc Alaska, but only a few 
fnhabft the area on a year-round basts. Host marine mammals are migratory, 
moving north in spring and retracing their path in fall to suitable winter 
habitat fn southern waters. Principal species found in the Arctic area 
during some time In their annual cycles are walrus, polar bear, four 
species of ice-associated phocfd seals (ringed, bearded, spotted and 
ribbon), bowhead, grey, and belukha whales, and porpoises. The area Is 
estimated to support in excess of two million marine mammals during s111111er. 

Shortly after Alaska was colonized by Europeans In the 1700's, concentrations 
of marine maamals attracted COl!lllercfal hunters. The hf story of early 
utilization ts one of unchecked exploitation rather than conservation. Hany 
species were reduced to low numbers, particularly whales and walrus, and some 
species were extirpated fn local areas. Within the last fifty years, llOSt have 
19afn become abundant following reduced harvests and better protection. 

Residents living along the arctic coast traditionally have depended on 
marine 111anmals for their essential domestic needs. Although Eskimo 
cultures have changed markedly fn the last few decades, marine 111c1111T1als still 
play an 11llp0rtant role fn the local econoaiy; they are used for food and provide 
a variety of raw products for the arts and crafts Industry. 

Passage of the Marine Hanmal Protection Act In 1972 limited all 111t1rfne 
inanmal hunting to Alaska Natives and Imposed a moratorium on non-native 
users. The Act remains in effect today, but restrictions on use are 
being reviewed on a species by species basis as each marine mamnal 
population fs fully enumerated and proposed use is justified biologically. 
In April lg76, walrus beca.e the first species for which manage111ent 
authority was returned to the State of Alaska, and for which use by non-natives 
was again allowed. In the future other marine manmals of the area may 
be used in t110re diversified ways. 

~ 
Historically, the Bering, Chukchi, Beaufort, and east Siberian Seas supported 
about 200,000 walruses. They were first hunted heavily on a commercial 
basis by whalers, starting around 1868. At one point fn the early 20th 
century there may have been less than 50,000 walrus recafnfng In the 
population. Following cessation of c011111ercfal hunting at the turn of 
the century, and Increased protection In the 1960's, the walrus population 
increased significantly. Today ft fs estl~ated at 200,000 animals. 
Despite an apparent decline fn productivity and a Soviet-American kill 
fn excess of 5,000, the population seems to be Increasing slowly. 

Wintering largely In the central and southeastern Bering Sea, generally 
many miles from the Alaskan mainland, the 11ajority of the population 
begins a northward migration In late March and April. Females with 

• A list of the marine maarnal species considered In these plans follows 
this regional account. 
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young are usually the vanguard, followed later by bulls and barren cows. 
The height of the nursery herd migration enters Bering Strait tn late 
May and early June, and reaches tile Northern Chukchi Sea by •ld·July. 
Most of the bulls pass Into the Chukchi Sea by the last of June. Host 
of the population goes west along the Soviet coast, and the remainder 
moves northward toward Point Hope. Eventually the walrus disperse along 
the southern polar tee tn the east, and frequently congregate tn large 
herds, on land, tn the west . SOiiie travel Into the Beaufort Sea as far 
east as the Canadian border. In September or early October the most 
northern migrants begin moving south. Walrus arrive near St. Lawrence 
Island tn Novl!lllber. Some walruses remain tn the Bering Sea, particularly 
in Bristol Bay and the Gulf of Anadyr, throughout the sumner months. 

The annual retrieved harvest of walruses by Alaskans has averaged about 
1,600, but has shown a iaarked Increase since passage of the Marine 
Malmlill Protection Act which eliminated protective measures on females. 
Because most of the walrus population funnels through Bering Strait, 
villages in that vicinity often take more than one-half of the annual 
h~rvcst. 

Th' residents of Arctic Alaska kill only about 100 walrus a year because 
most coatnuntties satisfy their sustenance needs from whaling and are not 
usually Interested tn walrus. Also, walrus disperse rather widely In 
the northern Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, and are not always accessible . 
Ivory is of SOClle importance to the northern Eskimo villages, but few 
residents In the far north depend on it as a major source of Income. 
Walrus are used mainly for human and dog food. 

In April 1976, the U.S. fish and Wildlife Service w31ved the moratorium 
on walruses and returned management to the State of Alaska. Under State 
regulations nonnatives will be eligible to take walrus on a permit 
basts. Prior to lg7z, guiding of sport hunters was a source of revenue 
in some villages. Jn the future, sport hunting for walrus may becOllll! 
more Important in Arctic Alaska. 

PACIFIC BEARDED SEAL 

Exact determination of the size of the bearded seal population is difficult 
because like other ice-associated phoctd seals, they are widely distributed 
and difficult to enumerate. 

The population currently appears to be stable and near carrying capacity. 
The total Bering Sea-Arctic Ocean population ts estimated to be 300,000. 
Soviet estimates place the population at over 450,000 bearded seals 
including the entire Pacific population. 

Adult bearded seals rarely venture far froa1 tee, but juveniles often 
remain tn tee-free areas during the surrs;ier. In late winter and early 
spring, bearded seals occur froin the southern edge of the tee pack in 
the Bering Sea north to the solid cover of the polar pack tee. Most, 
however, are south of Bering Strait. Seldom do they use shore-fast tee. 
They prefer the moving pack tee and undertake a general 11111ve11ent away 
from land with the onset of winter. Bearded seals camionly haul·out on 
tee, but do not normally come ashore. As the Ice disintegrates and 
moves northward, bearded seals follow Its retreat and by late suinner are 
distributed along the edge of the polar pack tee. Host of the population 
sunmers along the southern edge of the Polar tee pack. They move south 
tn the fall, and usually enter the Bering Sea, starting in November. 
Because they prefer bottom dwelling organisms such as crabs, shrimps, 
clillllS, and amphipods, bearded seals do not c011pete with man for corrmercially 
valuable fishes, crustaceans, or •ollusks. 

The crude birth rate for bearded seals ts 22 percent. Annual recruitment 
to age one is at least one half of this figure. Conservatively, the 
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population probably can withstand a harvest of 6 to 7 percent per year, 
or 18,000 seals. Present take by Soviet and Alaskan hunters is about 
4,000 bearded seals, but hunting loss Is high and probably the true kill 
ts more than double the number actually retrieved. The population 
appears to be stable, Indicating that the total annual mortalfty, Including 
harvesting, Is about equal to recruitment. 

Because of their large size, high quality meat and blubber, and strong 
durable skin, the bearded seal has always been iinportant In the econoay 
of coastal residents. In the last few years, 111any changes have occurred 
in the Eskimo's way of life as they move closer to a cash oriented 
econOll\Y. The necessity for taking niarfne ma.....als has decreased, but 
hunting bearded seals Is a tradition still pursued with enthusiasm In 
1111ny c01111Unfties. After spring whaling, hunters in Arctic Alaska look 
forward to the "oogruk" season, hoping to acquire enough meat to 1 as t 
thern through the entire year. The annual harvest from this area is 500 
bearded seals or less. Residents of Wainwright and Pt. Lay generally 
take the most bearded seals per person and are most dependent on meat of 
these seals. 

Shorebased hunting Is not likely to seriously affect population status. 
The greatest threat to the security of the bearded seal stetns from 
environmental pollutants as a result of off-shore mineral and energy 
resource development. 

RINGEO SEAL 

The ringed seal is the most widely distributed ice-Inhabiting seal of 
arcttc and sub-arctic Alaska. Although population status Is difficult 
to determine exactly, Its habit of utilizing land-fast fee and its 
behavior of hauling out on ice during long spring days helps determine 
relative abundance of animals . Hfnl111U111 average density in the Beaufort 
Sea on land-fast ice was found to be 2 per square ~Ile . In the Chukchi 
Sea ft was 5 per square mile. Overall, the average density on drifting 
Ice during winter Is probably less than 2 per square mile . The population 
appears to be high and stable. It is estl•ated to contain a •lnimum of 
250,000 anl111als In areas of land-fast Ice alone. The total ringed seal 
population of the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas exceeds one million. 

In Arctic Alaska adult ringed seals prefer land·fast ice in winter, 
although it is not uncOAmOn to find them anywhere in ice covered areas. 
Ringed seals migrate in the spring, following the retreat of the pack 
ice. Seals wintering in the Chukchi Sea travel longer distances; movements 
of seals in the Beaufort Sea are probably of short distance. 

The diet of ringed seals Is variable depending on season, location, and 
depth of water, but the pred1J11inant items consumed are zooplankton in 
the form of myslds, amphipods, euphauslds and shrimps. They seldom 
cClllpete with man for food , but COl'IDOllly take smal l fish such as saffron 
cod, polar cod and sculpin. 

Recent harvests by Alaskan hunters have been around 5,000 seals annually, 
and the total harvest including the Soviet kill Is estimated to be 
between 8,000 and 10,000. Annual gross recruitment to the population Is 
about 25 percent. Seven to eight percent would constitute a safe level 
for a sustained yield harvest . 

Because the r inged seal Is seasonally the most numerous species of seal, 
it Is the mainstay In the diet of coastal Eskimos. While archaeological 
evidence points to the reliance of many Eskimo settlements on a diversity 
of marine manmals, the ringed seal was probably the key element in 
supporting people during winter. Ringed seals provided not only meat, 
but oil for heat and light, and skins for warmth. Since coastal residents 
have adopted a cash oriented economy and are now able to obtain non~ 
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native food through the winter, the Importance of ringed seal has decreased. 
The current annual harvest ts only 1/2 to 1/4 of the harvest fn the 
early 1960' s. 

Today seals are used 111o1fnly as a food and clothing supplement. Few 
residents make a concerted effort to hunt then! tn winter , and 1110st seals 
are taken In spring when weather conditions are better. Of the four 
species of seals taken tn Arctic Alaska, ringed seals account for 111Dre 
than half the annual harvest. 

To date, man has not altered ringed seal habitat greatly. While some 
contamination of food webs by pesticides and heavy metals has been 
docllllll!nted, the effects have apparently been 11fnfml, and probably have 
not altered carrying capacity of habitat In recent years. Kowever, off
shore developaaent of mineral and energy resources ts taaf nent. Unless 
the proper environmental restraints are exercised, serious problems 
could develop which would have a marked Impact upon the ringed seal 
population. 

SPOTIED SEAL 

The spotted seal ts found seasonally from the Aleutian Islands north to 
the Beaufort Sea. The population is estimated at 200,000 to 250,000 
individuals, but the census technique ts based largely on indirect 
methods. Soviet biologists feel the actual number ts closer to 450,000, 
including the population of the Okhotsk Sea. 

Spotted seals are seasonally dependent upon sea fee for the birth and 
nurture of thefr pups. Prior to parturition In late winter, the entire 
population inhabits the southern edge of the pack fee, usually tn the 
central Bering Sea. As spring break-up progresses, 1110st seals follow 
the northward retreat of the pack tee, and gradually move toward land 
(including Islands) where intermittent rest and feeding may occur. 
During the tee-free sumner and early fall, they are found along the 
entire coast of northern Alaska. A substantial portion of the population 
spends all or part of the sunmer in northern waters. With the approach 
of winter they begin moving south, usually preceding the fonnatton of 
heavy pack tee. 

Diet of the spotted seal varies depending on season and location; primary 
food species are pelagic, demersal and anadromous fishes. Because 
spotted seals often feed on fish sought far con111erclal purposes, notably 
salmon, problems have occurred with fishermen who compete for the same 
resource. Due to their migratory nature, the Impact of spotted seal 
predation ts 11tntmtzed somewhat when the seal 111Cves north In the late 
spring . Natural mortality alllOflg adults ts probably low. They are 
Infected by a variety of Internal and external parasites, but the effects 
of this fonn of pathology are unknown. Some spotted seals are undoubtedly 
taken by killer whales and polar bear, but hunting by humans ts probably 
the greatest single mortality factor . 

The annual harvest of spotted seals by both American and Soviet hunters 
is 7,000 or less, 111Dre than one-half of which are taken by Soviets. 
Annual gross recruitment to the population ts about 25 percent. Seven 
to eight percent would constitute a safe level for a sustained yield 
harvest of up to 17,500 spotted seals annually. ltowever, there are 
presently no reasons which warrant a harvest of this magnitude . Since 
spotted seals spend winters tn the Bering Sea, residents of Arctic 
Alaska can only hunt them successfully in sunmer and early fall. Host 
are taken In July shortly after break-up of sea ice and during the 
northward migration. Fall hunting ts popular, but few seals are killed. 
Spotted seals are considered less palatable than ringed or bearded seals 
and are usually used for dog food. The skins are often 111'1de Into pokes 
(floats), and are also prized for 111aking garments. Spotted seals were 
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eagerly sought in the 1960's when fur prices were high and the State 
offered a bounty. The harvest then was three to four times its present 
level . A reduction in the price of seal skins and passage of the ~rlne 
Hainnal Protection Act greatly reduced the harvest. 

RIBBON SEAL 

Based on relative indices of abundance, the Bering-Chukchi population of 
ribbon seals 1s currently less than aiaxii.n1, this results from a brief 
period of intensive coarnercial exploitation by Soviets during the 1960's. 
Recovery has taken place due to the impleinention of restrictive quotas, 
and recent esthnates indicate the population is now between 80,000 and 
100,000 seals. The total Alaskan hllrvest Is usually 100 seals or less. 

Rfbbon seals are seasonally pelagic, but depend on the sea lee for birth 
and nuture of their pups. In the late winter and early spring, the 
entire population is concentrated along the southern edge of the pack 
ice fn the Bering Sea. Following spring break-up of sea ice there ls a 
moderate movement north associated with dispersal of the pack lee. 
However, few seals pass north of Bering Strait; most remain in the 
Berfng Sea during the s..-r. The principal foods are pelagic and 
deniersal fishes, but also include small lllclrlne organis~s. such as shrimp. 

Although ribbon seals were hunted extensively by the soviets for their 
skins, they have played a mfnor role in the Alaskan econOllU'. Due to 
their pelagic nature and limited distribution, the harvest of ribbon 
seals seldom exceeds 10 animals in Arctfc Alaska. Because of their 
dfstfnctfve markings most ribbon seals are used for clothing; meat has 
usually been of secondary importance. Since the population is relatively 
low and their dlstrfbutfon does not favor an extensive shore-based 
harvest, it ls unlikely these seal will be taken in large numbers by 
Alaskan hunters fn the near future. However, Increased COITlllerc!al 
sealing by foreign governments could again depress the population . The 
.afn threat in the i11111edfate future seems to be envfrotllllental pollution 
from the development of off-shore mineral and energy resources. 

WHALES AND PORPOISES 

The belukha Is the most abundant whale species occurring In the Arctic 
ocean, although its population status is not well known . The total 
Alaskan population 1s estimated to be at least 16,000 animals and probably 
more than 5,000 whales migrate seasonally to the Chukchi and Beaufort 
Seas. Belukhas are gregarious animals both when traveling and feeding. 
Herds of 100 are c011111on and as many as 1,000 in a single group have been 
observed during ~fgratfon . Small groups of 2 to 15 whales, usually led 
by a large male seem to be the 110st cODDOn group size. Some belukhas 
may wfnter fn arctic waters, but most migrate from southern areas during 
the spring. Tf~tng of migration fs dependent on ice condltfans, but 
belukhas usually arrfve in the Arctic during April, and by late Hay AIOSt 
migrants will have moved into the Chukchi Sea. It Is not unconaon for 
some groups to travel over 1,000 miles to reach their sumnering areas. 
Some groups may return to the same local area fn fce•free portions of 
the Arctic Ocean each summer. Young are born from Hay through July, 
often during migration. Some belukhas may return to the same calving 
area each year, and this homing behavior may have led to the extirpation 
of local groups fn the past. As waters freeze In the fall belukhas 
~fgrate south where leads are abundant or the area ts fee free. 

Belukhas concentrate in estuaries when food species such as smelt or 
salllOll smolt are abundant . Salmon predation by belukhas in the Arctic 
Region 1s probably of little Importance, although belukhas may eat 
coanercfally valuable fish fn their wintering areas . 

Belukhas were historically taken by arctic coastal Eskimos for meat, 
oil, muktuk and other domestic needs. However, due to the relatively 
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small, dispersed populat1on {compared to other mar1ne mannal species) 
and because these whales were only available on a seasonal basts, the 
annual harvest was never high. Hunters frocn Wa1nwrtght and Barrow took 
socne belukhas In conjunction with other whaling activities, and continue 
to do so today. The current annual harvest tn arctic Alaska ts estt111ated 
to be 50 animals or less. Dependency on belukhas ts decreasing due to 
the transition to a cash economy, as well as other fonns of cultural 
change. Muktuk, dr1ed iaeat and oil of Belukhas are used primarily as 
d1etary supplements. 

Several other species of whales and porpoises are found In Arctic Alaska, 
but lllOSt occur only on a seasonal basis • . During the last half of the 
19th century a c01111lerctal whaling Industry thrived on the larger whales, 
primarily the bowhead, although minke, grey and set whales were also 
taken. 

From 1867 to 1929 Alaska exported over Sl4 million dollars of whale oil 
and whalebone {baleen), most of which came from the Arctic. Because of 
unregulated harvests, whale stocks were significantly reduced by 1900, 
and the United States whaling Industry in the Bering Sea declined as a 
result. However. commercial whaling by foreign countries continues on a 
reduced scale today. Increased protection has resulted In population 
increases of most species, although they have not attained their fonner 
numbers. 

Coastal Eskimos killed wheles prior to the advent of the Alnerican whaling 
industry, and they Intensified their efforts when whale products brought 
high prices In the late lBOO's. After the decline of the comnerctal 
Industry, wtlal Ing hy EsktlllOS continued, and ~OlllP. whales h11ve been taken 
every year since the turn of the century. 

Natives residing In arctic Alaska kill 15-30 bowhead whales annually. 
Barrow hunters have the most sophisticated equipment and that village is 
the lllOst successful whaling c01T111Untty. Oil, 1111ktuk, and ineat are the 
products utilized, but recently the Increased demand for articles of 
native handicraft has increased the value of baleen and whale bones. 
Further, whales are sold on a ll~tted commercial basis when muktuk and 
meat Is obtained In excess of community needs. 

Since most species of the larger whales feed on plankton or ocean fishes 
not currently of Interest to man, few human conflicts have occurred. 
Porpoises feed on several species of commercially valuable fish such as 
cod, herring and flounder, in Alaska. Competition between porpoises and 
man has been greatest on the high seas fisheries, and many are killed 
accidentally when they become tangled in fishermen's nets. 

Because of their pelagic habits and seasonal distribution small whales 
(other than belukha) and porpoises have been of little Importance In 
supplying food for coastal residents. A few are taken annually, usually 
on an Incidental basts. 

Whales and porpoises In Alaska are protected by one or 1110re federal laws 
and by International treaty or law. These laws and conventions Include 
the Marine Hainnal Protection Act of 1972; the Endangered Species Act of 
1973; the International Whalfng Convention signed In 1946, and the 
International Convention of Trade In Endangered Species of W11d Fauna 
and Flora. 

POLAR BEAR 

Polar bears In Arctic Alaska are seasonally distributed throughout the 
Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, Including the coastal areas . Bears occurring 
from the eastern Beaufort Sea westward to a lfne extending northwest 
from Pt. lay ~re considered to be one population of approximately 2,500 
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animals. Within this area, distribution and abundance varies seasonally 
In response to changing Ice conditions. Populations are probably stable 
and near the maxlm1111 level that the habitat can support . 

Polar bears concentrate In areas of available food, often where currents 
keep fee in motion causing open leads or newly frozen leads. Seals congregate 
In these leads where they maintain breathing holes and are vulnerable to 
bear predation. New leads are more common within 100 to 200 miles of 
the coast than further north In heavy pack fee. 

North of Pt. Barrow polar bears llOVe east during late April, toward 
Barter Island where Ice is 110re stable. The southern edge of the fee 
pack varies In position during SUllll'ler, depending upon the winds. It can 
be lodged against the shoreline frOlll Pt. Barrow eastward or can be as 
far north as 100 miles off shore. Polar bears generally stay with the 
moving Ice during the suamer and concentrate on Its southern edge where 
seals are more abundant . 

Denning areas are critical habitats for polar bears. Present infonnatlon 
indicates that some of the most intensf ve denning on the Alaskan coast 
takes place from the Colville River east to the Canadian border. This 
zone ls approximately SO •Iles wide and Includes a corridor of land 

_ extending about 25 miles fro- the coast and the strip of adjoining 
shorefast ice. Solle dennfng also takes place on the drifting sea lee, 
but these dens are subject to Ice breakup. The land and shorefast ice 
provide stable conditions for denning. Bears denning on land tend to 
select snow-filled gullies and cutbanks as desirable den sites. 

Very little infonnation on natural mortality factors is available. 
Polar bears have no natural predators and no known diseases or serious 
parasites. Few bears in the wild live beyond 25 years of age. 

Historically, Eskimos from all coastal villages killed polar bears. 
Some skins were used for sale or barter and others, particularly cubs, 
yearlings and two-year-olds, were used for ganaents. In the late 
1950's and early 1960's sport hunters using aircraft began to kill 
significant l\Ullbers of polar bears. Host hunts in this area were based 
in Barrow. Aerial hunting was curtailed by the require111ent for pe!'lllits 
in 1971 and 1g72 and 1n Nove.ber of 1972 the passage of the Marine 
Ma11111al Protection Act (ftl'A) banned all hunting of polar bears except by 
Alaskan natives. The average annual harvest of polar bears in Alaska 
during the late 1960's was about 250 per year with about one-third 
coming from the Beaufort Sea population. Fifty to 60 bears have been 
taken annually by natives in Alaska since 1972 and in most cases the 
meat was consumed. Until 1974 regulat1ons promulgated under tenns of 
the "24PA did not pennlt polar bear skins to be tanned coarnercially. 
Because Natives did not have a ready market for the sale of raw products, 
some waste occurred. Presently the llFA does not place restrictions on 
number, age or sex of polar bears taken by Natives for subsistence 
purposes. The number of bears taken annually by Natives varies widely 
depending upon the distribution of bears in response to changing 1ce 
condftlons. Although data do not fndlcate an increase in bear populations 
since passage of the MHPA, Sllale change In distribution of bears in the 
last two years has occurred. Hore bears occur near shore. This may be 
related to cessation of aerial hunt1ng, resulting in an increase in the 
number of bears or a tendency for bears to move closer to coastal villages. 
However, the most important factor seems to be the recent changes of sea 
fee conditions. 

The State of Alaska has requested the return of management jurisdiction 
over nine species of 1111rlne tnaM11als including polar bears. Until this 
occurs the use of bears wfll continue to be restricted to natives residing 
along the north coast. The harvest is not expected to vary appreciably 
fraa the present pattern. If management of polar bears is returned to 
the State of Alaska, the State would probably allow recreational hunting 
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by ground transportation only. Sport hunting under these controls would 
not remove as 111any bears as were previously taken with the aid of aircraft. 
Less than 50 bears per year would probably be taken in this region by 
recreational hunters . Return to State aianageinent would have the additional 
advantage of allowing Natives to realize ecoo011tc return fran aniiaals 
and frOlll services furnished to the recreational hunter . 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The probleni of enviromnental contaminants and their impacts on the 
marine ecosystem is a ~ajor concern for all species of marine 
manmals and will certainly become more critical as resource development 
progresses in the north. rhe threat posed by petrochemical pollution 
resulting from the exploration, extraction and transportation of 
oil and natural gas Is of primary concern. Hartne mammal populations 
may be seriously impacted by reduction of primary production and 
its effects on marine food webs, by direct losses of Invertebrate 
and vertebrate food species, by direct ingestion of toxic substances 
and by loss of insulative quality of fur. Other contaminants have 
entered the northern marine ecosystem primarily from sources outside 
of Alaska. Significant accumulations of several pesticide residues 
and of mercury have been detected In several species of marine 
ma11111als. The effects of these contaminants on iaarlne 1111mmals are 
unknown . Based on the observed effects on humans, the impact could 
be very serious. All resource develoJlllCnt and utilization with the 
potential for contamination of the marine ecosyste111 must be carefully 
regulated to minimize introduction of pollutants and consequent 
effects on marine food systens. Use of pesticides and industrial 
waste processing in Alaska ~st also be closely controlled. 

The H4rine Ma1111111l Protection Act of 1972 established a moratori1111 
on all consU111Ptive use of marine iaannals except for traditional 
uses by Alaskan Natives. It also removed management authori ty for 
marine lllillmlills frOlll the State of Alaska . The Act in effect eli~inated 
some rational, beneficial human uses of marine 1111mmals. Marine 
mammals have the capability to support significant , beneficial, 
sustained use. All species utilized by United States Nationals and 
managed by the State of Alaska prior to 1972 existed as healthy, 
productive stocks. In April of 1976 walrus management was returned 
to the State. This sets an important precedent for the return of 
other marine manrnals to State management. The State should continue 
to press for return of management authority for those species which 
it has the capability to manage. 

Human activity including movement of people, operation of equipment 
or harassment by low-flying aircraft can result in desertion of 
traditional haul-out areas. Disturbance during critical pupping 
periods can result in abando11111ent of pups. Areas of Importance to 
marine mamnals for hauling out or pupping need to be identified and 
protected by regulations which will minimize disturbance by humans. 

Dependency on iaarine mamiaals by coastal residents is decreasing • 
Nevertheless, it is necessary to recognize that a partial subsisterice 
econOlll)' still exists, of which ..arine 111aamals are an integral part . 
Management programs must insure that 11arine inarnals are allocated 
in sufficient nLlllbers to meet subsistence require.ents . 

Marine manmals In the Bering-Chukchi Sea are harvested by several 
foreign countries whose management policies 111ay differ frOlll those 
of the United States. International cooperative agreements will 
have to be formulated between all parties concerned to manage 
marine manmal species on a c1111prehensive, coordinated basis. 
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LIST OF MARINE HAltlAL SPECIES IN ARCTIC ALASKA 

COl!lllon Name Scientific Name 

Sta ls Bearded Seal 8ri!]ntlthuo barbatuo 
Spotted Seal Phoca vi tu l ina 
"orthern Fur Seal Callorhinua ursinuo 
Rfnged Seal Phoca hispida 

lltl.liles Belukha Whale Delphinapterus laucaa 
Bowhead Whale Balaana myaticctus 
Finback Whale Balaenor. tcr-a physalua 
Gray Whale 8schri.chtiua 9ibbooua 
H11111pback Whale Hegaptera novaean9liac 
K11 ler Whale Orcinus orca 
Hinke Whale Balaenoptera acutorostrata 
Narwhal Mcnodon monoccrua 

Porpoises Dall Porpoise l?hccoenoidea dalli 
Harbor Porpoise Phocoena p/1ocoena 

Other Harfne 
Ha-als Paci fie Walrus Odobenus rosmarua 
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IA. BERING-CHUKCHI-BEAUFORT SEAS SEAL MAHAGEJ1EllT PLAH 

~ 

In Game Management Units 17, 18, 22. 23 and 26, all waters of the Bering, 
Chukchi and Beaufort Seas and the adjacent land areas with the exception 
of the following: Bering Sea State Game Refuge, Hazen Bay State Gallll! 
Refuge, Chamisso Island State Game Refuge, Sledge Island, and Besboro 
Island. 

~ HAHAGEH£NT ~ 

To provide for an optimum harvest of seals. 

SECONDARY HANAGEHENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy seals. 

~OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

l. Harvest seals in numbers which will meet the requirements of 
coastal residents. 

2. Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits, and methods and means of 
taking seals to provide for local use. 

3. AccOlllOdate the desire for recreatlOl'ldl hunting for seals. 

4. Encourage viewing and photography of seals. 

5. Protect seals from adverse impacts of resource development. 

6. Minimize disturbance on seal hauling grounds. 

7. Encourage consideration of the requlrenients of seals In the iaanagement 
of seal food species. 

THE SPECIES 

Four species of ice-Inhabiting hair seals occur in the Bering, Chukchi 
and Beaufort Seas. The total population is estimated at a minimum of 
BS0,000 seals, and probably exceeds o~e ~Ill Ion. Estimated minimum 
population by species Is as follows: ringed seal 250,000; bearded seal 
300,000; spotted seal (ice breeding only) 200,000; and ribbon seal 
100,000. 

Trends In abundance have been difficult to monitor since no satisfactory 
111ethod of censusing seals has been developed . However Indirect methods 
and relative Indices of abundance Indicate that populations of ringed, 
spotted, and bearded seals are high and probably stable. The ribbon 
seal population Is relatively low following rather extensive cOllSlerclal 
exploitation, principally by Russians during the 1960's. Jn recent 
years, Soviet regulations have accorded increased protection to this 
species. 

Rates of natural ~rtallty are unknown, although pup mortality appears 
to be relatively high, particularly for r1nged seals where birth lairs 
are subject to destruction from moving ice and predation from polar 
bears. All species of seals ~Y abandon pups under continued harasSt11ent. 
Polar bears, and killer whales kill a number of seals. The age structure 



of the population reveals that individuals of most species are capable 
of attaining the age of 20 years or more. After one year of age natural 
lllDrtalfty appears to be relatively constant at a low level in each age 
class. AlthO\lgh distribution is dependent on habitat requ fretients 
(often lee condf tfons), most sea ls undertake an amual 11i gration or 
redistribution following the advance and retreat of the pack Ice. 
Usually, the tendency to migrate fs less pronounced in young seals. 

Each of the four species exploits a slightly different ecological niche. 
Their distribution C01111Xlnly overlaps, but each species usually fs found 
tn distinct geographical areas or habitat types. Ribbon seals tend to 
be pelagic ln the suawier and follow the "Inner" fee edge fn the winter. 
Spotted seals inhabit the "outer" tee edge in winter and rl!mafn near 
coastal areas or islands during the summer. Adult ringed seals are 
found predominately near areas of land-fast fee tn the winter and in the 
broken polar fee of the Chukchi Sea In suaner. Bearded seals prefer 
lllOving fee fn the winter, usually south of Bering Strait, and the broken 
floes of the polar fee (over shallow water) fn surrmer. 

Ribbon seals are sleek speedy swhnners depending largely on fish; spotted 
seats are also fish eaters but favor the near shore varieties; ringed 
se.tls forage on zooptanktan, shrimp, capepods, and other sinall marine 
organiSlllS and bearded seals are bottom feeders retying 1110stly on crabs, 
Slllilll bottoia fish, and mollusks. 

Traditionally, seats were used by Alaska residents for food, oil, dog 
food, boat coverings, clothing and other practical items. A bounty, 
primarily to Increase the local econoll\Y, was paid on seals taken north 
of 58 degrees Horth latitude frQID the early 60's until June of 1972. 
Natives presently depend on seals for SOiie products, but the prevalence 
of cash has reduced this dependence. Prior ta 1972 a few seals were 
taken by sport and recreational hunters, but these factions never accounted 
for more than 10 percent of the harvest In northern Alaska. 

Until passage of the Marine Ma11111al Protection Act (MMPA), seals were 
hunted throughout the year with no limit. The Act per11ftted Eskimos, 
Indians and Aleuts to continue harvesting but nonnatives could not hunt 
seals or possess raw seal products. At no tf111e In the last 15 years has 
the harvest of the northern seal species by Alaskans been responsible 
for a population decline. 

The annual harvest of the four species of seals in Alaskan waters by 
Allll!rfcan hunters since 1972 has been 7,000 to 9,000. This represents a 
substantial reduction from the early 1960's when the harvest averaged 
about 18,000 per year. A moderate decline in utilization related to 
cultural changes occurred fn the latter part of the 1960's. However, the 
most pronounced Impact on seals occurred with the passage of the ~PA. 
Since nonnatives could not possess raw products, this legislation restricted 
the sale of raw seal skins which had brought needed revenues to the 
villages. Hunting Incentive was reduced because of a decreased demand 
for seal skins, and a decreased need for seal meat. 

Recent studies Indicate that the composition of the annual harvest ls 62 
percent ringed, 25 percent bearded, 12 percent spotted, and 1 percent 
ribbon seals. The seasonal distribution of the harvest Is partially 
dependent on fee and other weather conditions . However, ringed seals 
are taken predominately from late winter through spring, bearded seals 
from April through July, spotted seals from June through October, and 
ribbon seals sporadically throughout the year. The composition of seal 
harvests is usually weighted In favor of mates, which aiay reflect behavioral 
patterns rather than actual sex ratios in the population . 

Seals are usually hunted on foot, by boat or a combination of both. 
Foot hunters usually walk to a suitable lead and waft for seals to 
surface, while boat hunters may pursue seals fn open water or locate 
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seals resting on tee or land. Although winter hunting has been popular, 
the 111ajority of seals are presently killed in spring during breakup or 
in fall before freeze-up. 

.. 

.. 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

.. 

Activities associated with oil and gas exploration, extraction, 
transportation, and refining and other industrial activities .ay 
alter seal habitat or result In direct 1110rtaltty of seals. Excessive 
disturbance can cause abandOllAll!nt of hauling areas. Several scheduled 
Outer Continental Shelf oil aml gas lease areas are situated within 
Important seal habitats. The Department should Identify areas of 
critical seal habitat and encourage studies of habitat requirements 
and food chain relationships of seals. The Department should 
encourage regulation of Industrial activities to minimize Impacts 
an seals. 

Foreign fishing fleets may compete with seals for certain fish 
stacks. Excessive fishing may lower seal carrying capacity . The 
Department should encourage population studies of major seal food 
species and request that those stacks be inanaged in a manner that 
will .atntatn the seal population. 

The wide distribution of seals and the enviro1111ent in which they 
live 1111ke population censuses difficult. The Oepartllent should 
continue to promote research programs which will provide this 
information. 

Regulations of the U. S. Department of C011111erce, under the Hartne 
Harnnal Protection Act of 1972, prohibit the taking of seals by 
nonnatives and restrict conmen:ial uses . This has resulted in the 
unnecessary loss of income to coastal residents. The Department 
should continue to press for return of seal management authority to 
the State of Alaska and reinstate regulations allowing all citizens 
who have a need to take seals and to sell the byproducts, rather 
than encourage their waste. 

The sustenance requirements of coastal residents will be met • 

If management authority for seals ts returned to the State, recreational 
hunters will probably share in the harvest tn the future. 

S11111e increase In the harvest can be expected. 

Access and nUllber of users 11ay be ltalted In sensitive areas such 
as hauling grounds. 

Guiding services 111ay increase in coastal villages. 

The sale of seal products may increase • 



ls. BERING-CHUKCHI-BEAUFORT SEAS HALRUS !'l.ANAGEt-ENT PLAN 

~ 

Within Game Management Units 18, 22, 23 and 26, all waters of the Bering, 
Chukchi and Beaufort Seas and the adjacent coastline with the exception 
of the following : Bering Sea State Gaaie Refuge, Hazen Bay State Game 
Refuge, Cha•1sso Island State Game Refuge, Sledge Island and Besboro 
Island. 

~ MANAGEMENT GOAl 

To provide for an optimum harvest of walrus. 

SECOllOARY HAHAGEMENT !!!l!i 
To provide an opportunity to take large walrus. 

EXAMPLES OF ~GEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Maintain a maximum annual retrelved harvest of 3,000 walrus or 
less, of which the 1111Jorlty will be allocated to local residents 
dependent on walrus for food. 

2. Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits and method and means of 
taking walrus to provide for local use. 

J. Achieve less wasteful use of walrus and walrus products. 

4. Accomodate the desire for recreational hunting for walrus . 

s. Encourage viewing and photography of walrus. 

6. Discourage off-shore development that •ight adversely Impact walrus. 

THE SPECIES 

Present estl111<11tes place the Bering and Chukchi walrus population at 
about 170,000 Individuals and slowly Increasing . There has been an 
apparent decline in productivity, perhaps associated with depletion of 
major food species In wintering areas. The walrus population was estimated 
to contain about 200,000 anl111C1ls prior to the 1850's. Whalers began 
taking walrus for oil and Ivory around 1868, and during the next two 
decades severely reduced the population with annual harvests which 
occasionally approached 40,000. Comnerclal hunting continued into the 
20th century on a reduced scale. During the late lg20's and JO's walrus 
probably reached their lowest level. With the cessation of cDll'llll!rclal 
exploitation, hunting was primarily by local Natives, and the population 
began to slowly recover. By the early 1950's the population had Increased 
to .are than 50,000 walrus. At that time there was a slight rev ival In 
CQTl!lercial utilization as the demand for Ivory Increased. Annual native 
harvests increased, but the population continued its rapid growth. 
After lg61 herd productivity Improved as a result of a regulation limiting 
the take of females. In the late lg6o's the Russians l•posed a quota 
syste11 which reduced annual harvests and further assisted population 
growth. The walrus population may currently be nearing carrying capacity, 
although ft continues to Increase one to five percent per year, depending 
on the magnitude of annual harvests . Recent trends of harvest and use 
of walrus by Alaska llatlves may pose a serious conservation problem. 
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Walrus rnay migrate 2,000 miles from their wintering areas in the Bering 
Sea to their sunmer range in the Arctic Ocean. The northward spring 
migration usually begins In March, but its timing ls partially dependent 
on weather and 1ce conditions. The migration Indicates some distinct 
patterns with parturlent females and those supporting young calves 
migrating first, followed later by bulls and barren cows. During the 
fall migration the order is reversed although the sexes may be more 
mixed. 

In recent years calf production seems to have decreased. This may be a 
response to a reduced food supply or other density-dependent factors. 
Some natural mortality of walruses results from trampling by stampeding 
animals disturbed after hauling out In large concentrations. 

To date walrus habitat has remained relatively unaffected by man's 
activities. Proposed offshore development may pose a threat in the 
future. Studies Indicate the walrus may have reduced the carrying 
capacity of their range by over-utilization of preferred species of 
clams In a portion of their wintering areas (predominately south of St. 
Lawrence Island) . 

Coastal natives take 95 percent or more of the annual harvest. Walrus 
were traditionally used to supply a variety of products, such as skin 
coverings for boats, harpoon lines, dog food, oil, meat, and ivory for 
carvings. The walrus Is still Important in providing some of these 
items on a reduced scale. However, ivory has become an Important element 
in the transition to a cash oriented economy. Villages near Bering 
Strait may obtain up to 90 percent of their Income from the sale of raw 
or carved ivory. The increased demand for Ivory has resulted in walrus 
being taken in e~cess or the numbers required for food by Eskimo cOllmunities, 
leading to considerable waste. 

Although at least 42 villages have taken walrus In the past, most of the 
annual kill Is taken at 15 sites. Four villages usually take over 70 
percent of the total annual kill. In the last 15 years the annual 
retrieved harvest has been approximately l,600 animals, of which an 
average of 20 percent have been females. The actual kill Including 
hunting loss Is usually from l to Z 1/2 times the retrieved kill, depending 
on the experience of the crew and the hunting conditions. The total 
annual Alaska kill has averaged a little over 3,000; about 90 percent of 
the annual kill occurs between Hay and July, about 4 percent In winter, 
and about 6 percent In fall. 

Prior to the Marine Mammal Protection Act In 1972 which prevented nonnatives 
from taking marine mammals, less than 100 walrus were taken by sport 
hunters. While this had a minor impact on the harvest, guiding sport 
hunters became a major source of income to the vii lages. In some vi 11ages 
such as Gambell and Savoonga It rnay have contributed up to 20 percent of 
the Income during Hay and June. In April 1976 walrus management authority 
was returned to the State of Alaska and hunting by nonnatives again 
became 1ega1. 

MOst walrus are killed with the aid of a boat, usually while the animals 
are hauled out on Ice. A few walrus may occasionally be shot from the 
Ice edge while the hunter is on foot. In the Ice free months walrus may 
be hunted in open water. Animals are usually first wounded so they can 
be approached closely, harpooned, and dispatched without loss. 

The number of ivory carvers Is Increasing every year In response to 
demand for Ivory products. This encourages wasteful hunting practices. 
The Department should maintain strict control on the purchase and 
sale of raw Ivory, discourage wasteful hunting practices and encourage 
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alternate income-producing uses of walrus such as guiding sport 
hunters and photographers. 

The high i«1undtng and sinking loss is a waste of a valuable resource. 
The Department will encourage lmproveaent of hunting methods to 
reduce loss. 

Offshortt on development .ay adversely Impact the marine ecosystera. 
The Dep1rt111ent should Identify areas of critical walrus habitat and 
encourage studies of habitat requirements of walrus and elements tn 
their food chain. The Department should encourage regulation of 
offshore activities to minimize Impacts on walrus. 

The ~lrus population will probably continue to grow slowly untf l 
ft r9*ch1s or exceeds the carrying capacity of its habitat. 

Regulations will be established providing preference of use for 
coastal residents depending on walrus for food. 

Hore restrictions My bl placed on hunting 11ethods and Mans, 
seasons and bag lt~tts as required for the conservation of walruses. 
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le, BERING-CHUKCHI -BEAUFORT SEAS BELUKHA l\ANAGEMENT PLAN 

illlli!1!! 
In Game Management Units 9, 10, 18-19, 21·23 and 26, all waters of the 
Bering, Chukchi and Be.iufort Seas and all waters draining into them. 

MANAGEMENT illh. 
To provide for an optimum harvest of belukha whales . 

~ OF IWIAGEMEHT GUIDELINES 

1. Maintain belukha hunting seasons and bag limits to accomodate local 
needs. 

2. Minimize conflicts with fisheries by use of nonlethal techniques of 
belukha control. 

3. Where appropriate limit human activity that might cause abandonment 
by belukhas of critical habitat . 

4. Encourage consideration of the food requirements of belukhas In 
fisheries inanagetllellt. 

THE SPECIES 

Belukha whales are connon along the Alaska coast as far south as Bristol 
Bay. They are gregarious and may travel In groups of hundreds of whales . 
Belukhas often ascend rivers. In shallow rivers such as the Kvlchak 
they often travel as much as 30 to 40 miles upstream on very high tides . 
In deep rivers such as the Yukon, they may travel upstream beyond the 
tidal Influence. Belukhas are occasionally sighted at Nulato, 450 miles 
upstream on the Yukon River. 

Belukhas in the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas are considered to be 
one population. The Bristol Bay component Is estimated to total 1,500 
animals, while observations and aerial and vessel sightings Indicate 
that the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas component must be comprised 
of at least 8,000 individuals. The total population may be substantially 
larger than 9500, however. The population has never been subjected to 
heavy rates of exploitation and is believed to be near the carrying 
capacity of Its habitat. 

Studies In Kvlchak Bay have demonstrated that belukhas can be significant 
predators on salmon and may compete with man for this resource . The 
Department has developed a technique of transmitting kfller whale sounds 
undenoater to repel belukhas frDlll key areas to mfnl•lze their I.pact on 
salmon populations. 

Belukhas in Alaska have never been subjected to heavy rates of exploitation. 
Belukhas have traditionally been used as a source of meat, muktuk and 
oil for both humans and dogs In certain villages on the Bering Sea and 
Arctic ocean coasts and along rivers that belukhas periodically ascend. 
The decrease in numbers of sled dogs (a result of the Introduction of 
the snow mach ine), the avaflabilfty of alternate commercial food sources 
through the development of a cash economy, and welfare measures such as 
food stamps have greatly reduced the demand for belukha products. This 
is particularly true in the southern portions of the belukha's range. 
From Norton Sound north, belukhas are still taken regularly In some 
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comnunitles . The recent average annual harvest of belukhas has been 
150-300 animals. Some additional loss of animals killed but not recovered 
occurs. The number of belukhas killed by hunting is small in relation 
to the population size. 

* 

• 

• 

* 

• 
• 
.. 

Activities associated with resource development, industry and 
concentrated human settletnent may result In direct mortality of 
belukhas, or they may alter beluga habitat. The Oepartment should 
identify areas of critical belukha habitat and encourage studies of 
habitat requirements of belukhas and eletnents in their food chain. 
The Oepartinent should encourage regulation of human activities to 
•inf•ize impacts on belukhas. 

Conflicts between belukhas and coanerclal fisheries inay occur • 
Where such conflicts are clearly demonstrated and significant, the 
Department should use nonlethal methods (such as the use of underwater 
sound transmissions) to minimize these conflicts. 

The Marine Manrnal Protection Act of 1972 prohibited the taking of 
belukhas by all individuals except Esk1111DS, Indians and Aleuts. 
The OepartMent should continue to press for return of belukha 
managl!llltnt authority to the State of Alaska and promote regulations 
that would penn1t all Individuals to harvest belukhas. 

Opportunities to harvest belukhas will probably continue to exceed 
the demand. 

Belukha populations will remain at or near carrying capacity • 

Opportunities to view and photograph belukhas will remain high • 

Conflicts with fisheries should be mfnf~ized with little impact on 
the belukha population. 
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UllCLASSIFIED GAAE IN ARCTIC ALASKA 

LAND AND St«!RE BIROS 

Alaska, despite its large size, has a comparatively limited variety of 
birds as a result of the rather uniform character of the habitats occurring 
In the state. Over 325 species have been recognized as occurring in 
Alaska. About half of the total are waterbirds, a relatively high 
proportion In comparison to most other states and indicative of the 
extent and importance of 111c1rlne and freshwater habitats. About 170 
species are landblrds, roug.hly divisible into groups inhabiting tundra, 
interior forest and coastal forest habitats. Less than one-fourth of 
the species occurring ln Alaska are permanent residents of the state. 
TlTe 114Jor1ty of species are new-world fonas which •lgrate to Alaska to 
breed. In addition a few old-world species breed ln Alaska and about a 
dozen species migrate to or through, but do not breed in, the state. 

B1rdl1fe ln Arctic Alaska ls dC111natl!d by species characteristic of the 
dominant low al"Ctlc tundra vegetation and associated ponds and lakes . 
The relatively homogenous nature of the arctic habitat, ln conjunction 
with an abbreviated su11111er, results ln a reduced diversity of species of 
birds In relation to other regions of the state. C0111paratlvely few 
species spend the entire year in the Arctic Region. The most co111110n 
year-round residents are ravens, gray jays and redpolls. About 55 
species of nongame birds have been recorded breeding ln the region, but 
the occurrence of many ls irregular, and total numbers of some species 
are much reduced ln comparison tn regions to the south. Hore than 25 
species have strong assocletlons with surface waters, both 114rlne and 
fresh. These include shorebirds, sandhill cranes, loons and grebes. 
Many passerine species typical of the taiga and boreal forests to the 
south have been recorded breeding 1n Al"Ct1c Alaska, e.g. gray jays, 
thrushes, warblers and fring1111d sparrows, but only lapland longspurs 
and snow buntings are conspicuous on the coastal plain tundra. The 
presence of boreal species ln Arctic Alaska is due to the presence of 
protected and isolated pockets of spruce and tall shrubs. Arctic Alaska 
birds with Asiatic aff1n1tles are yellow wagtails, bluethroats, wheatears 
and yellow-billed loons. 

tittle hURan use of nonga.e birds occurs in Arctic Alaska. A ll•lted 
amount of birdwatching is done by the residents of Barrow and other 
communities. Many nongame birds produced in Arctic Alaska, however, are 
subsequently viewed and photographed by people in other areas of North 
America. Besides direct use, nongame birds enhance the aesthetic values 
of outdoor recreation. Scientific studies of nongame birds has provided 
much fascinating and valuable Information on migration, ecological 
Interrelationships and evolution. 

~ 

Arctic Alaska north of Cape Llsburne supports relatively few breeding 
groups of seabirds. Principal nesters are glaucous gulls and three 
species of Jaegers. Other gulls and terns are also arctic nesters. 
Some black guillemots nest in sheltered areas of Seahorse. Cooper and 
lgalik Islands, a few horned puffins breed on Seahorse Island, and small 
numbers of th1ck·b111ed murres nest near Barrow. 

Resident Arctic populations of seabirds are li•lted ln nUt11ber and widely 
dispersed. Shearwaters, fulmars, black-legged kittiwakes, Sabine's 
gulls and arctic terns either feed or breed ln the Arctic and move south 
with cold weather. Ivory and Ross' gulls disperse or ~!grate ln east· 
west directions, and probably winter near open leads ln the pack lee of 
the Chukchi and Beaufort seas. Post-breeding dispersal of adults and 



young brings glaucous gulls, murres, guillemots, horned puffins, and 
parakeet and crested auklets north to the Chukchf Sea In the fall . 
These birds migrate south with the onset of winter. 

The blrdlffe of the Beaufort Sea consists of fewer species and lower 
numbers than that of the Chukchi or Bering Seas to the south. Marine 
birds of the Beaufort Sea can be divided Into four habitat groups according 
to breeding and feeding requirements: 1) Inland birds that obtain most 
or all of their food from lakes or tundra during the breeding season but 
111e>ve to iaarine habitats following breeding. These Include most breeding 
Jaegers and SCMlle Sabine's gulls . 2) Coastal birds that nest on the 
tundra or beaches and scavenge food along the beaches. These Include 
some Sabine's gulls and Jaegers, and all breeding glaucous gulls. 3) 
Inshore birds that consllllt foods In shallow waters and that utilize 
barrier Islands and river mouths for breeding, roosting and molting. 
These Include arctic terns and black guillemots. 4) Pelagic birds, 
pred1>111fnantly nonbreeders, that are not directly dependent on land and 
range to or beyond the continental shelf. These Include 111Urres, nonbreedlng 
Jaegers and gulls. 

The coastal habitat of the Arctic Region lacks the precipitous cliffs 
favored by many marine birds for nesting. Species such as the black 
guillemot that usually nest In cliff situations, nest on barrier Islands 
wherever they can find cover. Drift fee covering up to 75 percent of 
the ocean surface provides preferred feeding conditions. Arctic cod, a 
major food fish, approach closer to the surface when fee fs present. 
Drifting floes provide resting perches. 

Parasitic, P0111arlne and long-tailed Jaegers vary fn relative numbers 
from year to year. Their principal food sources during migration are 
eggs, nestlfngs and food stolen from other seabirds. Primary foods 
while nesting are learnings and other ~fcrotfne rodents although passerfne 
birds and fishes are taken as available. Gulls are scavengers and 
predators that feed primarily on surface fish and crustaceans at sea or 
fn pack fee. Alclds dive for fish and crustaceans. 

Gathering of eggs In spring by natives f s conmen along coastal areas 
near villages. Offshore barrier Islands receive relatively little 
attention . HU111o1n use ts generally not concentrated. Human populations 
are low and bird populations diffuse. 

~ 
The diversity of raptors* nesting In Arctic Alaska Is relatively low. 
Golden eagles, rough-legged hawks, peregrine falcons, gyrfalcons, snowy 
owls, and short-eared owls are ~st conrnonly found but records Indicate 
that low numbers of nesting merlfns, goshawks, sharp-shinned hawks, 
111arsh hawks and great horned owls also 111ay be found In SOiie years . 
Except for gyrfalcons and snowy owls which remain fn arctic uplands and 
foothills throughout the year, all other arctic raptors seek habitat 
types and foraging areas to the south during the winter. 

Resident raptor populations appear to be at moderate densities, although 
marked fluctuations In abundance occur over time. These fluctuations 
are thought to occur in response to changes f n prey abundance. Snowy 
owls, short-eared owls, and ro119h-legged hawks fluctuate In response to 
cyclic rodent populations and gyrfalcons fluctuate with changes In 
ptannfgan abundance. Although comparative data from earlier periods are 
not available, general observations suggest that, except for the endangered 
subspecies of peregrine falcon, migratory species occurring In the 
Arctic are at moderate levels of abundance. Peregrine falcon numbers 

* A list of raptor species considered in these plans follows this 
regional account. 
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have declined In the arctic over the last 20 years; only renmants of 
former populations exist. Breeding densities and productivity continue 
to decline. This decline has coincided with the documented declines of 
peregrine falcons throughout the world and is thought to be pri111arlly 
the result of chemical contamination. Because of marked declines In 
other portions of the continent, peregrine populations of Alaska are of 
key Importance. 

Raptors range widely In hunting activity, using a combination of vegetative 
types as foraging habitat during the nesting season. Nevertheless, the 
various species show marked preferences for particular types of nesting 
sites. Golden eagles and gyrfalcons pn!fer to nest on cliffs. Rough
legged hawks build stick nests, usually on cliffs, river bluffs or on 
rocky outcrops which are elevated frOlll lurroundlng area. Peregrines 
often use nests built previously by rough-legged hawks or ravens but 
will also utilize "scrapes" or shallow depressions In the ground, protected 
by stunted willows or rocky outcrops. Snowy owls, short-eared owls and 
marsh hawks are the only consistent ground-nesting raptors in the Arctic 
Region. 

The habitat changes that have occurred to date in the Arctic have not 
significantly influenced raptor abundance. However, there Is a trend 
toward Increased oil-related development and construction in this region 
which may result In habitat alteration in localized areas. 

Raptors do not have high reproductive potentials and, like other predators, 
exist at relatively low densities. Given adequate nesting conditions, 
raptor abundance depends primarily on the abundance and condition of the 
prey populations. The diet of raptors as a group In Arctic Alaska 
varies seasonally and tm~ompasses a wide array of species Including 
Insects, birds and mannals . Hot only are the abundance and distribution 
of these prey species Important, but diseases or harmful pesticide 
contaminants carried by these species are of prime concern. Many of the 
coanon diseases cuTled by docnestlc fowl and by wild gal llnaceous birds 
are known to be transmittable to raptors. Residues from pestltldes have 
been tlted as the primary factor responsible for declines in peregrine 
falcons nuabers not only In Alasta but throughout the world. Because 
little work has been done with migratory raptor species in Alas~a other 
than Peregrines, It is not certain whether toxic chemical residues have 
depressed populations of these species. Findings presently available 
indicate that residues are not currently affetting resident populations. 

Observation, photography and enrichment of wilderness experlentes are 
recognized by the Department as the primary uses of raptors. However, 
the taking of a ll~lted number of goshawks, gyrfalcons and kestreli 
under a tightly regulated falconry permit system is c0111patlble with 
nonconsumptlve uses. The number of persons Interested In raptors for 
falconry purposes has been low In the past and has Included Alaska 
residents, nonresidents and aliens. There has been a slight increase in 
interest during the last five years. The number of permits Issued In 
1974 was less than 30, but the demand for birds to be used for falconry 
Is expected to Increase in the future. 

SHALL MAMMALS 

The variety of small mammals• In Arctic Alaska Is the lllOSt limited In 
the state with only about nine species occurring in this region. The 
coamon and tundra shrews, brown and collared lemwings, and the red
backed, tundra and Alaska voles all have area-wide distribution. Species 
with limited distribution Include the dusky shrew found in the upper 
portions of the north slope of the Brooks Range, and the iaeadow vole, 
found generally east of the Canning River. Habitat requirements of 
these species are generally si~ilar In this region, however the shrews 
and several voles prefer bushy overhead cover. 

• A list of s111all maaaals considered In these plans follows this 
regional account. 
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Due to the h1gh reproductive capacity of many of these species, the main 
factor limiting numbers is the availability of food . The voles and 
lenalngs In particular are noted for the rhythmic fluctuations In numbers 
generally with 3 to 4 years between peaks. The slow-growing vegetation 
In tundra habitats Is rapidly exhausted by dense mlcrotlne populations, 
resulting In population "crashes" or 11111veMents . 

Small mannals are an extrtmely Important source of food for many terrestrial 
and avian predators. Most carnivorous furbearers utilize rodents as 
food and when populations of these small marrmals are high they form a 
significant part of the suinner diet of wolves and bears. Avian predators 
such as the Jaegers and many raptors also utilize rodents . 

PROBLEMS 

• Kany migratory bird species are exposed to contamination by chemical 
pollutants, especially Insecticides and herbicides. Such compounds 
11ay seriously affect populations either by causing direct fllllrtallty 
or by lowering reproductive success. Decreased populations of 
peregrine falcons resulting frocn chemical residues found outside 
Alaska are well documented. Other migrant species 1111y also be 
experiencing similar declines, while resident populations co not 
currently appear to be seriously affected by chemical residues. 
Use of pesticides and other potentially hannful c0111Pounds Is limited 
In Alaska at this time. Strict measures should be taken to control 
the future use of such chelnlcals within the State. 

Oil-related development In arctic coastal areas may significantly 
Impact nesting seabird populations In the region. Pollution fr0111 
offshore drilling and production facilities may affect seabirds 
directly through "ofl Ing" of birds or Indirectly by alterin~ the 
abbreviated arctic food webs . Construction of causeways an~ artificial 
reefs or use of barrier Islands for gravel sources 111ay result In 
siltation of estuaries and loss of valuable nesting habitat. 
Baseline data on coastal seabird habitat and breeding and f~edln9 
locations are required to interpret population fluctuations and oil 
related Impacts. Surveys of dead or affected birds on beac~es 
should also be conducted. 

Critical nesting habitat must be preserved ff raptor populat ions 
are to be maintained In the future. Disturbances at nest si tes 
during critical stages of the nesting seasons such as the egg 
laying, Incubation and early brooding phases, have probably been 
the major cause of direct, human-Induced reproductive failure. 
Therefore, protection of raptor nesting habitat must Include the 
following : 1) physical preservation of the nest sites; 2) ~reservation 
of the general nesting and foraging areas Including breeding habitat; 
and 3) protection of the nesting areas from excessive human disturbance. 

The extremely high value placed on the endangered peregrine falcon 
and on gyrfalcons by falconers and collectors around the world 
creates an Incentive for Illegal traffic In these birds. Laws and 
regulations must be stringently enforced to minimize Illegal use of 
raptors. Falconry is a legitimate and sporting method of hu, tlng , 
and Its practice poses no threat to the raptor resource when decisions 
regarding the number of raptors to be used annually for this purpose 
are based on the sustained yield principle. 
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Eagl11 

Hawks 

Falcons 

Shrews 

Rodents 

LIST OF RAPTOR SPECIES Iff ARCTIC ALASICA 

Conmon Name 

Bald Eagle 
Golden Eagle 

Goshawk 
Rough-legged Hawk 

Gyrfalcon 
Peregrine Faloon 
Herlfn (Pigeon Hawk} 

Great Horned Owl 
Snowy Owl 
Hawk Owl 
Great Gray Owl 
Long-eared Owl 
Short-eared Owl 

Scfentl ffc Name 

Halia•stua l•uCOcDphallUI 
Aquila ohrysa•to• 

Accipit•r g11Pttilie 
Bk too Zagopue 

Falco rustioolua 
Falco p•r.grinue 
Falco colunbarius 

Bubo virginianua 
NrJctsa eoandiaca 
SUrnia ulula 
Stri= IUlbuZo•a 
Aeio otua 
Aeio {'lamflous 

LIST OF SMALL ~LS IN ARCTIC ALASKA 

Conman Name 

COlllllOR Shrew 
Tundra Shrew 

Collared Leming 
Brown Lenmlng 
Red-backed Vole 
Meadow Vole 
Tundra Vote 
Alaska Vole 
House Mouse 
Rat 
Porcupine 

1Z6 

Scientific Name 

Sorez ciner1ue 
Soroz tundr1nsie 

Dicrostony:z: gro•nlandiC1Ull 
Lenrrus trinrucronat11.1 
Clsthrio"""'!IB rutilie 
Ni.crotua p11Ptns11Zvanicue 
Ni.crotua OBCOPIO!IUS 

Ni.crotua nriW'MI 
Hus llllUJCUllUJ 

Rattua norvegicua 
Erethi::um doreatwn 



lA. ALASKA RAPTOR MANAGEMENT PLAN 

~ 

The entire state of Alaska . 

!!ill!1IB! HANAGEHENT fil!ru:. 
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy raptors . 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of raptors. 

~ OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Protect raptor populations from unnatural disturbance and harassment . 

2. DiscO\lrage resource utilization that may adversely Impact raptor 
nesting, roosting and feedf ng areas. 

3. Develop public appreciation of raptor importance in the ecosystem. 

4. Encourage viewing and photography of raptors. 

5. Promote scientific studies of raptors . 

6. Provide for lfmited utilization of selected raptor species for 
falconry . 

THE SPECIES 

About 22 species of hawks, falcons, eagles and owls occur regularly 
wfthln the state. Detailed population data for raptors are lacking. 
Accurate censuses of raptors are dffficult because of the secretive 
behavior of many specfes, and the wide distribution but low density of 
most species. 

International concern has resulted from the worldwide decline of the 
endangered peregrine falcon. Alaska and northern Canada provide the 
las t extensive nesting populatfons of peregrines in North America. 
Population estfmates for Alaska range from 115 to more than JOO nesting 
pairs. However, much of the potential nesting habitat has not been 
surveyed and the population may be even larger. 

Kestrels, 1114rsh hawks and short-eared owls are seasonally among the most 
abundant raptors. Conspicuous species such as rough-legged and Swainson's 
hawks, and great-horned owls are probably 1110st cO!!lllOnly observed. Southcentral 
Alaska supports the greatest variety of species due to the diversity of 
habitats present in the region. 

While raptor habitat throughout Alaska has remained relatively stable, 
populations have fluctuated annually, largely in response to other 
environmental factors. Local habitat changes have occurred In areas of 
urban development, agriculture , or transportation corridors and have , in 
addition to disturbance associated with human activity in such areas, 
reduced local raptor populations , particularly nesting populations. 

Viewing, photography and enrichment of wilderness experience are significant, 
but unmeasurable uses of the raptor resource. With Increased hU111an 
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population growth in Alaska these uses will increase. Use of raptors for 
falconry has not been a connon practice In Alaska, although a few individuals 
do practice the sport. Alaskan peregrine falcons and gyrfalcons have 
been taken for use by falconers In other parts of the world; however, 
with protection under the Endangered Species Act and the Migratory Bfrd 
Treaty Act, protection or closely controlled utflfzatlon of raptors fn 
Alaska was effected. Currently, use of goshawks Is allowed under the 
terms of a permit. At least one species of raptor, the snowy owl, Is 
utilized for domestic consumption by residents of Northwestern and 
Arctic Alaska. 

* 

• 

* 

• 

* 

Disturbances at nest sites during critical stages of the nesting 
season such as egg laying, fncubatfon and early brooding stages, 
have probably been the major cause of direct, human Induced reproductive 
failure. In vfew of increased human activity throughout the state, 
critical habitat, particularly that associated with nesting raptors, 
must be preserved ff raptor populations are to be 111afntained In the 
future. Identification of Important raptor habitats and quantitative 
population infonnation are required for meaningful management 
decisions . Multi-agency collaboration would be the most effective 
appro1ch. 

Of special concern Is the accumulation of pesticide residues In 
raptors and their prey. Although pesticides are used to a very 
limited extent In Alaska, raptors are subjected to contamination 
from contaminated prey that migrates Into Alaska and from contaminated 
prey consumed in southern wintering areas. Over a period of time 
these residues concentrate within raptor tissues and eventually 
reach levels sufficient to reduce reproductive success. Decrease 
fn eggshell thickness, a S)'lllltOlll of such cont .. lnatlon, has been 
documented for peregrine falcons nesting In Arctic Alaska. National 
and international efforts to reduce environmental burdens of lmplfcated 
chemical contaminants must be encouraged. 

Indiscriminate shooting of raptors occurs near human population 
centers. Public attitudes toward raptors 1n11st be l111proved by 
Increasing public awareness of the value of raptors. 

Increased interest In raptors by nonconsU111Ptlve users may necessitate 
strict controls governing the season, duration and types of activities 
during periods of use . This may be especially true when photography 
or viewing of nesting raptors Is Involved. 

Falconry will conttnue to be allowed on selected species under 
provisions of a closely controlled permit program. The delineation 
or management of critical habitat for raptors may alter managment 
of other wildlife species and restrict or inhibit resource develop11ent 
fn selected areas . 

Critical nesting habitat will be protected through specific land 
classification procedures. 
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l.B. ALASKA BALD EAGLE MANAGEr1ENT PLAN 

LOCATION 

Entire state of Alaska. 

~ KAHAGEHENT GOAL 

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy bald eagles. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of bald 
eagles. 

~ QE tWiAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Encourage public awareness of bald eagle ecology. 

2. Discourage resource utilization that may adversely l~pact bald 
eagle nesting, roosting and feeding areas. 

l. Protect bald eagles from unnatural disturbance and harassment. 

4. Identify areas best suited for viewing, photography and scientific 
study of eagles and encourage their wise use. 

5. Discourage viewing and photography during critical nesting periods. 

THE SPECIES 

The highly productive coastal zone areas of Southeastern Alaska, the 
Gulf of Alaska, and the southwestern coast to the Aleutian Islands 
support the largest populations of bald eagles in North America. Eagles 
are also found along 111ajor Inland drainages of western and SOuthcentral 
Alasrc., although not In the densities present in coastal areas . Ni.llbers 
of eagles within the state vary seasonally. SUtllller populations exceed 
50,DOO birds, but migrations reduce the total substantially by winter. 
Spawning cycles of several fish, primarily salmon and herring, cause 
spectacular concentrations of eagles in some coastal streams and spawning 
grounds. Noteworthy concentration areas include the lower drainages of 
the Chilkat and Stikine rivers, and coastal shorelines near Klawock and 
Craig. 

Nesting pairs are distributed throughout the species' range. Surveys in 
Southeastern Alaska have revealed at least 1,7og eagle nests with less 
than SO percent of the habitat surveyed. Additional nesting concentrations 
occur in Prince William Sound, the Kodiak Archipelago and along some 
Aleutian Island sea cliff habitat. 

In the past, persecution of eagles by cocrmerclal flslH!nnen was predicated 
on the belief that eagles had significant adverse impacts on the sal111>n 
fishery. At one time bounties on eagles were offered to provide incentive 
for their reduction. Since 1953 the bald eagle has received complete 
protection under law, and populations In Alaska have remained healthy. 
Nonconsumptlve uses Include viewing and photography, especially at 
feeding concentration sites. In addition, scientific studies of eagles 
in Alaska provide ecological bases of comparison for evaluating status 
and trends of endangered bald eagle populations in other parts of the 
country. 



* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

With Increasing recreational viewing and photography of eagles, 
greater disturbance and harassment can be expected. Noncons111111>tlve 
use that f s not detrl11ental to bald eagles should be encouraged, 
but at the s111e tl11e 11easures should be taken to ll•lt llllllbers and 
activities of users during critical nesting periods. 

Pollution of coastal tidelands and estuaries by oil or oil Industry
related conta•lnants poses a critical threat to bald eagles and 
their habitat. Massive Outer Continental Shelf oil development and 
tanker traffic In Prince William Sound, Bristol Bay and the Aleutian 
Islands could devastate coastal habitat In the state ff all possible 
precautions are not taken. Baseline quantitative and qualitative 
data on coastal bird habitats are needed before of 1 Impacts are 
made In order to provide rational reconmendatlons for future of 1 
spill cleanup procedures and to document the effects of estuary 
contamination for mitigation measures. Continued efforts by the 
State, U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will 
Identify and quantify the effects of these potential problems. 

Although bald eagles are protected by law, many are killed by 
Ignorant or misinformed people. The Department should encourage 
greater public understanding and appreciation of th1 values of 
eagles. Strict enforcement of existing protective laws by federal 
and state agencies should be maintained. 

Logging of forests on private lands, not subject to Forest Service 
requlreaients protecting eagle nest trees In national forests, inay 
result In the loss of nesting habitat in SOClll areas . Private 
logging Interests should be encouraged to safeguard eagle nest 
trees on private lands. The Departllent should cooperate with 
federal agencies In Identifying existing eagle nest sites . 

Alaskan bald eagles, like other raptors, are susceptible to chemical 
conta•fnatfon of the environment. Those eagles which migrate south 
for the winter are subject to greater contamination than birds 
resident within Alaska. Although present levels of conta•lnants 
are probably low in Alaskan birds, Increased use of pesticides or 
herbicides In the state could have serious detrimental effects on 
eagles. Future use of such chemicals In Alaska should be closely 
controlled. 

Delineation and management of critical eagle habitat areas may 
restrict resource development activities within such areas. 

Controls on ntinbers and activities of nonconsumptfve users will 
become necessary to protect eagles In some areas as user numbers 
Increase. 
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2. FRAHKLlll BWFFS PEREGRIHE FALCOH MANAGEMENT PLAN 

LOCATrON 

In Game Management Unit 26, that portion of the east bank of the Sagavanirktok 
River known as Franklin Bluffs. 

~ HANAGEHENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of peregrine 
falcons. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy peregrine falcons. 

~ QE. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Protect peregrine falcon populations frOll unnatural disturbance and 
harassment. 

2. Discourage land use practices which are detrimental to peregrine 
falcon nesting habitat. 

3. Conduct and encourage scientific and educational studies of peregrine 
falcons. 

4. Allow limited viewing of peregrine falcons when ft does not affect 
nesting success and when ft is not fn conflict with scientific 
studies. 

THE SPECIES 

Peregrine falcon populations throughout lllUCh of Arctic Alaska have been 
declining. Surveys conducted along the Franklin Bluffs indicate a 
si•f lar pattern between 1958 and 1975 . Five pairs nested In the Bluffs 
In 1958, but surveys conducted from lg7o to 1975 located only two pairs 
in WIOst of those years, and only one pair fn 1975. 

Nesting failure appears to be the primary cause of population declines 
both in this area and throughout much of the species range. During the 
years 1970 and 1972, 5 known nesting attempts by peregrfns resulted In 
10 young or a production of 2.D young per eyrie ; however by 1974 and 
1975, three nesting attl!tnpts resulted In only 2 young fledged or 0.7 
young per eyrie. Concentrations of organochlor1ne residues appear to be 
the inajor factor affecting nesting loss. High contaminant levels have 
resulted In addled eggs and eggs w1th weak shells. Cr1tfcal levels of 
some residues may affect nesting behavior of adults resulting In Increased 
abandonment . 

Peregrine falcons froa this region are migratory and winter In southern 
climates. Since many of the prey species in this area also winter in 
southern regions , both predator and prey are subject to accUA111latlon of 
pesticide residues outside of Alaska. 

Additional mortality occurs from natural causes such as land slides in 
nesting cliffs, and adverse weather during nesting. Peregrine falcon 
habitat In the area has remained relatively stable. A number of nest 
sites and vast foraging areas are at present under-utflltzed. 
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Little Information Is available on past human use of peregrines along 
the Franklin Bluffs. Solle utilization of birds by falconers may have 
occurred. The species now receives complete protection in Alaska and 
the "Lower 48" under the Endangered Species Act of 1969. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Continued chemical contamination of peregrine falcon food sources 
iaay preclude local efforts to maintain viable peregrine populations. 
Intensive monitoring of peregrine populations and of contaminant 
levels in prey species should be conducted, and national and international 
efforts to reduce environmental burdens of implicated chemical 
contaminants lllUSt be encouraged. 

In view of the precarious balance of production and 110rtallty of 
peregrine falcons, the consequences of disturbance and habitat 
alteration are critical to the survival of peregrine populations. 
Strict stipulations governing hwnan activities of all kinds In 
important peregrine falcon nesting areas 1111st be established and 
enforced. Even scientific studies 1m1st be carefully designed to 
avoid inadvertent losses of birds. 

Until construction of the Horth Slope ~ul Road, the Franklin Bluff 
peregrines were relatively Isolated from any type of use or disturbance. 
If the Haul Road is opened to the public and as interest in peregrines 
increases, nonconsU111Ptlve use of the birds is expected to increase. 
Use of the area will have to be increasingly MOnitored to prevent 
human disturbance of nesting sites. 

As scientific knowledge of peregrine ecology expands, a comprehensive 
managetnent prograa will be developed. 

Controls on public observation and photography of peregrines will 
Increase and opportunities for such uses will be limited to situations 
which clearly pose no threat to the welfare of peregrine falcon 
populations. 

Resource development activities will be restricted where they 
impact peregrine populations either through disturbance of nesting 
and brooding or alteration of important habitat. 
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3. SAGWOH BLUFF PEREGRlllE FALCON flANAGEMENT PLAH 

~ 

In Game Management Unit 26, the bluffs along the Sagavanirktok R1ver 
between the lvlshak and Lupine Rivers. 

~ HANAG£11ENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of peregrine 
falcons. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL 

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy peregrine falcons . 

~ QE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Protect peregrine falcon populations frDlll unnatural disturbance and 
harras srnen t. 

z. Discourage land use practices which are detriml!ntal to peregrine 
falcon nesting or foraging habitat. 

l. Conduct and encourage scientific and educational studies of peregrine 
falcons . 

4. Allow limited viewing when it does not affect nesting success and 
when it is not in conflict with scientific studies . 

THE SPECIES 

Peregrine falcon populations throughout !Mich of Arctic Alaska have been 
declining. Surveys conducted along Sagwon Bluff indicate a similar 
pattern between 1958 and 1970. Only two eyries were occupied by peregrines 
in 1974 and 1975. Production of young falcons has been low. Three 
young were fledged in 1974 and none in 1975. 

Hestin9 failure appears to be the pri11ary cause of population declines 
both in thfs area and throughout much of the species' range . Concentrations 
of or9anochlorine residues appear to be the major factor affecting 
nesting loss. High contaminant levels have resulted in addled eggs and 
eggs with weak shells. Critical levels of some residues may affect 
nesting behavior of adults resulting In increased abandonment . Fledgling 
success has also been poor. In 1974 and 1975 fledgling success was 0.75 
and 0.70 birds per eyrie, respectively (data combined with Franklin 
Bluffs). Peregrine falcons from this region are migratory and winter in 
southern climates. Many of the prey species in this area also winter In 
southern regions, thus both predator and prey are subject to accumulation 
of pesticide residues outside of Alaska. 

Additional mortality occurs from natural causes such as landslides in 
nesting cliffs, and adverse weather during nesting. Peregrine falcon 
habitat in the area has remained relatively stable. ltest sites and 
foraging areas are presently under-utilized. 

Little information Is available on past human use of peregrines along 
the Sagwon Bluffs . Some utilization of birds by falconers 111ay have 
occurred. The species now receives complete protection in Alaska and 
the "Lower 48" under the Endangered Species Act of 1969. Until construction 
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of the North Slope Haul Road, the Sagioron Bluff peregrines were relatively 
Isolated from any use or disturbance. If thi! Haul Road ts opened to the 
public and as Interest fn peregrines Increases, nonconsumptf ve use of 
the birds is expected to Increase. 

~ 

• Continued chemical contamination of peregrine falcon food sources 
may preclude local efforts to maintain viable peregrine populations. 
Intensive 1110nttorlng of peregrine populations, and of contaminant 
levels in prey species should be conducted, and national and International 
efforts to reduce environmental burdens of Implicated chemical 
contnlnants -.ist be encouragecj. 

• In view of the precarious balance of production and 11111rtallty of 
peregrine falcons, th& consequences of disturbance and habitat 
alteration are critical to the survival of peregrine populations. 
Strict stipulations governing human activities of all kinds fn 
ll!llortant peregrine falcon nesting areas ll'USt be established and 
enforced. Even scientific studies 11111st be carefully designed to 
avoid Inadvertent losses of birds. 

• 

• 

• 

As scientific knowledge of peregrine ecology expands, a comprehensive 
manage.ent progr411 will be developed. 

Controls on pubHc observation and photography of peregrines will 
Increase, and opportunities for such uses willl be limited to situations 
which clearly pose no threat to the welfare of peregrine falcon 
populations. 

Resource development activities wilt be restricted where they 
ltapact peregrine populations through disturbance of nesting and 
brooding or alteration of Important habitat. 
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ti, COLVILLE RIVER PEREGRINE FALCOtl MANAGEMENT PLAH 

LOCATION 

In Game Management Unft 26, all cliffs and bluffs adjacent to the Colville 
Rf ver between Ocean Pofnt and the mouth of the Kuna Rfver; lncludi ng 
drainages of the Kuna Rfver below the confluence of Story Creek, drainages 
of the Etfvluk Rfver below the confluence of Nfgu Rfver, drainages of 
the Kflllk Rfver below the confluence of Sllalfnfgun Creek to include 
the Okpfkruak Rfver and Okoknlflaga River below Ffre Creek, dra inages of 
the Chandler Rfver below Gunsfght llountafn, Slvugak Bluff including the 
Sfksfkpuk Rf ver north of Desolation Creek and the drainage of Anaktuvuk 
Rfver below the confluence of Anayaknaurak Creek to include drainages of 
Tuluga Rfver and Nanushuk Rivers below the confluence of Cobblestone 
Creek. 

PRIMARY MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of 
peregrine fa 1 cons. 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide an opportunf ty to vfew, photograph and enjoy peregrine falcons. 

~ !![ MANAGEMENT GUI DEL IHES 

1. Protect peregrine falcon populations from unnatural disturbance and 
harassment. 

2. Discourage land use practices whfch are detrimental to peregrine 
falcon nesting habitat. 

3. Conduct and encourage scfentfffc and educational studies of peregrine 
falcons. 

4. Allow lfmfted vfewfng when ft does not affect nesting success and 
when ft Is not In conflict with scfentfffc studies. 

THE SPECIES 

The lower Colville remains one of the most preferred peregrine falcon 
nesting areas fn Alaska. Trend surveys, however, have indicated a 
decline fn the population. In 196g, 33 nesting pairs was observed, but 
by 1971 only 14 pairs were located. The population has apparently 
stabilized at thfs lower level . Nesting pafrs upstream fr0111 the Kuna 
Rfver now nUlllber only 7 Indicating an overall decline In the upper 
Colville drainage. Poor production of young appears to be responsible 
for much of the reduction. In 1969, 13 pafrs produced 26 young while in 
1973, 11 pairs fledged only 9 young. Mortality of the young and reduced 
productfvfty of the adults appears to be closely linked with pesticide 
residues In adult bf rds. The migratory nature of both the peregrine 
falcon and certain prey species combine to increase residue level s fn 
the falcon both outside and wlthfn the state, even though pesticide 
applfcatfon fn Alaska fs very low. Egg shell thickness has been declining 
In thfs region and has apparently reached critical levels. Suspension 
of use of DDT may ultf111ately reverse this trend . Adverse weather condftfons 
or land slfdes have undoubtedly accounted for additional 110rtallty. 
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Nesting and foraging habitat remains unaltered from pre-decline periods, 
and could support Increased populations. Presence of fonner nest sites 
will be a valuable asset if populations begin expanding. 

Little infol"llation is available on past human use of peregrines along 
the Colville River, although sa1e utilization by falconers undoubtedly 
occurred. The species now receives C0111Plete protection in Alaska and 
the "Lower 48" under the Endangered Species Act of 1969. The presence 
of peregrine falcons has added to the wilderness experience of many 
recreational users of the Colville River and its tributaries. Non 
consumptive use of peregrines can be expected to increase in the area as 
interest in the species grows and access to the area Improves. 

~ 

* Continued chemical contamination of peregrine falcon food sources 
may preclude local efforts to maintain viable peregrine populations. 
Intensive monitoring of peregrine populations and contaminant 
levels In prey species should be conducted, and national and international 
efforts to reduce chl!ll!ical contai11inants must be encouraged. 

* In view of the precarious balance benH!en production and 1110rta11ty, 
the consequences of disturbance and nabltat alteration are critical 

• 

* 

* 

to the survival of peregrine populations. Extraction of gravel in 
the Colville drainage may alter stream gradients in the vicinity of 
some eyries, resulting 1n land s11des and loss of nest sites. Use 
of the Colville River and Its tributaries as travel routes for air 
cushion vehicles will cause abandonment of nests or young if such 
use occurs during nesting or brooding periods. Additional sources 
of disturbance Include recreational boaters, mineral exploration 
activities (especially those utilizing helicopters), and low overflights 
by aircraft. Strict stipulations governing human activities of all 
kinds In Important peregrine falcon nesting areas need to be established 
and enforced. Even scientific studies must be carefully designed 
to avoid inadvertent losses of birds. 

As scientific knowledge of peregrine ecology expands, a c0111prehensive 
management program will be developed. 

Controls on public observation and photography of peregrines will 
increase, and opportunities for such uses will be limited to situations 
which clearly pose no threat to the welfare of peregrine falcon 
populations. 

Resource development activities will be restricted where they 
Impact peregrine populations through disturbance of nesting and 
brooding, or alteration of important habitat. 
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16. ALASKA SEABIRDS MAHAGEMEHT PLAN 

LOCATION 

Entire state of Alaska 

~MANAGEMENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy seabirds. 

SECOHOARY HANAGEHENT ~ 

To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of seabirds. 

~ Q[ MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

1. Encourage public viewing and photography of seabfrd5. 

2. Encourage scientific and educational studies of seabird ecology. 

3. Discourage resource utilization practices and h11111n activities that 
adversely hnpact seabird nesting, roosting and feeding habitat. 

4. Develop public awareness of seabird ecology. 

5. Protect seabirds frOlll unnatural disturbance and harassment, particularly 
at colonies during critical nesting periods. 

6. Allow utilization of seabirds for traditional dolllestlc use. 

THE SPECIES 

Over 4D species of seabirds ~!grate through, breed on, or visit Alaska's 
coastline and adjacent waters. Approximately 24 species are known to 
breed fn Alaska, usually in colonies ranging from a few hundred to a 
~fl lion or more birds. Most of the large colonies are located on 
Islands in the Bering Sea or fn the Aleutian Islands, but sizeable 
colonies are located wherever precipitous sea cliffs occur along the 
1111lnland coast from Cape Lfsburne to Southeastern Alaska. The most 
abundant nesting species are murres, ~urrelets, gulls , kittiwakes, 
ful1111rs, and petrels . Several species of auklets, puffins, and cormorants, 
though not as numerous as some other species, are widely distributed. 
Seabird populations In Southwestern and Southcentral Alaska exhibit 
greater species diversity than those found fn the remainder of Alaska 
because of greater diversity of favorable habitats. 

In addition to millions of nesting seabirds, many millions more utilize 
pelagic waters off Alaska as SUllll!r feeding grounds. Of these, slender
bflled and sooty shearwaters are the ID!lSt numerous. 

Seabirds migrate south as winter approaches and populations In Alaskan 
waters become much reduced from those of sunmer. Many birds, however, 
overwinter in fee-free waters, and substantial ntanbers are found In and 
south of the Aleutian Islands. 

Historically, seabirds have provided food and clothing to coastal native 
people In the state. Traditional use of seabird eggs and adult birds, 
prfnclp.Jlly auklets, puffins and ~rres, has been greatest along the 
Northwestern and Western Alaska coast. Limited domestic use of seabirds 
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occurred In Southeastern and Southcentral Alaska. Consumptive utilization 
has decreased in the past 10 to 20 years as coastal residents have 
adopted a cash economy. 

Nonconsumpttve use ts now becoming the dominant use of seabirds. As the 
potential Impact of energy resource development on these species has 
become apparent, scientific surveys of Alaskan seabirds are being conducted 
throughout the state . Studies of seabird distribution, population 
sizes, and habitat requirements should Increase knowledge about these 
species. Seabirds 1111y eventually serve as biological Indicators of the 
health of marine envlro1111ents . 

Viewing and photography are becoming.major activities at seabird nesting 
colonies in the more accessible waters of the state. The more conspicuous 
colonial nesters such as gulls, murres, and kittiwakes support the most 
use, but less numerous or more secretive species such as puffins, coT1110rants, 
auklets, and 11111rrelets are receiving Increased attention . Fortunately, 
many seabird colonies are protected fr0111 habitat alteration or undue 
disturbance by their Inclusion In the National Wildlife Refuge Syst~. 
These areas receive additional protection under the state's refuge and 
sanctuary system. 

• 

• 

Pollution by petroleum related contaminants poses a serious threat 
to seabirds using Alaska's coastline and marine waters for nesting, 
feeding or resting. Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) oil development 
and tanker traffic could result In large oil spills or chronic 
pollution which would devastate seabird habitat and kill millions 
of seabirds. Baseline quantitative and qualitative data on coastal 
seabird habitats and colony location, size and composition are 
needed to properly Interpret population fluctuations and Impacts of 
otl development. These data are necessary to provide rational 
recollllM!ndatlons for future OCS lease areas, rec0111nendatlons for 
future otl spill cleanup facilities and to docUlll!nt the effect of 
estuary contamination. Stringent controls on otl development and 
associated hulnan activities will be necessary to minimize environmental 
hazards. 

Conmerc1al fishing ls an un~nown factor with potentially adverse 
consequences for seabirds. Some seabirds prey on comnerclally
valuable fishery stocks, and conf11ct and competition between 
seabirds and commercial fishermen may become Intense . Excessive 
exploitation by foreign fishing fleets may have reduced the range 
of at least one species (ancient murrelet). Japanese glllnet 
fisheries have directly caused seabird losses as high as 10,000 
birds per day from birds being entangled 1n nets. Local seabird 
populations may be unable to sustain such losses 1ndef1n1tely. The 
200-mlle foreign fishery limit recently passed by Congress should 
substantially reduce seabird loss, especially during the breeding 
season. 

Seabirds are susceptible to disturbances that lead to nest abandonment 
and nestling or egg loss. Noncons1J11ptlve use of seabirds will 
continue to Increase with a corresponding Increase In disturbance. 
Reduced reproductive success and a decline In colony sizes, especially 
near urban centers, may result unless measures are taken to protect 
habitat and to control numbers and activities of human visitors. 

• Introduction of furbearers and rats on Alaska Islands has resulted 
In the el1m1natlon or serious reduction of seabirds nesting on 
those Islands . Future proposals for Introductions of any exotic 
animals to any Islands must be carefully evaluated for possible 
consequences to Indigenous wildlife. 
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• 

* 

• 

• 

* 

In some 1reas, ocean floor •lnlng, coastal dredging, or gravel 
removal may alter coastline habitat or alter productlvtty of near 
shore waters through siltation, adversely affecting seabtrds and 
other marine life. Mining and dredging or gravel removal actlvtttes 
should be regulated to •lnl•lze adverse liapacts on the marine 
ecosystem. 

Some limitations on access, periods of use, and activities of 
visitors to seabird colonies will be required to reduce disturbance 
to colonies subject to frequent human visitation. 

Traditional consumptive domestic use will continue but Is expected 
to decrease as lifestyles change. 

Expansion of biological knowledge of seabird species will provide 
an additional monitoring tool for Interpreting man's Impact upon 
the marine environment. Such capabilities may dictate changes in 
the patterns of use of other resources. 

Increased demands for nonconsunptlve use may foster development of 
interpretive and user transport services. 










